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_A.t

88 EXCHANGE

STREET,

95

Paybox,

No.

sule and

ONE
& CO.,

Bakers.

ON

age; Sebago water; everything in pertect order.
One-hair remain on mortgage, if desired, for a
long
term of years; will be sold at a bargain, or rented, if
not sold.

wanted”

AGOOO RENT of 5

Street.

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

GRIST

LOST

Middle Streets

FRESCO PAINTER
de20 tf

GAGE &
Flour,

Provision

Commission

Merchants,

58 SOUTH CANAL STBEET,
C. F. Davis Chicago.
PllioaoA
K.W.Gao ,20C State st., Boston. vIllGugO.
no2'

H.

& Oo.

Peyret
IMPORTERS

FRENCH

OF

WINES,

NATHAN

GOULD,

Merchant Tailor,

W.L.KCILEH,
Fainter,

Fresco

PORTLAND, MAINE.
A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
nave

yeurs,

ior me ihh u iceu

mo m'cobuiu

>u

recommending to them Mr. W. L. K£(Lf!Btor
a continuance of the same, leeling confident that he
is able to please all who may give him a call iu his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

Jyl3dtf

BREWER,

M.

PROFESSIONAL NOTICE.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and
Carpet-Bags.

JACQUES,

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 333 1-3 Congress

N. E.

ON

and Science

ot Leather Beltings. Rubber
lurnished to order. Also

jrUttXXjAJXXX, iMJCi.,

WHERE

Boston.

PAPER Bought and

sold, and

Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS
interest

on

check at sight,
received, subject
daily balances credited monthly.
to

COIdUECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made
ORDERS

executed

on

on

approved

ollaterals.

for Bonds and all first-class securities
commission.
cod 6m

dec22

__

J.H. LAIISOA,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

strength.
Dr. Jacques,

to
years’ practice,
as eminently successful in
Mental and Physical Debility, Lanof Spirits, Painful Dreams, Loss of
guor,
Appetite, Memory, &c., and having .had great experience during an extensive practice aud received high
honors and testimonials for his superior treatment
of those diseases requiring skilful aud confidential
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe and speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly invites those patients
whose cases may have been neglected or
incurable at once, to place themselves under his care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and long
practice can accomplish will be at their service.
He distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure can be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee, $5, and
fully describing the case, will be immediately attended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the morning till 2,
aud 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.
after many

begs

liis treatment

announce

GEO. L. LOTHROP A

change

Repression

pronounced

dec 12 tf

BROWN STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

—WITH—

SPRUANCE, PRESTON & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” ana
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Sewing machine
extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamed and
justly celebrated Singer Sewing machine as a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

Friend.

63 South Oanal Street.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Will give espenai attention so the purchase and
shipment of Flour, Grain and Provisions tor Eastern
jyt3d6m

account.

“singer”
house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a “Merry Christmas”
and a
which shall
“Happy New Year”, each day of
add a new voice to the already
mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of ‘‘The Singer”
With

in

a

of which you will find

HUNT &

JEWETT,

Wholesale Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,
Office 313 tONGBIie NTBEET,
Yard 43 PREBLE NTBKKT.

the

a

full assortment at

331 CONGRESS STREET.
already a Sewing Machine, call and

If you have

utmost oasc and exactness.
A full assortment of Needles, Thread and the various Sewiug Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
machines sold on monthly Instalments.

hand a good assortment of Italian
Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sola
Martile, and will receive orders to
cut to bize all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
tbat will not tail to be satisfactory ro all marble work- |
eis.
aug22
j

keep

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

BHEETDAH & Q&UTITHB,

no30

PLASTERERS,

The most

S ruooo & MASTIC WORKERS,
SOOTH ST.,
aO.
PORTLAND, MX.
gy Prompt attention paid to all kindsot Cobbing
&pr22dtf
n our line.

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

Sole

The Dr. Hall Treadle

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

6

important improvement ever made

Sewing Machines,
Which

can

l>e

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

Jyl

tf_

AT LAW,
removed their office to No. 95 Exchnage
Street* over the Portland Savings Bank.

HAVE
December y,

Nos. 31 tP 33 Free Street,
OF

Pa blob Suits, Lounobs, Sprihb Beds,
Mattbksscs,
McDonough Patent Red I.oungri, En.
amrlrd Chaim, Ac.
MfAll kinds ol repairing neatly done. Furniboxed

oo25-*691' T&Stf

and malted.

Forest City Bowling Alley.
The subscriber has
ate

parties a

new

just opened to public and pri-

Bowling Alley

at

NO. 1G SILVER STREET.
GEO.

B.

Tni_ii_r__

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

GORDON.

Dec. 23-dtf

dewing Jiao bine Repair Hhop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.— All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and
every job warranted equal to any iu New England.

j BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

nov21tf

stant

use

Thuntton’n

TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
are secured by con-

BHEATH,

Ivory

Pearl

Toothpovrder.

■ t in the bent Pentriflce known.
Sold by
and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,

Druggists

Price

188 Fulton Street, New York.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P.

FEKNY, Cor. Cumberland

and Frank-

Company

on the 1st ol

October were $9,785,877. It is estimated that
their losses by the Chicago fire will not exceed $1,-

900,000 which leaves the Company in a condition
tor meeting all future obligations promptly and honorably.
The
ed

Company

Is

now

prepared

under this

security to take good business.

undoubt-

There will be

advauce of rates but it will not be excessive
travagant. It will be such as the public will
in

a

or

an
ex-

justify

sound and reliable cilice that intends to pay

every dollar of loss.
The undersigued is

prepared to issue policies in
this old, safe and reliable Office.
NO. or EXCHANGE lAT.
octntf

Annual Meeting.
Meeting of the International Steambe held at their office, corner
Commercial and Union Streets, on Wednesday, JanP. M. for the choice of
at
3
o’clock
uary 24tli, 1872,
officers and the transaction of any business that may
come
before
the
meeting.
legally
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
ja!6-td
Annual

THE
ship Company, will

and

gress Street.

Schools.
SCHOOL, 430

Congress Street.
Stair Builder.
B. V.

LIBBV, 17 1-9 Union Street,

np

DRIVING

stairs.

HORSES!

FIFTEEN

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

or Kia

1

Gloves every time

Gr ound Land Plaster

Vessel in Bulk

Bbls.,

or

as

de-

SACRED

WHIDDEN.

MUSIC.
quality

oi

mu-

Te Deums. Beuedicites, Responses, Glorias, AnDOLLARS A DAY’’ sic.
thems, Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all first class,—

To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of fare,lattendance and
No effort will be spared for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
dc29tf
D. N. CUSHMAN.

hospitalities.

better. Large, clear, legible type,
ommendation.
Price in Cloth. 32 50; Boards, 32 00.

none

Sent

DRESSED
JUST

RECEIVED!

And for sale in quantities to suit,

ANNUAL

A.

HUNT

&

CO.

dlw*

hereby given that the subscriber ha
been duly appointed Executor of tlie Will o
MARY S. HILBORN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by
giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, arc required to exhibit the
is

same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Executor.
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.
Th
nov24dlaw

that the subscriber has
and taken upon himself,
of the estate ot
JOHN LOWERY, l&Le of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
Dec

EDWARD P. BRIGGS, Adra’r.

19th,

1871._dc29-3w

subscriber has
hereby given,
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
NOTICE
tlie trust of Administrator of the estate of
that the

is

HENRY H. WESCOTT, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS M. GIVEEN, Adrn’r, of Brunswick.
Portland, Jan. 2nd, 1872.
janO 16 23
is hereby given, that the subscribers have
ll been
appointed and taken upon themselves
the trust of Administrators of the goods and estate of
JOHN H. GILBRETH late oi Fairfield,
in the
county of Somerset, deceased, and given
bonds as the law' directs. All persons having demands uj>on the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same for settlement; and all
persons
indebted to said estate arc called upon to make payment to
MARTHA B. GILBRETH,) A/,
Aam 8
EDWIN R. FLINT,
Fairfield, January, 1872.
jan9 16 23

lYJ-OTICE
duly

any kina against tne
September last, at the
Trotting Park, and City Hall must present them to
Frank Noyes, Esq., Treasurer, at Portland Savings
Bank, before the 25th inst, as the entire business oi
the Fair will be closed up on that dav.
claims or

CHAS. R. MILL1KEN,
S. B. BECKETT,
S. T. RAYMOND,

SK in want

ol Plain or Fancy Job Printing
their advantage to call on Wm, M
at the Daily Press Job Printing Office, Exto

Marks,
change Street, Portland.

192 Fulton

Second-hand

DItESS-MAKING

Wholesale Cracker and
Route For Sale.

er

Boston._
Pastry

from

has other business.
TAYLOR & CO., 20

janl6-3t

Statc'st., Boston, Mass.

Not. only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to Immense instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
at 33 COURT STREET and select
large s<ock, so that it may
soon

one

from the

Chime Christmas,
or ring the New Year, in the cars of
your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, aud a full assortment ef other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of

J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
[Opposite jhe Conrt House.)
dec7-d&wtc

Two

Cows Tor Sale.

a new milch cowt with a
a Durham cow, weigh*

other
ONE
few
a

ble.

days;

can

be

seen

CO,

162 1.2

1-2 inch.
300 feet Leather 2 1-2 inch.
200 teet Linen 2 1-2 inch.
All in good order and nearly new.

calf by her side. The
1280 lbs;come* in in
at Capt. Chas. Sager's sta-

Jal5d3t*

of

acre

per

different roads, that

on

the

some

to

acre

Pacific

Northern

th$
can

be

doubt that

no

Bales will be

of its land

much above the general averagej>rice of these roads:
Average per Acre.
Rapids and Indiana.$13.98

Grand

Burlington
do

and Missouri River.11.70
do
in Nebraska. .8.75

Illinois Central—to 1869.11.09
do
do
for 1870.
12.55
Hannibal and St. Joseph.11.00
and
Santa
Fe.7.70
Atchison, Topeka
Flint and

Marquette.7.18

7.04
Southern Minnesota.
Atlantic and Pacific.6.77
Iowa Falls and Sioux City.0.50
St. Paul and Pacific.G.50

Rapids

and Missouri River.6.00

Union Pacific.

4.25

Kansas Pacific.2.70
The CHARACTER of the Land Grant of the
Railroad Company,

Northern Pacific

readily acknowledged by all

persons

whole,

as a

is

acquainted with

the different Grants, to be SUPERIOR TO
OF AN IT OTHER ROAB; but

if the average

price per

on

figure for

at this low

acre

the Kansas Pacific Road, still

the

25,000

held to

acres

each $50,000 of bonds, there would be

each mile

even

of its land sales should

the lowest average of all the land grants

amount of bonds

that

a

redeem

surplus of

can

be

issued

of the Northern Pacific Railroad.

the

present month the Northern Pacific

Fore

OF

they

WIDEtake

an

agency at once Cor our Elegant Gift Books. People
will buy presents for the Holidays, and our induceora

weeks,

i.nrivnloH

fit Ail

nnJjlv

....—....I

if you strike while the iron is hot.
H. A. HIcKENNEI' &

1..

--

Address

CO.,

Portland,

48-w3w

Pacific slope, and the St. Paul and Pacific

the U. S. Government is

ran

calling

the Five-

iu

convert them into

THEIR INCOME

MORE THAN 33 1-3

PER CENT.

present time

At the

tion of the sales of N. P. Bonds
of Five-Twenties, and
Journal in its

we

are

upon

a

good propor-

by the

conversion

notice that the Boston

monetary article of Nov. 11, says:

them, or exchanging

are

either real-

them into

other is-

sues—often into railroad bonds—the Northern Pacific
Seven-Thirties

few first class Canvassers for the
WANTED,
publications of the well-known house of Virtue
&
a

York. Any Agent can select a
work suitable from their various publications. A liberal inducement offered. Apply to
MOONEY & SMART, Aoenth,
88 Middle St., Over Canal Nat. Bank, Portland, Me.

nov23-deod2m*

ALL INSTRUMENTS

USED IN

ALSO

Guitars, (including Martin’s celebrated
Guitars,) Violoncellos, Double Basses, Concer-

VIOLINS,

tinas, French aud German Accordeons, Flutiuas,
Banjos, Harmonicas, Flutes, Piccolos and Flageolets,
with all things needed in their use or repair, as
STRINGS, Bows, Pegs, Fiuger Boards, Bridges,
Reeds, Screws, &c.
Also Tuning Forks, Pitch Pipes and Tuning Hammers.

Manufactured of the best stock, or imported, and
for sale by
JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
(Opposite the Court House, Boston.)
mr41y
Jundl3tc
*

•

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
DO
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION?
Have
taken eold? Are
Rheuyou aftiicted with

are

quite

C^“To
so

seeking permanent investments, alof Government Bonds wishing to increase

persons

holders

their Income, WE WOULD RECOMMEND
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVENTHIRTY GOLD RONDS AS ONE OP
THE

REST AND SAFEST RAILROAD

SECURITIES

OFFERED

We recommend this bond for the

PER

•

NOW

TO

THEPURLIC.

They will certainly cure.
They are are composed of choice emollient gums
spread on the finest Kid, of three different sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold by Druggists
Price 15, 20 and 30 cents each.
C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, N. Y.

for reinvestment,”

marked instance, as
This is manifest iu one
seen in the fluctuation oi the first Mortgage Bonds
of the Michigan Central Railroad, which fell but one
S. Fiveper cent, in tlie late financial panic, while U.
Twenties aHd Sixes of 1881 fluctuated two to three
Central
Railroad
the
and
here
cent.;
Michigan
per
had met with the greatest loss it could by fire—the
burning of its large terminal depot. The New Yrok
Daily Bulletin, which gives the authentic reports of
the Stock Exchange, in its issue of the 11th of October, after the Chicago fire, says: “Railroad Bonds
have stood the shock better than any other class of
securities,” and again, October 18th. says: “Railroad
Bonds are steadier than any {other class of securities,”

GROUNDED

Planters.

favorites

The Chicago disaster fully demonstrated that a First
Mortgage Bond on any Trunk Line of railroad is
the safest and least fluctuating security known.

matism, or pains of any kind? try one of
IVella’
iilachinr-Hprcad
Strengthening

F.

now

of these

Northern Pacific Bonds, and thereby INCREASE

izing

Me.

To Book Agents.

*

the

branches of 288 miles, will make nearly 600 miles of

“Holders of Five-Twenties (of 1862)

49 1-9 Exchange street,

no28deo<i2w

Dakota Territory—this, with the completed road

of
on

Twenties. holders

no9tf

T| IN THE HAND
A|)TI)
JDAril/WAKE AGENTS if

you

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES!

GRANT IN MINNESO-

for there

price per

the average

As

Hose

#

$25 to $50 a week; 800 steady customers; good horse, wagon, aud all appurtenanin perfect order; a bargain is offered; as the own-

PROFITS

Fire

5-ply Rubber. 2

dt 25

Opportunity.

of land is

acres

road in operation at the close of this year.

BANDS;

Establishment For Sale; with
a light manufacturing business connected; thoroughly established; regular run of first class A No 1
custemers; good store; long lease; best location in
Boston; satisfactory reasons for selling,
ja!6-3t TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st.,

ces

53

Street, New York.

SALE by J.L. SHAW &
F)R
street.
500 feet

Auditlug Committee.

Business

53

Yorston’s, New

persons naving
Fair held in
Allcombined

Excellent

53

F. C. WELLS & CO.,

Tmmte

Re-

Bills.

Your

Portland, January 16, 1872.

53

bottle.

o’clock,

January

j

rHwill find it

rec-

lief Association will be held at Odd Fellows
(upper Hall) Tuesday evening
16th, at 74
for the election of officers, and such other business as
Per order,
may come before them.
H. C. BARNES, Secretary.
Portland, January 15th, 1871.
janl5

In

53

this 200,000

still

TO-

THE

BONUS SOLD TO

the Red River of the North, the eastern boundary

price.

Notice*
MeetiDg of the Odd Fellows Mutual

COMMERCIAL STREET. Send
GEO.

retail

great

a

DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
decl2 d&w50tc
OLIVER

HOGS!

The Best lot Dressed Hog's in this Market

post-paid, on receipt of

53

$1,200,000,

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
THOMPSON’S
POMADE
OPTIME,

vLj

53

price up-

average

TO

Railroad will be opened for passengers and freight to

now

in the

53

BE-

53

who

disappointed

53

an

reason

that it is

UPON A LANDED REAL

ESTATE RASIS, WORTH DOIBLE
THE AMOUNT OF BONDS ISSUED

MILE, AND ALSO UPON A
EQUIPPED TRUNK LINE

FULLY
OF

RAILROAD RUNNING THROUGA

THE SAME.

Bond, or
For further particulars concerning
purchase of the same apply to the undersigued.
this

Notice.
Meeting of the Cumberland County
Agricultural Society, for the election of officers,
and the transaction of other legal business, will be
held at the office of Frank Noyes, Eso., Portland Savings Bank Building, Portland, Tuesday, January 16,
SAM’L DINGLY, Sec.
1872, at 10 o’clock, a. m.
a4
d&wtd wl
Standish, Jan. 3, 1872.

THE

Annual

Shoe Store For Sale.
Shoe

RETAIL
Jnitf

Stock.

Terms easy. Address
BOX 1295. Portland, Mo

SWAN & BARRETT, Bankers,
100 Middle Street.
H.

M.
32

PAYSON, Banker,
Exchange St.

Jan 12,-eodi w4w

Mon, We S.

in rerefer-

am a most pronounced Democrat, and therefore do not write in defence of the Adminis-

tration. I have been nearly a quarter of a
century in the bonded warehouse business,
and can therefore give an opinton “as is an

opinion.”
What is
iui

a

“General Order store ?”

uiiaiuiuL-u

yuuus.

miat

It is

a

are

uiese,
and how do they come to be unclaimed ?
A
vessel arrives in port, and the law requires
her to lie two business days after entering to
enable the merchants to claim their
by paying duties on them, or by

either
a

bond and

having them

goods,
giving

sent to warehouse.

This is fair to the merchant and

the shipowner; but suppose they do not claim them ?
The ship cannot lie at her berth forever. She
must discharge, reload and go to sea.
How
shall she get rid of her cargo?
The shipowner goes to the Collector and tells him of
this, and the Collector gives him a “general
order” to discharge everything.
But what
shall be done with tlie»e uhpermitted goods?
doe
The merchant
not claim them; the shipowner cannot take them; the government
mast Keep tliein no o li«n f£)r
*h§ duties Oil
them. And so the collector, who is responsible for them, makes some warehouseman his
This is the
agent and sends them to him.
General Order business.
It is, and always
has been, as much a part of the collector’s
patronage as any other appointment in his
gift. Under Mr. Buchanan it was given to
John C. Mather; under Mr. Lincoln to Henry C. Bowen. Neither had warehouses; both
farmed it out to those in the business.
Mr.
Murphy or Gen. Grant has at least given it to
those who have warehouses and personally
work them. But Mr. Stewart says, “We are
not allowed five minutes to enter our goods
before they are thrown on the dock.” Amen!
But, then, how does this work? We will take
one line, for example—the Inman.
These
steamers leave Liverpool on Thursday, and in
the
pleasant summer days arrive on
the Sunday or the Monday but one
following. They sail on Saturday. This
gives them a week to discharge and reload. But in the stormy winter weather they
do not arrive until Wednesday or Thursday.
They must sail on Saturday. They carry the
mails, passengers are anxious to go, and it
would cause inextricable confusion if t,Jiey
So it is optional with the
were held over.
Secretary of the Treasury to permit them to
discharge all their cargo at once with this
proviso—that to every merchant who gets out
his permit withimthe two days, the steamship line pays all charges at the General Order store for the first month. Mr. Stewart’s
clerk says his house pays one-half the General Order charges. I don’t believe they pay
And now how does it work ? Suppose the
steamer lies out the two days. She discharges
her goods as they come. In a cargo of a
thousand cases there are fifty or seventy consignees. Their carts will be at the pier each
for his merchant’s goods; the first man will
have ten cases, and he will find them scattered on the dock—a hundred on top of them—
he must get them all out before the next cartman can get in; the work is interminable, the
quarreling contmual, time ana patience worn
out. At the same time the steamer is taking
in her outward cargo, and this makes confusion worse confounded.
Look at the other side; the goods are all
sent to General Order warehouse; taken
there by Government cartmen, they are carefully assorted and tiered, each mark and
number visible. The cartmen come for them,
and they are at once put on their trucks. No
time is lost, nor patience; no ill will accrues.
The charge for storage labor, and cartage
from ship is paid by the steamer’s agent, who
is only too glad to do this and get his ship to
sea.
These people pay most of the General
Order charges. Why are they not called to

testify?

Then as to the amount charged. During
the last ten years the principal part of the
General Order has been held by Mr. Bixby
(the largest,) Mr. Squire, Mr. Myers, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Mason, Leet & Co. Mr. Bixby
charged $1.50 for ordinary packages; Mr.
Squire $1.20; Messrs. Myers, Edwards and
Mason $1.50; Leet & Co. $1.25.
(Mr. Myers
did charge Stewart only $1, but this was the
he
made
it
on
the
exception;
up
rest.) So instead of Leet & Co. charging double, as
Messrs. Lindsay and Stewart say, they charge
much less than has been charged for the last
ten years. Packages from Jersey City and Ho
boken are charged twenty-five cents more because the cartage is higher.
As to General Order charges being no higher than warehouse charges,this is simple nonAlmost all the General Order man’s
sense.
expenses are higher than those at a warehouse. He must have a very large store, and
he must keep part of it empty always to be
ready for goods that may never come. He
must take everything—car-wheels, anchors,
carriages, machinery, ship timbers, dead men,
(all of these 1 have known to be in General
Order store.) He must pay for two storekeepers instead of one—$1,800 additional.
He must keep a private watchman at $2.50 a
night, and for his store alone; he must work
all night when so required. Sundays and
holidays form no exemption to him when a
steamer must discharge. His-insurance is so
high that it drives away all hope of profit
from warehouse goods. When the General
Order man loses his labor and cartage and a
year’s storage, the Collector may die or
change his mind, and he finds the direction of
the unclaimed goods diverted to another
warehouse, and he has an empty store on his
hands and a heavy rent. This has happened
many times and several firms have been well-

nigh ruined.

Mr. Stewart says it is an outrage that the
Hoboken and Jersey City General Order
should be brought to New York; but the
goods for examination are brought to New
York and no one has ever thought of protesting against this, and there is no earthly difference in the status of the two.
But why should they not be ? The proprietors of these steam-ship lines and Mr. Stewart are the ones chiefly clamorous about it.
These lines make a great deal of money on
naauomraisi

fripffhtu

mtiilst—mildt tVlPV lip

al.

monopoly on storage also ? For, remember, no line that has its dock in New
York city has ever been allowed to have a
warehouse of their own, although they have
often asked for it. These people have gone
out of New York because rents, labor, Ac.,
are cheaper in New Jersey.
They can easily
underbid our people, but, is it any cheaper to the merchants of New York? (except
the giant Mr. Stewart.) These lines charge
$1 per package, and Leet A Co. charge $1 50.
lowed

v'aj«

ah

wronged and ruined men—wronged and ruined for no fault of their*—had fallen
upon earn
that dared not disregard
it, and the Collector
and his satellite were
swept away—the on*
from an office he had in all other
way* dignified and adorned, the other into the contempt
and oblivion his impudence and folly so well
deserved.
The School* of Portland.

papers throughout the country, and have
read the testimony before the Senatorial Committee on the subject of “General Order.” I
am so astonished at the
ignorance of the one
and the gross mistatement of the
other, that

sauic

-uonviU)

news-

one-tenth.

Company

ONE-SIXTEENTH PART

Company,

Railroad

on

dally, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per

have been anxiously waiting for Its
THOSE
send in their orders: and
appearance may
will be

not one

53

NOT EX-

WHICH WAS

granted

acres

$17,500 over the

Jan. 5-d&w3m
53

acres, at

EQUAL

give the average price

we

are

53

CAN BE

quality of lands at prices

200,Q00
acre,

which is but $2.70

prepared to supply dealers and consumer*
WEwith fresh
groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.

A

MORT-

THIS

idea may be formed of the immense value of the 60,000,000

you go out?

used

COLLECTION
—OF—

The undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1872.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy," he will reduce his rates to

Below

THAT

or

BY

St.Pauland Sioux City.5.67
Mo. River, Port Scott and Gulf.5.55
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw.6.00
Marquette and Ontonagon.5.00
Denver Pacific.4.18

DO

BAUMBACH’S

same

BATE;

During

Jan 16-dlw

NEW

er

QUITE

Cedar

_192

R. 11.

OF THE COM-

SAID BONDS

sales of the Land Grants

co-

sale at

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

Deering,

pair

FIRST

IN THE

TA ALONE.

jn2*3w

1st, 1872.

KNIGHT

81 Federal Street.

THEM,

TAL AMOUNT OF

of C. H. STAPLES & CO., at

sired.

HORSES!

STABLE,

BROWN’S

United States Hotel!

NOTICE

a

CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers In Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. 0. WELLS & CO.,
Fulton Street, New York.

Suitable for Teams, Carriages and Light Work for

die Street.

J. W. & H. H. DCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
Sc Union Sts.

94

Jan.

Shipiied by

JT. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 130 Mid-

TRUSTEES

Northern Pacific Railroad

$11,500,000,

the jobbing

Portland Plaster Mills!

Congress Sts*__

AT

▼ ▼

MONEYS IN

OF THE

OB MORE THAN lO PER CENT. ON

Y17HY SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW

;

of $6

wards

not be above

WORK HORSES !

JT. DEEMING Sc CO., 48 India 163 Sc 164

HANDS

vision is apparent, for the sales of laud up to Novem-

tic

Renovate those you have with
JTOUVEN’S INODOROUS KID GLOVE

CARRIAGE HORSES!

Teas, Coffees, Spices, &c.

“TWO

Portland,

of

SECURITIES,

OTHER

ber 1st exceeded

C. H. Staples,
Hiuam Winchester,
Chas. H. Winchester.

Exchange street, Portland, Me, on Thursday, the
18th day of January. 1872, at 34 o’clock P. M., in

accordance with and for the purposes specified in the
By-Laws of the association.
Also there will be a special meeting of the Subscribers of the “Portland Lloyds’’ at the place above
named on the same day at 4 o’clock P. M, for the following; purposes, viz:
To determine whether they will amend article 15 of
the By-Laws of said Association, and to transact any
other business that may come before said meeting.
CHARLES W. FORD, Attorney.
Portland, Jan 11, 1872.
Jal3dlw

OR

tl ment; still the practical working of the above pro-

“Portland Lloyds.”
Annual

ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

ENGLISH nnd FRENCH

name

at8.15 P. m.
usual to Lewiston

the Subscribers to the
Meeting
“Portland Lloyds’’ will be held at their office No.
THE
42

FOB EVERY

I OW OTHER GRANTS, to induce rapid set-

JOSSELYN,

undersigned have this day formed

under the Arm
96 Union St.

LINCOLN, Asst. Supt.

TO

apart to redeem the bonds, for by

set

are

intend to sell the

of

Portland,

run as

OBLIGED

BONDS ISSUED.

OF

Although the

Boot and Shoe Business,

N OT IC E

The 5.15 P. m. train will
via Brunswick.
L. L.
Jan 3.
dtf

DAVIS Sc Co., No. 301 1-0 Con-

TRUSTEES OF

APPROVED BY THE SAID TRUS-

THAT

WEpartnership, for tho transaction of

after Jan. 4, the Evening train for Walnut

Lewiston,

GEO. R.

name

Copartnership No
the

ONHill,*Perley’s, Chandler’s,
Danville Junction, Auburn and
will leave

Street.

been
trust of

The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding it> heavy
Chicago, comes out with its capital unimpared, and assets amounting to over one million
five hundred thounand dollars.
The assets of the Hartford

S PE C IAL

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

THE

ARE

and

BONDS

OF THE LANB

15VANS Ac

Central Rail Road.

Maine

COMPANY, OB WHICH THE

Cape

lin §ls.

hereby given,
NOTICE duly
appointed
Com’y the
Administrator

losses at

•

WHITE
SWEET
of

attended to.

is

Fire Insurance

JEREMIAH VOW, Agent,

SOUND
AND

Jobbing promptly

Jan. 5.

HARTFORD-

UPHOL STE RER

ure

Sewing
__!
Ma-

amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the operation of this Invention at the

1871._d3w
j. h. hooveit,

MANUFACTURE

applied to all kinds of

GEO. C. HOBBS’

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,

CO.,

expired by limitaton on the 31st day of December,
1871. All persons indebted to said llrm are
requested
to make immediate payment, and those having demands against them are desired to present the same
for payment, at the old stand, No. 1 and 2 Free street
Block, where all in want of good Furniture, at low
prices will And it for their Interest to call.
ARAD EVANS,
W. H. JOSSELYN.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1872.ja3deod2w

ANY

BY

BAIL-

COMPANY MAY HEREAFTER

NOT

STREET.

del2eod-6m

PACIFIC

LAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST.”

&

d3w

NOTICE
under the firm

good smart man can clear from $5 to $10 a
day selling the Patent Pan Lifter, for takhot
pans out of stoves or ovens, as it is an article
ing
that is wanted in every family and will sell at sight.
For terms, address
it. a. huei-len, uenerai Agent.
fti2-4w
Bowman’s Block, Bangor, Me.

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged nnd set up in the best manner.

speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger

McCOBB A KINGSBURY,

BY

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Is hereby given that the copartnership

ATTENTION

Plumbers.

n

Health Preserving and Labor Saving
Invention.

A

.1. i____

WILLIAM A. EVANS,

CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. II. L AMSON, 133 Middle St., cor. Cross.

sec

“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the

on
American

SHALL

IT MIDDLE
jaP“Music sent by mail.

Photographers.

ROAD

“mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”

be obtained at

can

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,

Silver and Plated Ware.

IN
allow

All

A. S. DAVIS A

IMPROVED

SEWING ^MACHINE.

ORGANS!

Piano Stools.

es,

FEAB80N, Me. 93 Temple Ml., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

as

JE. A. O’BRIOJN,

133 Ex-

IH.

“THE SINGER”

All the new styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Modallion.
the Porcelaiu, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperlectlons of the skin.
Call and judge tor yourselves.
CT*iViotto-Good work at moderate PricA im to Please.may 20
es.

No.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

ME.

No 152 Middle Street.
[PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order

CO.,

Street.

curingNervous,

IB

FOB SALE

have leased their Docks and other propery in
Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

A

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

NORTHERN

THE

CEEDING HO CENTS ON THE DOL-

NOTICE^

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,
Books, Folios, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violins, Banjos,
Drums, Guitars,
Cornets, Concertinas, Strings, Music Box-

Street.

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
BANKERS,
Sears Building,

REED

SMALL A KNIGHT,No. 134 Exchange

PERSONAL, NOW IN POSSESSION

PURCHASED AT A SUM

Commercial Street.

OF

CELEBRATED

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

PROPERTY,

GAGE, WHEN

bouds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to made payment to
ALBERT W. BRADBURY, Adm’r.
dc21-3w
Portland, Nov. 21st, 1871,

BTJEDETT «Sc WOOD’S

St.

AND

AND

MORTGAGE BONDS

NOTICE

Merchandise,

CONSISTING

LANDS

RIGHTS OF PROPERTY, REAL AND

THE

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
oeen duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of administrator of the estate of
ELIJAH P. LEWIS, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

STREET,

he may be confidentially consulted, more
Leaiher, Sides and Backs, Lace ;
especially in all the cases of diseases and deLeather, Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Bu-s.
for
the
treatment of which he is so justly celebility
Portland, July G, 1871.jy7-d6m
brated. It is too well known that hundreds suiter
from the eftects of early indiscretion and seek in
vain for relief. For none but the educated
physician
who has made these subjects a specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring the patient to health and

BUSINESS

Musical

DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

THE

TRUSTEES;” also “ALL

Beef!

Jan 10, 1872.

and all Blood Diseases, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.
jaBdtf

IdOWEIdld, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

ROAR, FRANCHISES, AND ALL

VESTED BY

FLETCHER

Rheum,

ABNER

FOR

BROWN

CO.,

RECEIVED,

AND

supply of this invaluable remedv for
A SMALL
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Ulcers

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

BAIL-

THE

SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE

Chicago Extra Mess Beef,

JUST

CUNDURANGO.

Toilet Articles.

a

9 Clapp’s Block,
o.
I JT. F. SHERRY,
i
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

SALE—Ou Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
and piped lor Sebago. Apply cn the premsses,
at 25 Emery st.
JAMES A. TENNEY.
aug25

IB

MANUFACTURER
Belting and Hose
tor sale Beit

3

New

sep2dtt is

FIRST and ON-

a

MORTGAGE, “UPON

PANY SECURED

159
Hair Goods

Informs his friends and patients that ho has opened
an office for the practice of his profession at

Street,

CHEAP!

Mess

KENDALL <ft WHITNEY.
Portland Sept ,2.187!.

and procure

WHETHER IN CASH, BONDS, COU-

5d2w

BUSHELS New Timothy Seed; also
\J\J \J Clover and Bed Top lor sale by

Furniture and Upholstering.
DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
kinds of Uphols fring and Repairing

is secured by

which

negotiate

FOR LANDS SOLD, SHALL BE IN-

Extra

SEED!

SEED,

done to order.

SON.

---

No. 90 Middle

No.

ja

is allowed “to

lW’

jnlO

W. LARRABEE.

8.

Portland, Jan’y i, 1872.

mile,”

per

LY

PONS

No. 6 Free Street Block.

&

which shall not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars

CEEDS OF ALL SALES OF LANDS,

NEW

LARRABEE

Company

the definite terms of the mortgage, “THE PRO-

lot of

J. II. OYER &

the

of

W.

The
loan

TEES,”

to order.

Sew House

LECTURER

name

S.

DAVID W.
All

Tenement Hous», situated on Horton
ne*r Dow St.
One or both tenements
P ice $703 and $800 each. The above
property is well situated, gupplhd with Sebago water, and is a bargain. Enquire at 6} Dow st.
oel8
8w
tj

Anatomy, Physiology

*

II.

holstering

2

DR. J.

in

Hereafter the business will be conducted under the

firm

eral Streets.
HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
U. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

noltf

ONE
Place,
will be sold.

Offioe at Schomacher Bros, 5 D eerieg Block
jue

JEltRIS,

For Sale.

or

me

81,000; Reg-

and

The sales of all lands “AT SUCH PRICES

URnADvr

from this date associated with

a

AS

TOWELS!

HUCK

LUMBER BUSINESS.’

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJT. ADAH8, cor. Exchange and Fed-

M. C.

HF" The best goods of every season always on
band, and ail r*ork personally attended to with
neatness and promptness.
my4tl

Is

P.

Couimn bonds,8100, $500,

istered bonds, $100, 8500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.

930,000

our

STOCK!

small

a

VERY

done to order.

Houses, Lota and Farina for Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen oj this city: Hon. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsburv, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch.

STREET.

MIDDLE

137

COPARTNERSHIP.

N.

]

Portland, Nov 1,1870.

dc30 dtf

issued in the following denomi-

are

LAND AS SECURITY

PAISLEY SHAWLS !
And

18 Free Street.
TARBOX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

and prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; dewith
fine
shade
trees
and
J_[lightfully located,
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalOeodtf

Real Estate and Loan Agent

248 CONOBEBB STBEET.

nov76m

undersigned offers for sale the “New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant

WM. 11.

Wholesale & Retail

Wanted.

IV.

nations:

the LOWEST CASH

at

HOLD 33,000 ACRES OF AVERAGE

ALSO,

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREL A CO., Arcade, No.

The

WINTER

___

AN

PRICE, and

THE

PRICES !

To close out

SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
Nov 30dtf

Cloaks

Velvet

Dentists.
JOSIAH HEAI.D, No. 105 middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.
PACKARD Ac HARDY, Fluent B lock
cor# Congress and Exchange Sts.

Hotel Property for Sale.
i

St.

Company’s lands

the

stock of

our

EXTREMELY

LOW

A

Dye-House.
SYMONDS, India
dyed and finished.

improvements, Elevators, Screening, Blowing and Bolting. Also for Grinding
Salt, at a very small expense, and in connection with
Wareeouse on Commercial street. A business of 150

AT

Rent Wanted.

F.

all late

10 PER CENT PREDI1.1I for

ceivable at

SAID

few weeks

a

re-

0.00

DRESS GOODS!

janl6

op-

offer for

are

=—

iuvitu

_____^__

To the Editor of the Hew York Times:
I have seen
many articles, in various

And to preface: I have no interest in the
present possessors of this business, and no
particular reason to wish them well, and I

In 1900—bear 7 3-10 per

FREE OF IT. 8. TAX—

are

ACQUIRE,”

(Monday morning,

posite Park.

FALHOIJXH FORESIDE.

WITH

HEANS, Pearl Street,

WHITNEY &

to 200 thousand dollars can be done to a good profit,
bv any active business man, with a moderate capital.
Terms favorable. Apply to EDWARD H. BURGIN
Cor. Market and Milk Sts., P. O. Box 715.
jal6tf

DAYIS,

Grain and

Carpenters and Builders.

MILL,

—AT—

We

15th inst.) between the
head of Park street, and P. S. & P.
Depot, a roll
of Newspapers and Letters. The finder will be liberally rewarded on leaviug them at mv office. 111
Commercial st.
GEO. S. HUNT.

THE

GEORGE D. JOST,

“8”.,

LOST!

SAWYER &

January,

Winter Dress Goods !

Address or call on
Pretw Office.

rooms.

janietf

Bonne! and Hat Bleachery.
CO., Bleachers, No. 131

S

FOR SALE.

dec27eod3m

change.__Jal6d3t

St.

PACIFIC

payable

are

It

System—What

Means.

ence.

Interest in GOLD, payable first of July and

cent.

5 for 50 cents. Single tare, 15 cents.
Fare from Back Cove, 16 tickets for *1.00, 8 for 50
cents. Single fare, 10 cents.
Tickets can be had at Abbott’s Store, at Allen’s
Corner; Knight’s Store, at the Point; and Day’s
Store, in Portland.
R. U„
” Agent.
*
jnl»-lm wl

TO

Eickanp,
Exchange
SHALL Ac SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

THOMAS WILDES.

P. Paybox.

Ill

wo.

private

a

A Boy Wanted

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s

Wm. A.

Jan 16.dlmo.

Street.

and Cross Streets.

accommodated with board in
at 119 Rrackett St.
dc9

learn the Job Printing business; one that can
read and write, and who lives with his parents
in the city. Enquire at Room No. 9 Printer’s Ex-

New

11.00
19.00
9.30 P. M.
4.30
5.00

Washington Street.
Saturday Evenings, Omnibus will leave Allen’s Corner at 6.30, and Bell’s store,
Portland, at 9.30.
Sundays the Omnibus will start from Bell’s store.
Fare from Allen’s Corner, 10 tickets for *1.00, and

wife

and

or
can be

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, TOGO & BREED, No. 03 middle

High street, No. 79; very nice, and convenient; gas throughout the house; perfect drain-

Law,

136 MIDDLE STREES, Up Stairs.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale's, Comer of Free

Boarder* Wanted.
two gentleman, or a gentleman

ONE

W. C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl St.

Rent.

or

milch Cow. Enquire of FLETCHER
159 Commercial Street.
jan9-d3w

good new

Repairing.

let.

ja!3

These Bonds

9.00

Order

compelled to give my testimony
gard to it, and I give you my name for

RAILROAD COMPANY.

.JAMES A. DAY’S,
Middle st., opp Plum
7.15 A.M.

The General

I feel

TUB—

—OF

NORTHERN

6.15 from head of Washlngton, corner Congress
Street.
SUNDAY.
19.15 P. M.
4.30
Passengers waiting, can be accommodated with
seats at James A. Day’s, 103 Middle Street; at Samuel Bell’s Shoe Store, Congress Street, Cahoon
Block;
and at F. Bennett's, 145 Congress St., near head of

Wanted.

158 middle St., over II.
machines fo

All kinds of

Street.

BUILDING,

E.

DIES,
Hay’s.

to

New House for Sale

PAYSON,

Exchange

Edward

II•

103

9.30 A. M.
1.45 P. M.

first-class Upholsterer; none but first
class need apply. Geo. A. Whitney, 56 Ex-

family,

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
ju3-€m

and Counsellors at

W. S.

MORTGAGE

LAND GRANT GOLD BONDS

POST-OFFICE

SUNDAY.

a

WANTED

We offer for sale at par and accrued interest, the
FIRST

6.00 A. 31.
7.30
8.
10.30
1.30 P.M.
9.30
3.30

GOOD

LOAN!

P. O.

CORNER

--

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 17,1872.

Choice Investment Security !

A

STARTS FROM

Boarders Wanted.

change st,

GOLD

seen

G. B. BROAD & CO,

ALLEN’S

An PTD

THE PRESS.

7 3-10

East Deering Omnibus Line

Jones,Pres dent.
Chableb Dennis, Vice-President.

M

THE

TIMETABLE

ROOMS and good board at
No. 13 Myrtle street.
ja3dtf

Agency for Sewing Machines.

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

decl6-eod2w.

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Hass.
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A Brick House for Rent.
story brick house, 12 rooms, gas and
Sebago water, a few minutes walk from City
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TWO STORY HOUSE on Brown street; eight
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Lot 36x76. In a fair location for a Physician. WTill
be sold at a bargain.
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•JOHN W. MUDf G£R, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore Street, Por*/and
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The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowl-

The Profit* of the Company revert to the aunred, and are divided annually, upon
*®*e Premium* terminated during the uar, certificate* for w hich are
i*aued, bearing in
ereet until redeemed.
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Tavern Stand at
Upper Gloucester Corner,
three miles from Railroad Station, and two
| niiles from Danville Junction; consisting of a '1\
story house—16 rooms; stable with 16 stalls; large
Will be sold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAWElt, South Auburn, or GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
! Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.
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But the merchant who sends his cart to Ho-

boken, pays $2 to his cartman if he only
brings a single package. To Leet A Co. he
pays 75 cents—a clear saving of 75 cents. The
Hoboken ferry-boats only sail every twenty

minutes. If the cartman is a moment late he
must wait these precious minutes. Fogs and
ice often delay him, and it is a long way
round from the fern- to the bonded stores ovA single load w'ill average about
er there.
two hours, and this in the best part of the
day. Mr. Stewart, doing an immense business, and obtaining many facilities which
others cannot possess, may find it to his advantage to store in Hoboken and Jersy city,
but to smaller merchants and to cartmen it is
a most expensive and vexatious inconvenence.
Some people are malicious enough to
suggest that this commends it to Mr. Stewart. As to the danger of losing a package and
such loss falling on the merchant, it is the
veriest nonsense. No merchant ever yet was
required to father such loss, and no cartman
ever refused or thought of refusing to pay.
Within a month Mr. Charles Kaile has paid
$600, gold, for a case lost during the night
from his truck, although the truck and case
were within the locked gates of the Williams
A Guion dock, and were guarded by their
private watchman and the government’s
night officers. There was very great doubt
whether he or the steamer’s agents were responsible, but he paid it, without compulsion
and without grumbliug.
One parting word for Mr. Lindsay’s Cartage Bureau. I have been for thirty-three
years practically familiar with the movement
of merchandise controlled by the customhouse in this port, and I say most decidedly
that a more silly, a more cruel, aud a more
unnecessary outrage I never knew perpetrated by this government upon its citizens. It
cut the ham-strings of 10,000 horses, and compelled their owners to stand idly by and see
the bread tom from the mouths of their children. They never get rich, (except Mr. Stewart’s cartman, but then he is so liberal,) but
there is no set of men on earth who earn
their money by more honest sweat and toil
than the merchants’ cartmen of New 1 ork.

There was not the slightest shadow of a
shade of aa excuse for it; and on the day the
order was signed I told the collector’s private
secretary that it would ruin him, and ruin

him it did.
He was a noble old man, but, in this, most
misguided. A hundred Leets could not have

shaken him from his place;

but the cry of

Report

of the
Mub-Couamittee
Nrhool Artommodaiiou.
West Bad of the City*

r re a Med

In Boaud

of

lathe

at

School Committkk,
January 15, 1*72.

i

j

The special committee to whom was referred
tho matter of school accommodations in the
western portion o( the city, with the view to
ascertain whether increased or improved accommodations are required for the comfort and
convenience of children attending the public*
schools in that section of the city, having had
the subject under consideration, beg leave to
Report, That they have carefully considered
the subject matter committed to them, and
having investigated present accommodations for
school purposes in the western section of the city
arrive at conclusions fully justifying the general complaint on the part of citizens that, in
view of the advance in methods of construction, ventilation and heating of structures for
the use of public schools in large cities a new
departure in that respect in this city is imperatively demanded; and in view also of tho
fact that the people who pay the bills have a
right to be consulted, and tlirough their proper
representatives to determine w hat if any action should be taken, your committee entered
upon the investigation of the subject committed to them with uo preconceived opinions, but
with the sole idea of arriving at existing facts
that should justify them in any recommendations
they uiikht feel called upon to make to
this Board, aud that should the Board deem it
wise to act upon the same it might stand justified in the eyes of the general public.
We find that west of Preble and (.’otton sts.
there are some fifteen hundred (1500) children,
probably more than that number, for whom
school facilities are furnished by the city. Tho
Primary rooms on Casco and Spring sts, are, in
the main, rooms of good size, but badly ventilated, and being heated with wood burned in
common box stoves, are
necessarily imperfectly
ami
warmed.
The primary
rooms in Walnut and Vangnan *u».
whole, are entirely uusuited, and positively
unsuitable for the purposes intended, some of
—

them when

sufficiently

«

warmed to lie comforta-

ble in all parts, being, from their contracted
size, little else than sweat boxes, and, from the
impossibility of proper ventilation not inaptly
characterized as fever traps.
The primary rooms in Brackett street ara
better in all respects than those just named,
but entirely inadequate to the number of
scholars attending, and, in addition to the poisened atmosphere arising from huddling so
many children together in the various room*
with no posssible means of ventilation except
through the windows and doors—are at time*
subjected to a further serious trouble occasioned by too close proximity to privies, aggravated
in certain states of the weather.
The primary rooms in Park st. are open to
the same general complaint of imperfect heating and abseuce of proper ventilation, except
such as may be obtained from raising or lower-

ing windows,

a

practice always reprehensible,

in such instances more or lessof the children
are subjected to direct draft upon their heads.
In the twenty Primary rooms named we find
an average of fifty-nine scholars each—most of
them containing from sixty to eighty-six each,
under the charge of one teacher—while it is believed that for effective teaching and training
not more than forty or forty-five scholars should
ever be entrusted to the care of one teacher,
and certainly no larger number should ever bo
allowed to occupy one room under the best system of heating and ventilation hitherto devised.
The grammar rooms in Park St. and Brackett St. admit of only what may be termed good
accommodations for a portion of the children
attending those schools.
The system of construction being that of onn
main room of sufficient size to contain all th»
pupils, with class or recitation rooms, inadequate in number, to and from some of which
classes are almost incessantly going or returning to the greatf disturbance of tliose scholars
retained in the main room—occasioning also a
very considerable waste of time, some of the
rooms in each of those buildings used as class
rooms are altogether too small, were never intended for such use, and are only so used from
absolute necessity. Some having been intended
only for cloak rooms, but from the necessities
of the case have long been used both as cloak
and recitation rooms.
All of the rooms in
those two school houses are heated with wood
burned in what are known as cast-iron box
stoves, often forced to that degree that the iron
is at red heat. No possible means of ventilation are provided—other than such as may b«
obtained from opening the windows or doors—
always a severe draft upon the vitality of those
sitting near, while, in order to heat all portion*
of the large rooms, and larger class rooms, the
fires must be driven to such an extent as to
make it perfect torture to those whose seat*
are in close proximity; at the same time in distant portions of the rooms are scarcely comfortable. But in the smaller class rooms before alluded to, the atmosphere is so vitiated by the
large number of children crowded into them,
coupled with the—at times—intense heat arising from such an imperfect method of heating,
as to render them entirely unfit for such use,
not to say dangerous in an alarming degree to
the vitality of those children unfortunate
enough to be subjected to such deleterious inas

flnnn/uvu

In view of the foregoing, your committee are of
the opinion that the exigencies of the case demand an immediate reform. Were it possibln
to bring about the necessary change in method**
of ventilation anil heating the so vend houses
named,now occupied for school purposes, the
cost of such alterations, and the expense incident to proper care and attention to cause thn
good effects thereof to be available thereafter
would be so considerable aB to induce us t*i
pause and inquire if some other way may not

bepreferable.

considered this point, your
are of the opinion'that tne time has
when this Board should recommend
to the city council the building of a school
house in the western portion of the city, which
shall be eqnal to the accommodation of all or
nearly all, the children alluded to in this remost
port,wherein may be grouped the liest anil
improved physical conditions, together with thn

Having carefully

committee

fully

come

possibility of'

as

perfect sanitary regulations

as

science has yet been able to point out or attain.
To this end your Committee suggest, and
recommend the building of a school House iu
the western portion of the city, on thn
general plan of the North school house, for thn
organization of a similar school to the one occupying that buildiug. with grammar and primary departments, to be under one head, embracing what are now known as Park and
Brackett streets grammar schools, Primariex
Nos. 5 6 7 and 8 with perhaps a portioned Nos.
3 and 4, abandoning to sale such of the property
thus vacated as the city might deem advisable.
In this way it is believed, a house may be erected in some good lot combining all the desirable features of the North school-house, with
such improvements as time and experience may
have suggested, at comparatively small cost
over proceeds that may be derived from sale of

property given up,
To this Board argument is unnecessary ti»
show the good results attainable in schools conducted on the principle or system of the North
School. Bach recurring examination fully sustains and justilies the Board in its adoption,
•and the fact that when a teacher is wanted to
fill almost any vacancy all eyes are turned to
the corps
employed in that school, is abundant,
evidence of the good effect the system is lie
lieved to have upon the development of the
teaching capacity of teachers employed therein.
Acting upon the plan herein recommended the
school system of the city will be rendered more
compact, and of course more efficient iu proportion as it is condensed and brought more immediately under the influence and control of
leading educational minds. The small schools
combined into large ones will render the task
of supervision less onerous, while it will be
made more complete and effective, and the
whole system of
public instruction in our common schools it is believed, will be largely im-

proved.
We present herewith a rough plan, showin
the proposed arrangement of rooms on each
floor, together with side elevation indicating
the general appearance of such a building, cost
of construction of which, including heating apparatus, water fixtures, &e., but excluding furniture, is roughly estimated at 875,000; while it
is estimated that the sale of property vacated
of
by the adoption
tlio nitu

Witlilil

not

the

not

plan

herein

Iouj than

suggested,

C'lPl fit MI

Your committee recommend the passage of
the accompanying order.
M. A. Blanchard, I Comm|ttee.
Lewis B. Smith,
1
In Board or ScnooL Committee, j
Jan’y. 15th, 1872. j
Ordered, That a committee of three be appointed by the chair, whose duty it shall be to
present to the City Council the wishes of thia
Board in relation to, and as they believe in the
necessity for the erection of a new school-house,
substantially on the plan indicated in the accompanying report, and if possible, secure their
immediate cooperation, with a view to its occupancy another winter.

CALL AND SEE
Milk, Velvet and Plash Hats 93 els.
Sets Collars and Cuffs 50 cts. to $1.
LADIES’ HOMAN TIES ONE.Y 30 Cts.
Ladies’ Cotton-and-Wool Hose only 90 cts.
Children’s Waal Hose from lOr to 09 cts.
Gents’ and Bovs’ Wool Hose 43 cents, worth 62 cU.
Nets Collars aad Cutf. 30 rtt to SI.
Hemstitched (Linen) Handkerchief*, 20 cts to 75 cts.
Lises Switches aad Braids only SI OO
Silk Switches *2. Jute Switches 15 cts.
And all other goods at low prices.

At Mrs. C.C. WKLCH'1,19 Middle Mtreet,
Third door from Exchange St.
ja6eod2w
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Amnesty aqd Civil Rights.
It is difficult to see wliy Mr. Sumner finds
it necessary to antagonize liis bill for securing
equal rights to citizens ot the United States
with the amnesty question. It is evident that
a majority of the members of both houses
have concluded that it is expedient to remove
almost wholly the one disability from which
participants in the rebellion still suffer. They

repressive, punitory legislation growing

urer,

transportation.

uius

abilities of certain persons. It has been customary on the election of any ex-Bebel to
office, unless he was a person of peculiarly

uiauiiucij

antecedents, to enable him to accept it,
whether he was a Republican or Democrat.

bad

general amnesty bill, by which
only the Congressmen and officers of the
army and navy who betrayed their trust by
taking part with the Confederacy, are excepted from the benefits of the act, passed the
House by the requisite two-thirds vote,
while in the Senate it obtained a majority.
The same bill has just passed the House
again, and will this time probably command
the support of two-tliirds of
the Sen
In

suffer

the men who still
such as it is. for nart.icinortebellion will number a few hunthat

case

punishment,

«um in me

dreds instead of thousands.
Mr. Sumner is to be commended for want-

ing the freedmen made secure in their new
possession of civil and political rights. This
is necessary to complete the great work in
which he has taken so prominent and honorable apart. Probably he will find few to oppose him among his Republican associates.
Certainly he will receive the hearty support
of the President.

His

will be

measure

con-

sidered on its own merits.

fected by

The persons afneither of the measures which Mr.

Sumner opposes to each other can have any
agency in giving either a passage, and there

small

seems
cess

reason

of one which is

just by making

for endangering the

sue"

essentially expedient and

the other a condition prece-

dent to its passage.
The Machias

Republican

the

to the Goverstatutes*

Month.

crimes.

Sept

Oct.

In relation to his

ticket.

February Galaxy opens with a paper by
Young, entitled “Louis Napoleon in

Alexander

ucocripuve

i-u^iwiu,

toe

me

oi

me now

ex-Emperor in England before lie had attained
the object of his ambition in the throne of
France. Justin McCarthy, in one of his admirable pen-portraits, draws for us a vigorous
likeness of that eccentric Englishman John
Ruskin, of whom a portrait on wood prefaces
the number. Mr. Isaac Butts, the well-known
Rochester editor, discusses with characteristic

independence the now pressing subject of “The
Management of Cities.” The article is apropos
of the great New York frauds. Gen. G. A.
Custer contributes the second of a series on
“My Life on the Plains.” “Suggestions of the
Past” is another of the Galaxy’s series of political papers, and is understood to be the contribution of a veteran
politician. It is devoted
to “John Tyler's
and

Administration,”
deals,
besides Tyler, with Webster,
Clay, Choate,
Calhoun, and the other prominent men of that
day.
“Fifteen Years Among the Shakers,” begun
in the January Galaxy, is continued with a second paper descriptive of life
among that curious people.
“The Blessing of Sudden Death,”
by Julius Henri Browne, is an essay to the
conclusions of which there may be
many obbut the Galaxy’s policy is to give all
sides a hearing. Two short
stories, “A Trifling Mistake” and “Ginevra,” enliven this number, and a charming sketch of travel by Alice
Gray, entitled “My Russian Friends.” which
latter is just now specially
timely, keep up that
side of the Galaxy. The
of the number

jectors,

poetry

includes contributions from Elizabeth Aker Al-

len, Rose Terry,
a
*

and

an

authoress who offers

touching poem called “Episodes.”
That growing humorist Eli Perkins, has

us

an

amusing little

essay iff the Club-Room,and the
departments of Science aipl Literature are well
filled.
The publishers announce that an important
article from Judge Jeremiah S. Black will appear in the next number.

Loring,
fine large

Short & Harmon have published a
map of the European & North Arnercan railroad and its connections.
It embraces
a wide
extent of territory, including New

Brunswick,
and, the

Nova

Scotia, Prince Edwprds IslGulf of St. Lawrence, part of Canada,

all of New England and part of New York. It
is a valuable work, covering ground not occu-

pied by any other publication.

Price $1.
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Swett and the messenger were relatives, and
the former, being without employment, has
spent his time on the boat recently, sleeping
with the messeuger. On Sunday last the key
of the safe was missing from the

messenger’s

j

found on Swett. He acknowledged
taking
the pistol, but denied all knowledge of the
money. He was held for trial.
were

uiklb.

—

me

v/lty
pass-

Council of Lewiston, on Monday evening,
ed the following orders:
An order that the representatives in the Legislature from the city of Lewiston, be authprized to tender the State, for the use of the Industrial School for Girls, for such time and with
such titles as the State may desire, the building
in the city of Lewiston, known as the “City
Hospital, with land sufficient connected therewith.
An order that the
representatives from the
city of Lewiston in the Legislature, be authorlzed to give assurances to the State of
Maine,
that in the event the City
Hospital Building
and lands tendered by city to the State for Industrial behool for Girls should be found inadequate for such accommodations as may be needed, the City of Lewiston will make such additions to the Hospital Buildings as may be desired by the State for the purposes of the Industrial School named, if the same shall be accepted for the purposes by the State.
Dave

Babkek’s

Debut.—The

J

Lewiston

JournaVs Augusta correspondent says:
It is no breach of confidence to give you the
substance of a letter received by one of the
members of the House a few days since, as I do
not

propose to call

names.

It was in substance

follows, and the joke will be appreciated by
acquainted with legislative practices.
“Bully for you, Dave. I congratulate you on
your success. I see by the jiroceedings in the
Journal that you
yesterday made a motion to
adjourn, and carried it triumphantly. Again,
I say, Bully for you!
Lew.”
as

those

James Mubphy who was
falsely seized as a
deserter and made to do service in
the army on
the quota of Maine, wants 85000 as
compensation, and Congress is disposed to give it to him.
If paper men were worth $500 a real
one

demand $5000.

[

might

The savings banks of Massachusetts are taxed three-fourths of one per cent on their
gross
deposits. This gives the State a revenue of over
million
dollars.
it
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Directors have not felt authorized to disof any of that issue, believing that the inerest of the stockholders and the road itself
vould be sacrificed in so doing. And they
rould recommend that this issue of bonds
hould not be used, except as collateral for ternlorary accommodation, until, in some way,
:redit shall be given to them beyond that which
:an be afforded by a lien
upon the road.
Believing, as we do, that the future of Port1 and depends more upon the success of this enerprise than upon all other present influences
ombined, your Directors feel that the time has
ome when they would be justly held false to
he trusts reposed in them, did they not take
his opportunity of urging upon you, as stockrnlders, the importance of a thorough investiI ;ation of all the advantages to be derived from
completion of this undertaking, and upon the
ity of Portland especially, as the principal
tockholder, the necessity of corporate assistince in some
form, in order successfully and
vitli the shortest practicable time to secure this
esult, so vital to the business interests of the
litv.
A bold, progressive policy, adopted
by the
1 tockliolders of this road, the citizens
of Port1 and in their corporate capacity, can alone reali ze the anticipations of the commercial and
I uanufacturing interests of the city.
And your
1 lirectors feel bound to present to you the res ult of their careful consideration of this mat1 er, which is, that either the progress of the
Fork will be so much delayed as to run the hazt rd of losing your connection with the Vermont
1 ine and the west, or some material aid must be
< btained, beyond and outside of the present reources of the road; that in order to secure the
1 ull benefit resulting from the completion of
* his work, the city of Portland should retain
ontrol of the same; and that this can be done
nth no danger of ultimate loss, by such action
< n the part of the city as shall enable the road
t » realize the full value of its bonds, the issue
c f which has been authorized
by vote of the
f tockholders at their last
meeting.
The progress of the work on the “Western
1 iivision,’ in Vermont, has been most satisfact ury.
Thirty-six miles of the road have been
t pened for traffic, and
eight miles more east of
S t. Johnsbury will be ironed this
winter, leavi og but alwuit ten miles to be
graded between
hat point and the Connecticut
river, while the
Fhole of the line west of
Hardwick, the preset western terminus, is in an advanced
state,
lie part between Sbeldon and Swan ton
being
a bout completed, fully
the assertion
warranting
t rat their part of this great work will be done
1 efore you will be able to reach the point of
c inflection.
It only remains for the people of Portland to
d etermiue whether they will reach out and
rasp the fruits of this labor, and forever annex
ie territory drained by this line to their own
c ity, or allow the current of its tide to be divert
e d from its natural
outlet, and permit tf belt of
rour
lose

pocket, where it was at the time he went to
bed, and this was followed by the robbery of
the articles above stated. The pistol and $23

run
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INJURED AND UNINJURED

WUl be sold at from

FACING THE BAYONET!

basnet they take the chance
death; but when private citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
to their heads to
change the color of their hair,
they have no idea of the terrible risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from
everything deleterious to health,” viz:
Chrlstadoro’s Excelsior Hair Dye
Let the wise and prudent stick to that. It imparts
shades of color that are perfectly life-like, and is in

25 TO 95 PER CENT.

LESS THAN COST

soldiers face the

>

were

NEW

YORK

LINENS,

-w

VT.
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The Hallowell Gazette, the name of which
within a year was changed to
Saturday Gazette,
has been suspended for an indefinite
period.
The press and printing materials of the concern
have been sold, and there is no
prospect of a
revival of the publication of the
The
paper.
Kenueboc Journal says the paper died of three
iistinct diseases, either of which would be
enough to destroy the vitality of a robust publication-irresponsible soliciting agents, the
premium system, and one dollar a year to subicribers.

The

REAL AND
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IMITATION
HAIR GOODS,

LACES,
EDGINGS,

8000 Dozen

On

of Capt James Harris, aged 15 years,
vas killed at Boothbav Harbor one
day last
veek while sliding, by being run into by another sled.
sou

meeting of the subscribers
Winterport railroad was held

a railroad
meeting is
be held at the town house in Corinth next
Saturday afternoon at one o’clock, by the citizens of Levant,
Kenduskeag, Corinth, Charleson and Atkinson.
The feasibility of building
1 railroad
from this city through the above
lamed towns to the Piscataquis
river, will be
liscussed, and the question of procuring a charer for

J.

Marriage.

S.

MILLINERY,
DRESS GOODS,
BEAVER C

OTH,

TOWELS,
CORSETS,

CROCKETT,

S3 COMMERCIAL STREET.

J»”13_
G.

road considered. The Deonle in
nai section are
reported "wide awake” on the
mbject, and the meeting will doubtless be large°
y attended.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Welearn from the Times that a young man
mined Eli Wells was arrested in Bath on Saturday afternoon, for stealing money from the
office of the Maine Central railroad to
he amount of $.500.
Money had been missed
or a year past, and Wells was
suspected, as he
vas a hanger-on about the
depot. On Saturday
trap was set for the rascal. He was left in
\ he
gentlemen’s room while a sheriff was en, conced in a comer of the ticket
Soon afi er the station agent went out, office.
Wells effected
m entrance to the ticket office
means of a
by
] alse key. He went at once to the money
,
Irawer, and while making his customary haul,
Sheriff put his hand
him. He owns
j ip to having taken $200. upon
He was taken before
ludge Tallman on Monday and pleaded guilty
| 0 the charge of
breaking and entering the raiioad ticket office in Bath and
taking money
( herefrom.
He was bouud over to take trial at
< he AprU term of the S. J.
Court, and for want
< f bail was committed to
jail at Wiscasset.
a

A.

gjitf

Post 173,
Will appear “On the
Trail,”
AT MUSIC HALL,
On Friday nnd Saturday Krenian, Jan“Throw

jyl6en

jcket

AND THE

It., ATTENTION!

Comrade

Salsbnry,

TEN THOUSAND ARTICLES

WITH WHICH THE

nOatA

TTAftftATSJ

WAS

Winter-Proof Systems.
Thick boots and flannels are necessary at this season, but the human frame requires something more
than these to render it winter-proof. The inner man,
as well as the outer surface of the
body, must be protected. The raw, moist, chilly winds which prevail
at this season transpierce the warmest
clothing, and
are apt to aflect the health
unfavorably, both through
the pores and the respiratory organs. The surest
way to avert the evil is to strengthen the internal machine, and thus enable it to repel the devitalizing influence of unwholesome weather. Enrich the
blood,
gently stimulate the circulation, regulate the bowels,
invigorate the stomach, tone the liver, and brace the
nerves with Hostetter’s
Bitters, and no condition of
the atmosphere, however
inclement, no variation of
the barometer or thermometer, however
sudden, will
have power to disorder the system thus
fortilied in
advance, and put in perfect working order. Damp
and cold, acting upon a sensitive or feeble
organization, may produce consumption, diphtheria, neuralgia, rheumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaiut
low
nervous fever, or intermittent
fever; the importance
if rendering the system impervious to these
two destructive elements is therefore obvious. Persons in
ielicate health, or who are at all liable to be
injurilusly affected by the atmospheric influences, should
lake the Bitters daily throughout the winter and
In
this
tpring.
way dangerous diseases may be
warded oft, and a condition of perfect health
prcservid by individuals of
comparatively feeble physique,
.vlnle those who are more robust, who scoff at
prelautions, are suffering the penalty of their reekless-

SOMERSET COUNTY.

A new Lodge of Odd Fellows was instituted
f t Kendall s
Mills, Tuesday evening under the
1 lame of Fairfield
lodge, No. 68, by D. G. M.
< leorge A. Callahan of Lewiston. The Grand
( fficers present were O. B.
Whitten, Portland
< 1. S.; W. E.
Pressey, Lewiston, G. M.; and j!
1 1. Knox, Skowhegan, G. W.
YORK COUNTY.

Kennebunk Correspondent.!
Many of your readers will be surprised on
1 taming the sudden
departure of Tom Hampson
8 well-kuowu
barber and Advent preacher, to
arts
I
unknown, leaving hills in the vicinity of
1 tree thousand dollars
unpaid.
Dane & Perkins are doing an extensive busir ess in the box board
line, sending away car
1 >ad after car load.
The Messrs. Lords have
enlarged their twine
f
and placed a fine bell upon the
same,
v ’Inch makes it
to any
equal if not
f mtory of its kind within the superior
State. They are
j
an
exceeding large business in tbeir line,
a nd as their
goods are second to none they are
j 1 great demand.
A.von.
our

less

in

hospitals and

entire

WB SHALL RUSH OFF

presented

hire

to

Circular Sawing
1
"

a.so

willing

a

person

unit

bich be may be qualified.

Apply personally

or

1 •tate of
1 It.

by letter

to

the Agent of the

European & JT. A. R. B., Gold,.
] Portland A

_

Maine Central

Railroad Co.

A Dividend of 3 per cent, on the interest
scrip of
* ay 12, 1870, will be paid at tlie office of the Truasu ■er, at Augusta, on the 15th day of
February, 1872.
J. S. CUSHING, Treas’r.
ja 15-sn <12w

For Sale.

H [lHE
,,
0,

two story French roof house just finished
L on Cushman st.; house
piped for Sebago, and all
e modem
improvements. Enquire on the premises
No 25 Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY.
new

»ep5dtf

Maine,.
Louis,.

1 ftorklnnri aid R.R...

taang [Hen’s Christian Association.

Jan 16-d3t*

Manicipal,.

Portland aid R. K.,.

Wood-Turning.

do any miscellaneous work lor

to

Portland

experienced in

ALL THESE GOODS
FOR

WILL

BRING?

in

i
(

Chicago,.
roledo,.

y>.

FOR

SWAN A

SALE

AND THEN

BUY

ENTIRE I. If

STOCK!

FRESH

lOO MIDDLE
oc23sn mwf

GEO. C. ROBINSON A CO.,

PROPRIETORS

OF THE

COGIA HASSAN

STORE,

199 middle, and
6
<J»nl2

new

able to

is

more

than 50

Y.

upon

percent, above

Its in-

mile.

per

While Railroad Bonds may be plenty, those

7th.

finished lines, so certain to pay and for

amount,

are

so

small

seldom in the market.

the amount remaining unsold is only

as

#1,018,000, [parties

them should make im-

who want

mediate application.
The Bonds
run,

for

are

#1,000 each, have forty

years to

aud bear Interest at the rate of 7 per cent,
per

COOK &

Temple Streets.

sch

Frances,

GOODS ARE

NEW,
FALL,

Vestings, Tailor’s Trimmings, &c.,
At Lowest Prices.

PRINCE,

Long and favorably known as one i
of, the Best Cutters in New England, will be employed In the cutting department, thus insuring
Latest Styles and good fitting Garments to the large number w ho

BOUGHT
AND

WE

ALL
THIS

MUST

HAVE THE ROOM FOR
OUR SPRING STOCK,

COVELL & VALPEl,
Cor. Congress 4 Brown Streets.
janlBeodistf

__

to call.

ALLAN LINE!

__is_4w

Political Ocean Steamship
CARHYINO

ENCOURAGE

Passengers Booked to London*
derry and Liverpool.
Return Tiokete
granted at Reduced Rates.

Jgettol'vVarJi'TEHE,
mZ2$T& 5 ££
manufacture,
sjiecial attention

own

I would call

to

can

Plush,Rich Patterns of Striped Terrys, the best quality of all Wool
Cloth and
Terrys, Hair
French Lastings.

;

The Steamship
MORAVIAN) C'apt. (•rahnm,
will leave this port for Liverpool on
Maturday, .fan. ?Oth.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train
previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the steamship

Saturday, January 27.

...

Livingston Co.

CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !
The Best Style and Finish, Painted

SETS !

THE

UNITED

:>al,

With my facilites for

am

prepared

to sell my

goods

tr

oil

are

by mail. Government Bonds received in exchange,

CHARLES 71. HA TAKES,

the most favorable

*iN

terms, ami at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly enlarged my Ware

[Latest by European steamers.)
Cld at Liverpool 29th ult, Enoch Talbot, Talbot, for
1 ybee.
Ent for ldg 29th, Austrian, Brown, for Portland;
, [ F Hnssey, Stacey, for Savannah; 30th, John Watt

interest!

semi-annual coupons
which, as also the princlpayable at the Bank of America, New York
Particulars furnished on
application either in person
lave

STATES !

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING,
I

•January 10,1872.

Rooms, can now exhibit one
of the most complete
and finest assortments of

Don’t
A

FURNITURE!

ahall

For

PK*KN,

janlfl

And Orrr 5*1 and 54,

MIDDLE

Jaal3____
Western City and

j

County Bonds

i

SALE at prices which yield lO to 14 per
A very desirable security for in-

°

cent, interest.
tjlOR
1

M.

STREET.

estment.

dclltf is

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange St.

Havana.

The fast sailing schooner, WILLIE
CHASE, Capt. Darling, is now loading
and will have quick
despatch. For
freight or passage apply to
II. EATON, or CHAS. MERRILL.
lw
No. 1 Central Wharf.

WHITNEY,

No. 56 Exchange St.,
3ELOW

Slip Down!

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF

Also a large stock of Rubber Boots and Overshoes,
br Men, Women and Children.
HI. «. PALiflKR.
jadeodis3w

Warerooms,

Sld 29th, Arizona, Conant, Havana.
Ar at Genoa 29th ult, Danl Draper, Clark, Savann ih; 30th, Investigator, Ford, New Orleans.
Ar at Hamburg 28th ult. Ella Norton, Berry, from
0 liana pe.

■trrri.

dts3w

At 133 Middle Street.

To my friends and yiatrons, I return my sincere
their very liberal patronage, and
hope by
itrict atention to business to merit the same in the
uture. I shall be pleased to sec any of
my friends
ind patrons at my
and will take pleasure
n showing my extensive stock, which is
one of the
>cst in the taimtry. For Spring trade I
offer a
also a large line
» MptfOia.
I ANfcN of my own
at
manufacture,
1 ewer prices than have been offered in thia market.

bayks for

GEO. A.

Exrhangr

FOOT HOLDS, for Tien A Women,

nr

NEW ENGLAND

<

Mo. Ronds.

These Bonds are issued for internal improvements.
The Medulla City to pay for introducing water Into
the city upon the -‘Holly plan,” anil the
Livingston County Bonds for
Bridge Improvements
withiu the County, and like all the Bonda
which I
ofler are purely BONDS of the City and of the
County respectively. Parties seeking both a safe and remunerative investment will do well to examine
them,
rhe Sedalia City Bonds bear 10
per cent,

THE M08T

I3T

m

Dec. 5-tf

Sedalia City Mo. Bonds

WAKDROEBS,
DRESSING TABLES,
HAT TREES,

CHAMBER

of the

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).fit?O to j*mib
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLANTno. t India St.
inward and outward, and tor
D.I!?5^teeIage
Sight Drafts on Fnwland for umnii
tJAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
»»
Portland,

ETEGERLS

OF

Co.

THE

Canadian and United Staten Hail*.

Portland Manufactures

SIDEBOARDS,

I

ta a'"my

GOODS, SHAWLS, 4C.,
LOW PRICES.

OUR

ALSO

SECRETARIES,

SPOKEN.
Nov 24, lat 23 39 N, Ion 35 38 W, ship Surprise, ftn

I, 1872.

VERY

at

furnish in any style of upholstering, I
with coverings of the finest
quality of

|

STOCK,

1872 FEB.

DRESS

PARLOR SUITS !

Queenstown 28th, S W Swasey, Park, for

NeW York'

^

WE SHALL CLOSE OUT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

My WALIIVT CHAMBER SETS, embrace
new and original
designs, and the best finish in !
this market. I am offering besides

Ar at Batavia Nov 17, Chasca, Crockett, from Newkstle, NSW.
Sld ftn Leghorn 14th ult, Atlas, Hokgdon, Palermo.
Ar at Messina 20th ult, Harvest Moon, Berry, from
T rieste; 23d, Orchilla, Havener, Malta.
Ar at Marseilles 29th ult, Mary E Leighton, Bray,
* emel.

*““U

TT'N'TTT. TLT A tp

WINTER AND
SPRINGS OVERCOATS

Which I

remen.

_j?

OF

and Business Suits !

my assortment of

S tinson, New Orleans.
Cld at London 27th, J W Hunt, Hunt, Port Talbot
I ad New Orleans.
Off Broadstairs 29th, Jennie Prince, Prince, from
a underland for New Orleans.
Cld at Newport 23d ult, H C Sibley, Colson, for
i ew York.
Ar at Cardiff 28th, Harvest Home, Dickey, Havre,
0 nd ent out tor Charleston.)
Ar at Shields 30th, Josephine Martin, Fickett, from

TO

We shall take Account

FOB

Mc-

» ew York for Shanghae.
Nov 28, lat 13 S, Ion 33 W, ship Martha
Cobb, from
n ewport for Mollendo.
Dec 4, lat 26 47 N Ion 39 05 W, ship Sea
Serpent,
fr 5m New York for San Francisco.
Oct 27, lat 3 S, Ion 93 E, ship J H Stetson, from Rio
J meiro for Akyab.

ianted&w 3m

CLOTHS,

are sure

Bankers,

GENERAL AGENTS,

AYERS,

complete.

ALBION

BARRETT,
OR

Additions to the Stock will be
made at once, making the assort-

Suits,

application in person

w. B. SHATTUCK &
CO, Banker#

50 EXCHANGE STREET
j

Fine

on

to

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CUSTOMERS

ult, brig Manson, Gilkey, for

Matanzas;

by ma,p

SWAN &

to continue their liberal
patrouage
at the same store,

ment

well be.

can

Full particulars furnished

Would Invite their

rork; 6th, Fanny Keating, Kane, Port au Prince;
i ona, Kendall, Guadaloupe.
Ar at St John, NB, 13th, barque Lavinia,
Davis,
, lastport; sch Marcia Reynolds, (new) Houghton, fm
for

event

Of the late Arm of

j

do,

poyment of the interest, and the final payment of
the principal, are as certain as
any future financial

STOCK!

load for Mollendo.
Sld Nov 27, ships Matilda, Blake, Mejillones; 30th,
Fwo Brothers, Gibbs, do; 14th, Otago, Thorndike,
tuanape: 16th, Helicon, Rogers, do.
Sld fm Valparaiso 18th ult, ship David Brown,
fichols, Callao.
Ar at Aspinwall 1st inst, sch Alfred Keen, Pills1 »unr, New York.
Sld fm Aspinwall 27th ult, brig Aroostook, Bryant,
< Juba; 30th, Sami Lindsey, Small, do.
Ar at Kingston J 10th ult, brig
Ellen, Haveler, Barbadoes, (and sailed 14th for Old Harbor and
] few York); 24th, Fred Smith, Smith, do (and sailed
»
5th for do do; 22d, Fanny Elder, Rich, St Thomas,
ind sailed 23d for Philadelphia); 23<1, brig San Car58, Parker, Barbadoes, (ana sld 24th for Milk River
1 nd New York; N Stowers, Savage, New York: 23tli
cli Outara, Sprague, Machias; 28th, brig C H Eaton,
hackford. Porto Rico, (and sld 30th for Port Morant
f nd New York; 29th, sch Lavolta, Whitmore, New

Sld fm

STREET.

earning

in most

The amount of the mortgage Is very moderate,

6th.

oj

orAutwerp); 25th, Majestic, Gibbons, Molleudo:
)avhl Brown, Nichols, Pacasmayo, for Puget Sound

1

BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers.

and

as

that the Company

being only about #18,500

Frontier, Bunker,

for Bath.

c arditt’.

8>.

BY

uses.

portion of the road opened for business

8th. That

BALTIMORE—Ar 13th, brig J B Brown, Downes,

kylsford, Shamper,

g>.

y>,

domestic

equipped,

a

manu-

liabilities.

terest

an

Having Bought the

1 Laughlin,

g,.

Portland A Rochester R. B.,.

5th. The

REGULAR

] mbec, to load for Cuba.
Cld 13th, brigs Gilmore Meredith, Ayres,
Havana;

g,a

6’s

R.

the

for

argument is required,

last year, earned

I. O. O. F.

N

g,,

R. Gold,..

Ogdensbnrg

to show

session of Machigonne Encampment,
No. 1, I.O. O. F., Wednesdav
evening, Jan. 17th.
A full attendance Is
particularly requested as business of importance will come before the
meeting.
JmlttdN. G. CUMMINGS, Scrite.

J

WHAT

g>,

g,a

Street, N.

enterprises,

Chicago, in

annum, payable on the first of Aj.ril and October,
Administratrix of the estate of
both principal and interest
being payable in gold in
JEFFERSON MABRY, late of Gorham,
New York.
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having deWe <l° not hesitate to recommend these Bonds
mands upon the estate of said deceased are
as
required I
to exhibit tjie same; and all persons indebted to said
unusually safe. They are attended with none of the
estate are called upon to make payment to
LUCRETIA A. MABRY, Adm’x.
uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the
Gorham, Jan 16, 1872.
w3w3
prompt

Abby

%

BONDS!
»

32 Wall

no

in

build it.

soon as

17 d2w

the cele-

road to

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken ui>ou herself the
NOTICE
trust of

Guanape 1st ult, ships Suliote, Soule, Engand; 2d, P G Blanchard, Blethen, Germany; 12th,
Norway, Woodbury. Hamburg.
Ar at Callao 1st ult.
barques Geo Henrv, Flint, fm
Fome, (and sailed 14th for do; 2d, Alex McNeil, Keleran, Bio Janeiro; 7th, ships Fleetford, Stover, New
fork (and sailed lor San Francisco) ; 13th, St Mark,
irindle, New York; 16th, John Bryce, Morse, Liver>ool; J Thompson, Kennedy, Guanape, (and sld 12th

closed out

_

NEW

class road,

first

well

as

done,

money, and

barely esoaj>ed being

>r leans.
Cld at

SPECIAL NOTICES.
RARE CHANCE

time and

1 o

AN

a

first-class manner, mainly

well

as

4th. The road is

Jan 17-dlt

■Ar at Liverpool 4th inst, ship Northampton. Maeoon, rsew urieans; lotn, Alexander, larbox, New

IMMEDIATELY

sick rooms.

these

Block Coal Mines, whose products have

facture of iron,

HENRY CLEWM & CO.,

a

large and increasing market

follows:

WM. II. AYER*,

Ar at Manila Nov 9,
Jan Francisco.
Sid fm Messina 17th

PACKED!

stock mill be

THEY

in

They have built the shortest

brated

PRIVATE REHEARSAL of the Haymakers
will take place this Wednesday
evening, at the
Vestry. A full attendance is requested at precisely
7 1-2 o’clock, to go through with all the work.

Savannah.

Philadelphia.

This

relation to

in

regular

A

FOBBIGN PORTS.
ship Southern Cross, Hughes*

STOPP.

G. X*.

BAILEY, 4S Exchange St.
janOeodsn

equipped it

3d.

NOTICE.

GLOUCESTER—Ar I5th, schs Alice G Grace, Hol>rook, Dix Isle for New York; Elvira, Blackwood,
Hoboken for Portland.

Lire Minnows for Winter Fishing constantly on
on hand, and supplied in
any quantity. J
Also a general assortment of Gnns, Fishing
Tackle and Sporting Goods,

■

some

were as

WILWINGTON—Cld 12th, brig Altavela, Cousins,

ton

uary 19th and ilOtb.
out a Skirmish line to meet him."
4t
By Order 300,000 more.

LIVE BAIT!

IN

follows:

Stockholders have built

The

AND

OPERATION.

x

Sid 14th, sch Webster Bernard, Smith, for Jacksonville.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, schs Sea Dog, Coombs, Fall
River for Jacksonville; Santa Maria, Harding, aud
Seventy-Six. Teel, Providence for New York.
Sailed 14th, schs Louler Newton, Wiliams, from
Portland for New York; Jane W Fish, Gardiner,
Calais for New Haven; Mary J Adams,
Gilchrist,
Spruce Head for New Haven; Grace Cushing, Bailey,
Bath for do; Annie Powers, Sparks, Bucksport for
io; Huntress, Sprague, Pembroke for do; Franklin,
□hadwick, Thomaston for New York; Walter Irving,
Arev, Thomaston for do; Emma, Crockett, Belfast
for New Haven; Charlotte Fish, Williams, Calais for
New York; S S Lewis. Clifford, fm Belfast for Baltimore; Herald, Hall, Rockland for Nov York; Laura, Robinson, Rockport for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 14th, brig George
Harris,
Blanchard, Brunswick, Ga.
VINE YARD-HAVEN—Ax 13th, sch Jas A Crook3r, Cbrrier, Jacksonville for Boston; Owen P Hinds,
jlendennin, New York for Boston.
Ar 14th, brigs Mary C Haskell, Whitmore. N York
for Boston; Onalaska, Wheeler, Palermo for do; schs
Slara Jane, McAllep, Hoboken for Boston: Ada S
Allen, Smith, New York for do: Frank Jameson,
Nash, and Martha Weeks, Dutch, Elizabethport for
Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 15th, schs Sami Hart, Hart, AlexauIria: Walton, Merrill, Bucksport.
Cld 15th, barque Martin W Brett, Blanchard, for
Havana; schs R P Chase, Collins, Bangor; Laura,
Br) Foster, Portland.
Sid, barques Mary Edson, and Daring.
Ar 26th, sch Forest Queen, Marshall, Belfast.
SALEM—Ar 14th, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel, Wilming8

JEWELRY,

JUST ARRIVED.

0

jan

more.

CHOICE LOT APPLES

neeting adjourned.
The Bangor Whig says

and

the Bonds remaining on hand shall be
the security will be placed upon the New
York Stock Exchange, and the merits of the Bonds
will entitle them to take rank with any
Railway
Mortgage upon the Exchange List, uone of which
will sell below par.
Detailed Report will be furnished on application.
As

Hoboken.
Cld 15th, barque J G Norwood, Harkness, for Balti-

PLATED WARE,

treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
novlsnd3m

Bangor Monday, but no business of public
mportauce was transacted, and the election of
ifficers postponed four weeks to which time the

list.

Interest.

disposed of,

Rockland for do; AnnaLeland, Bennett, New London for do.
Cld 12th. sch Nellie Bell, Keen, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19tn, schs Alice Oakes, Marson, and Clarissa Allen, Hodgdon, fm Port Johnson;
Ella, Grindall, Weekawken ; Louisa Wilson, Holt,

CUTLERY,

Happy Relief for Yoancfflen from the effects
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

ol Thread

Sp<

FANCY GOODS,

appetite and digestion, and it is unrivaled for its flavor.
Wc are directed by Messrs. LEA & PERRINS to
prosecute ail parties making or vending counterfeits.
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,
augI2sn6rn
Agents, New York.

and

account.

Long Island.

roves

LINCOLN COUNTY.

are as

per mile.

COMPLETED

The Leading Points
Bonds

August receipts.$67,244 82
September
95,622 53
October
73,602 58
November
69,393 69
December
62,650 97
The net earnings out of this amount were more than
10 per cent, on the amount of the mortgage indebtedness of the road applying against tjie
portion In operation. The figures above given represent actual
cash receipts, no charges being made for construction

Cld 13th, brig Amelia Emma, Carlon, Matanzas;
sch E It Emerson, Seavey, Boston.
Cld 13th, barque Florence Peters, Skinner, Sagua;
brig Addle Hale, Sheppard, Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th. sch Alice B, Alley,
Boston; Hannah F Baker, Whittemore, Portland.
Ar 14th, ship Florence Treat, Short, Antwerp.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, schs Angeline, Robinson,
Rockland; Ned Sumpter. Shaw, do: LA Johnson,
Mahlman, fm St John, NB for Philadelphia; Frank
Walter, Smith, Providence.
Cld 15th, brigs Hattie S Bishop,Webber, Matanzas;
Minna Traub, Thompson, Havana: schs Paul Seavey
Lowell, Havana; Harper, Griffin, Jacksonville; Annie Harris, Harris^ Baltimore.
Passed through Hell Gate 14th, schs Ellen, Miller,
Elizabethport for Belfast; Grand Island, Mclntire,
New York for Boston; Anuie Murchie, Port Johnson
for Newburyport; Malabar, McCarty, do for Providence.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 12th, schs Bangor, Titus, from
Thomaston for New York; Ned Sumpter, Tinker,

UMBRELLAS,

Good Sauce.”

in the water

Rogers,

are

Only

tion purposes,

Light, Orne, Boston; S H Rowe,

Orient, LI.

KID GLOVES,

of perfect happiness;

LEA & PERRINS9 SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

“

LINE

$18,500

SUCCESSFUL

receipts for the last five months from local
over a portion only of the line, and while
much of the equipment was iu use for construc-

CHARLESTON—Ar 11th, barque Jennie S Parker,

BUTTER,

mankind,
The way to it they often miss;
Though some have wealth, it does not bring
Them peace by day, nor rest by night;
Nor is there any other thing
Will these secure, “but doing right.’*
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,**
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Can find a “Suit** at George Fenno’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
sn 2w
Boston, Dec 27.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

THE

THE—

The

Howard, (Br) Howard, St John, NB—John

SAVANNAH—Ar 14th, brig

WOOLEN GLOVES,

Search the world through, ’tis hard to find

The -A orth Star says that
during the gale on
Saturday night, Dee. 23d, the barnes of Charles
Moses
Kafford,
McNelly and George McNelly
of Dalton, were unroofed.

Issue only

MORTGAGE BONDS.
92$

and Vincennes

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

traffic,

Rio Janeiro.
Ar 10th, ship Lisbon, Dunning. Marseilles.
Old 9th, ship Freeman Clark, Boswortli, Havre.
PENSACOLA—Cld 6th, brig Adele McLoon, Mun*
roe, Boston; sch Harry Lee, Mayo, Indianola.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 10th, sch Abby Wasson,
Lord, New York.
Sid 9th, sch Louisa Smith, Webber, New York.

HOSIERY,

HARD TO FIND.

place

Chicago, Danville

Construction is now stopped on the road. The en- |
tire equipment will be hereafter devoted to increasing the earnings.

Pensacola.

UNDERWEAR,

variety

A

FIRST

rumxAnu.

^

on

& Minnesota R. R.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9th, ships Richard McManus
Foster, Cardiff via Martinique; Wallace, Nason, from

no

uouniy, Engiisb liatry and
Pine Apple Cheese*

So prone to evil

ten- *t*

HANDKERCHIEFS,

in

Also a good
of Beans, Dried Apples, and
Canada Peas. Lard in tierces, tubs, pails and caddies.
AARON K. ALDRICH dc CO.,
22 Exchange st.
snjal5-m,w,f tf

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

16-new 61 &wlt

Jan
Love. Waltz.

■

V*. Dairy Ac Factory Cheese (plain and
sage)
Worcester

CABINET ORGANS!

well-known,

pieces, mails*., post free,

!

HAMLIN

for

30.

an

CELEBRATED

—AND—

Burlington, Cedar Rapids

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—In port 15th, sch Nellie Star, from
Philadelphia, disg.
INDIANOLA—Ar 3d, sch Wm A Morrell, Keen,

DAMASKS,

fresh stock of choice
&

to

THE

H ASON &

$2 50.

Popular Piece! I*' Ever I Cease

ISTEWS.

drowned.
Sch Bangor, Titus, from Thomaston for NYork, put
into New Haven 12th with loss of deckload during
gale of the I2th, in Boston Bay.

DOMESTICS,

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
a

Price

—OF

MEMORANDA.
Barque Ukraine, Melcher, from Rotterdam for New
York, nut into the Downes 27th ult, with loss of maintopgaJlantmast, sails, &c, and considerable damage
to hull, having been in collision.
Ship Pleiades, Ballard, from Mejillones for Europe,
put into Valparaiso 13th ult, leaky, and was being
surveyed 16th.
Ship Gen Chamlerlain, of Bath, before reported
lost. went ashore in a gale Dec 18, at Nieuve Diepe,
Holland, and went to pieces. The cook, (W Albee)
and four others, were lost. Capt Morse and daughter

BLANKETS,

dressing after dyeing, use

Just received,

mil

Chickering Pianos,

receipt of Retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO„ Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
w3
w&s
janl7d&wly

[FROM our correspondent.
BOOTHBAY, Jan 6—Ar, schs Frank Barker, Wylie, Boston; C V Minott, Portland.
Jan 10—Ar, sch Oregon, Dunton, Portland.
Jan 12—Ar, sch Olive Matilda, Simpson, Portland
for St Andrews, NB.
Jan 13—Ar, schs Tookalitta, Reed, Baltimore via
Bath; Sammie McKown, Parsons, fin Rockland for

i

CHRISTA DORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
w2-4
jan5-eodlm

The North Star says Lewis DeLaite of Littleton has engaged to haul twelve or
fourteen
hundred cords of hemlock hark at
AVinn, at
8—12 per cord.
He will employ about
twenty

j

Porteous.

for Rockland.

respects the very best.

is not more dangerous than the lead compounds
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains

ur

New York.
Sid, schs Northern

Remember the Sword

The Lewiston Journal says Postmasters Parker and Little have at last completed their
mail arrangements so as to secure a direct mail
to Portland on the five p. m., train.
This mail
will close about a quarter of five. The
Augusta mail will close at a quarter
five.
past
By the
present arrangement, a letter leaving Lewiston
at five will he delivered in Portland same evening so that it may be answered next morning.
The city council of Auburn have voted that
their Representatives be instructed and their
Senator requested to use all fair aud honorable
means to secure the
passage of a hill to authorize the Auburn Aqueduct Company to take
water from AVilson Pond for the use of the
people of the city for domestic purposes and for
the extinguishment of fires.
Folsom Post, G. A. R., of Auburn,
expended
about $700 for charity during the past year.

A

Porteous.
Sch J K

or

a

extensive sale.

The abov o books

Brig Mechanic, Nichols, Havana—J D Lord.
Brig Victoria Amelia, (Br) Gerrior, Havana—Isaac
Emery.
Sch Spring Bird, (Br) McLean, St John, NB—John

erallydc3sNeod

As

an

Knight.

CLEARED.

sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gen-

lead.

A

devised

one

and has

Steemer Chase, Mulligan, Halifax, NS—John Port

JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

ot the very best books that can be
learners of Reed Instruments. Already

eous.

necessary in some cases for persons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,'to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
of their larger profits.

NEWS.

ACiENTS

Root’s School for the Cabinet Organ

John, NB.
Sch Mary Eliza, Dodge, Boston.
Sch Wm‘Pickering, Gray, Boston.
Sch Waterloo, Beck, Boston for Deer Isle.
Sch Fred Fish, Davis, St George, seeking.
Sch Empire, Johnson, Calais for New York.

It is

all

PORTLAND, ME.,

Mor-

who wish to go to an ORGAN SCHOOL are adexcellent teacher, Mr. George
F. Root, whose brilliant reputation fire cannot burn,
and whose

is

AO YES,

with
Tnvsdaj, Jun. 16.
A small amount only remains of this issue of Bonds;
ARRIVED.
their own money.
Steamship North American, (Br) Miller, Liverpool I and in view of this fact the Company lias raised the
21st ult—passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
pnce irom yu to yjj ana interest, henceforth.
They have built their rqpd through one of the
Sch Gertie Lewis, Hodgdon, Norfolk for Boothbay.
The
mortgage deed authorizes the issue of $6,600,000
Sch Geo W Glover, Holbrook, New York for RockBonds; a modification of the plan of construction, ; ricacBt [portions or tue state, where all the old romls
land.
shortening the line of road, will confine the issue to I
Sch T B Harris, (Br) Quinlan, Boston, to load for
$20,000 per mile, making the total about six millions. 1 Into Chicago are earning over #10,000 per mile per
St John, NB.
The remainder of the Bonds will be cancelled by the I
Sch The Star, (Br) Sadler, Boston, to load for St
Trustees.
annum, ami are paying large and
dividends.

maintained.

re-elected Pres-

Village Pride.

All

To

THE ENTIRE STOCK,

appearing much larger. They are the best
cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly

The meeting was then adjourned to Tuesday,
I 23d inst., at 11 o’clock a. m.
At a meeting of the Directors in the after-

the

otc.

and

That the Directors of the P. & O. R. R. he

Nell

Sc

Publishers and Booksellers,

Reed Organ.

vised to apply to that

|

sizes

requested to press forward with all reasonable
speed, in finishing the road, so as to unite at an
early day with the Vermont line, and that we as
citizens and stockholders of Portland, will give
them our hearty co-operation to this end.

Song!

Almanac..January 17

MARINE

flavoring the various compounds prepared
human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly fret from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled

When

or

Price, Boards, $2 50; Cloth, $3 00; Full Gilt, $4 00.
A Capital
ris. 40.

Sun rises.7.29 I Moon sets.12.05 AM
.4.5G High water. 5.00 PM
Sun sets.

Syrups, Ice Creams, Custards, Pies,

of life

Piano-forte

Music fitted for

ADVANCE IN PRICE
Miniature

to

sure

THE SACRED CROWN.

week !

quality.

Mllroy,

used in

For

Get any other Music Book you want, but be
•‘Get the Best.’* Get

BAILEY

—

TO SAY.

Musical Gems for the Fireside, and Sacred Songs for the Home Circle? You will find
them lu the Sacred Crown.

MUSIC brought out within the last two years.
Songs, Duets, Quartets, Rondos, Polkas,
Polka Mazurkas, Schottisches, Quadrilles, Galops,
Marches, Four-Hand Pieces, &c., all of the best

Hon B
In the North American, from Liverpool
Lawley and servant, Mr Ogsten, Mr Dobson, Mr BenW
S
Mrs
Russell
and
C
son,
daughter, Greire,
A McKay, and 58 others ip steerage.

.U

CROWN!

Do you want

Full of

PA88ENGEB8.

for the

argument in support of such action. Mr.
AV. S. Dana offered the following motion,
which was adopt *i:

[From

COGrIA HASSAN STORE,

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH i
There is no subject which should more
engross attention than the purity of the preparations which

ant

such

>\^i. 7

u

.!:• *«l« ft

be Chosen for three years, and the stockholders
may, by their voteB, designate the persons to
hold for one year, for two years, sod for three
years; and thereafter one-third of them shall
be elected annually. It was stated that a
part
of the location of the road had been made as
provide'd for, and the question arose as to whether the corporation could
accept part of the act
and reject the second section.
in behalf of the city, said
Judge
that he was instructed to oppose the
acceptance
of the second section. On his motion the secoud and third articles were laid on the table.

An adjourned
the stock of the

:)'! ;

SACRED

TAL

In this city, Jan. 15, Mrs. Martha C., widow of the
late Henry D. Shedd, Jr., aged 33 years.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
at No. 7 Cotton street.
In Gray, Jan. 9, Mr. Barzilla Goff, aged 71 years 10
months.
Jan. 15, John W. Thomas, aged 66
years.
In Hollis, Jan. 4, of consumption, Mrs. Abba Hanson, aged 36 years 9 months,—wife of Josiah Hanson
and daughter of Thomas Kindrick.
In Bangor, Jan. 12, Mary C., daughter of Joseph
and Sarah M. Hatch, aged 24 years.
In Boston, Jan. 12, William M. Cushman, formerly
of Portland, aged 48 years.
In New York, Jau. 15, Joseph Dana Howard, eldest
son of Hon. Joseph Howard, of Portland, aged 38 !
years.

■

THE

use

Retail Price, $ 1 50; *13 00 per dozen.
Specimen
copies by mail, post paid, on receipt of price.

DIED.

AT THE

one

truly successful and agreeacoming fall and winter■?

a

School the

This attractive Collection, just published, contains
the CREAM of all the VOCAL AND INSTRUMEN-

In East Harpswell. Jan. 14, by F. J. Orr, Esq.,
Charles S. Storer, of Wiuthrop, aud Miss Lizzie A.
Sawyer, of Brunswick.
In Harrison, Jan. 1, Sumner Si>ear, of Otisfield,
md Ada E. Dudley, of Bridgton.

DAMAGED GOODS!

COPIES SOLD in

1500

nings.

an

Soups, Gravies,

$109,800 00.

The Musical Treasure.

OF

FOR FLAVORING

mously elected:
S. J. Anderson, H. N. Jose, William Deer*%’; F• G. Messer, Andrew Spring, J. B. Brown,
William L. Putnam, John E. Donnell, D. R.
Hastings.
The subject of asking further aid from the
city of Portland, referred to in the Directors’
report, was considered informally. Collector
Washburn, AV. S. Dana, T. C. Hersey, Judge
Eastman of Conway, and James H. Hamlen
spoke strongly of a vigorous prosecution of the
work; each gentleman presenting some import-

no24eodtf jjj*

MARRIED.

STANDARD FLAYORING EXTRACTS!

Messrs. Kingsbury, Eastman and Washburn
were appointed a committee to
receive, sort and
count the votes for nine directors.
They subsequently reported,
Whole number of votes,
5025
and that the following gentlemen were unani-

St.

Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 15, by Rev.
[I. Freeman, A. Perley Fickett and Miss Anna Cum-

BURNETT’S

kingsbury,

GUNS !

singing

Then

$229,800 00.
JACOB McLELLAN, Trcas’r.
CUMBERLAND 88: January 16th, 1872.
Personally api>eared Jacob McLellan. and made
Oath that the above statement is true, according to
his best knowledge and belief.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT,
iJaforp me
Justice of the Peace,
jal7-lt

MUZZLE LOADING

BAILEY, 48 Exchange

Agent* for the sale of the
Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg B R

are

English

ble

$235,000 00.

to the real estate...
of the taxable property
of the corporation aliixed by the assessors.

New York.

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Conjtons, and
parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight drafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax..
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
•
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES aftorded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspon-

Soda

lot ot fine

Oo you want to have

$232,000 00.

Aggregate value

At

monthly.

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their

n

yV> »'3p*’

■"is

Dividends made in all

jn3

Bxc«K any Husic Book Publi&li«‘d
in America.

)

established for the transaction of

or

Office of the Portland Compuuy.
Portland, January 15th, 1872.
In compliance with the statute, I make the followstatement
oi
the
condition of the Company, on
ing
this 15tb day of January, A D., 1872:
$298,900 00.
Existing Capital
Amount of Assessments paid.
$*98,900 00.
...

received per steamer, to be Bold Very Low!

*■

(if the act is accepted) that the directors may

°

new

DOUBLE

•

Blanc mange, Jellies, Sauces,

A

D&W

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Boston

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Capita] invested in Real Estate, fixtures
upon it. and Machinery.
Debts due from the Company about.
Last estimated value affixed by the as-

16 BOND STREET, N. Y
1Y

Factory,

BREECH AND

FIRE!

G. L.

Hampshire, and limiting the time of location
to Dec. 31,1871. The second section
provides

STATE

A

Banking Businees.
received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and iu-

tl_

injurious compound,

NEW ADVERT IS EMENTS

sessors

DEPOSITS

The third article elicited considerable debate.
The act referred to empowers the
company to
continue the road through the State of New

was

SN

any

GUNS.

General

Portland,

or

83T* Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

THIS HOUSE is
a

lead

Druggists.

Jyll

i

/

rust

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

shire, entitled “An act to grant a right of way
through that State to the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Corporation,” and the act additional thereto, approved
July 14, 1871, be accepted by this company.

noon, Samuel J. Anderson
ident.

1

particle of

dutain a
‘ old by all

janl7

unanimously adopted:

1494-45
1480.92
112.10

:

Exchange St., Portland.

J. B. BROWN &

and a crane car. Four thousand dollars
have been expended for machinery for
fitting
up the shops in Portland.
When the first article came up for
action, the
following motion, offered by T. C. Hersey, was

$1170.58

indiug that the bonds could not be sold except
it such discount as would prevent the realizaSion of means sufficient to carry the construesion of the road to the Connecticut river—thereoy also adding so much to its nominal cost and
ixing upon it such an amount of indebtedness,
>n which interest would be
payable, as might
lestroy all value in the original subscription—

Arrest for Embezzlement.—Henry F.
Swett was arrested in Boston on Monday on a
charge of embezzling $47.50 and a pistol from
the messenger’s safe on the steamer Montreal.

uvown

813.10
907.71
246.13

32

cars

Amt.

for depot accommodations upon the kindness
and sufferance of another corporation, in the
permanency of which accommodation, we
could have no assurance, the union of the business of the Maine Central and the Portland &
Kennebec railroads requiring all the room in
the buildings and yard belonging to them.
It was also very desirable that your road
should have a passenger station near the central part of the city. To obtain this,
except by
the proposed route through the street, would involve a very large expenditure. In this connection, it is proper to state that your directors
have had several conferences with the Directors
of the Boston & Maine railroad; that the relations between the two roads are of the most
friendly and harmonious character, and the assurance has been given that when the
depot of
the Boston & Maine railroad is erected, as conwithin
a
templated,
very short distance from
the geographical centre of the city, as well as
from the centre of its business and
population,
ample accommodation will be granted this road
on just and equitable terms.
And thirdly, it was absolutely necessary that
our freight should be relieved
from, a part, at
least, of the tax we were paying, for transferring our cars to and fromCommercial street and
the wharves, amounting, for three months ending November 30th, to over a thousand dollars.
And now, in reference to the further prosecution of this work. The cars have been running
to North Conway (sixty miles from
Portland),
since the 10th of August.
The receipts have
averaged $11,800 a month since that time. This
amount
represents the business that existed before the building of the road, with the slight accession that could be effected in the few months
of its operation.
Already we know of preparations for a large
increase. The paper mill at Little Falls, and
the revival of powder manufacture at Gambo,
the pulp paper mill at Mallison’s,the new stone
dam and mill at Sheppard’s river (Brownfield),
the new machinery about being put up in the
towns of Fryebnrg and Lovell, estimated at
$100,000 in value, for the production of staves,
spools and other manufactures of wood, together with the improvements and additions to
the mills already in operation, afford an earnest of the business now being built
up along the
line. So that we may safely assert that the
success of the road, so far as built, is now an
assured fact, resting upon its own intrinsic
value as an independent link in the great chain.
But promising as this appears, it is confidently
relieved by building twelve miles further, the
receipts could be doubled. For besides the iinnense pleasure travel, wherewould be no rivalwe there plunge into the basin to which flow
ry,
die produot of a hundred thousand acres of the
:>est timber lands of New England,
consisting
if magnificent pine, spruce, hemlock, oak and
cither hard woods, affording at once a business,
certain, almost unlimited in extent and duration, and so remunerative that of itself it must
yield a good income, beyond all expenses, upon
the investment required to reach it.
A thorough locating survey of this twelve
miles having been completed, and a careful estimate of the cost made, including land damages, grading, masonry, bridges, track, fencing
and stations, your Directors believe that this
section can he finished at an average cost of
twenty-five thousand dollars per mile, requiring no additional equipment for the successful
working of the same beyond that heretofore
used in construction.
Impressed with the importance of an early
jompletion of this division of the road, your
Directors asked and obtained authority from
you at your last meeting to issue bonds, secured
jy a mortgage of the road, from which to ob:ain the requisite means for the accomplish-

The Kennebec Journal comes out with the
names of Grant and Colfax at its head for the
national ticket for 1872. The Journal says this
in harmony with the wishes of Mr. Blaine who
had early indicated his preference for the old

oi

$95.08

tliic nmiriUnn nf

personal explanation of Tuesday it was all very
well, but that old story of the scare crow ought
to be put on the retired list, it having done
good
service in the Legislature of 1871.

The

77 5-10
.519 8-10

Month. Tons.
Sept. .1113 6-10
Oct. .1350 8-10
Nov. 1327 1-10
Dec... 89 5-10

*

/

K

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—per•ctly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disppomtmeut; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor,
lie genuine Wm. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye produoIMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Irown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
This

H. M. PAYSON,

including mixed, extra and ballast trains, 115,521. Passengers carried 60,207;- tons of
freight
25,074. No passenger lias been injured. The
stock
of
the road consists of 5 locomorolling
tives, 11 passenger care, 2 smoking care, 1 baggage and smoking cars, 2 baggage cars, 40 box
cars, 40 platform cars, 10 hay care and 2 snow
plows. The following rolling stock has been
purchased during the year: 1 locomotive, 7 passenger cars, 2 smoking care, 20 box cars, 10 hay

1871.
Amt.

7-40

f

t

Batchelor's Hair Dye.

ffff

F

£

old and pa vi• g road; the IsThese b<mdR
sue is less than $17,000 per mile, and they are Gaara meed, principal and interest by the Maine Central
R. R. Co. But a limited amount of them remain In
the market. They have been taken largely by Savings Banks throughout the State.
For further particulars address

superintendent’s report.
The report of Jonas Hamilton,
Superintendent, shows that the number of miles run by
passenger trains was 53,578; freight 9642; total',

XT..—

:

are on an

frocks, stations, salaries and
running expenses.$65,395.64
lalance to income account.
57,661.96—$123,057.40
The Engineer’s report was a voluminous docnuent, confined mainly to a description of the
ocation of the road, its construction and pro-

That the actnf the T-oeialat,,,.,,

<*FF

Company.

ff

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

i
| |pR
^F
^FF
^ ! i ^ *eee
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—OF THE—

The Engineer also vindigress of the work.
;ated the company from charges made
by outnde parties, of disregard of economy and the
requirements of business in the location of the
road. The paper was very
interesting, but much
loo long for our columns.

ocuagu,

1414 6-10
$2062.92
3881
$4258.05
As some comments have been made
upon the
action of the City Government in
granting a
right of way to this road over West Commercial
and Commercial streets, with the
right to the
Boston and Maine Railroad to enjoy the same
upon certain conditions, it is proper that you
should be informed of the reasons for ask'imr

tion he takes on every question that arises, but
the outside world would be glad to hear from

occasionally.

Tons.

Nov..659 8-10
Dec...157 5-10

proceedings are uncommonly partial to him, he
has done about all the talking so far. It may
be gratifying to the members of the body to
which he belongs to know exactly what posielse

x;aa.B

1870.

The gentleman from Whitefield is too modest by half.
Unless the reporters of legislative

somebody

at
impiuvcuiciHB
discount on bonds

$1 3,

EXPENDITURES,
■

f

?fff

BIX PER CENT BONDS

bole amount received from Passengers... .$66,683.65
“
Freight. 53,070.71
“
Mail.. 1,581.47
Express.
1,605.M
26.53
Carage.

returns are for freight to and
from the Lake station for the last four months
of each year:

only
proposed

the

Leeds and Farmington Railroad

thereby.
The following

is about the

paper in the State that opposes
law making sheriffs responsible
nor for the enforcement of
against liquor-selling and other

RECEIPTS.

and interest account, as well as road-bed, track and other
amounts
to $2,004,0(57.44, being
apurtenanees,
an
The next
average of $33,401 12 per mile.
twelve miles need not cost over $25,000 per mile
which being relieved of all preliminary expenses and cost of further equipment, will reduce
the average cost of the whole road at a point
seventy-two miles from Portland, with its
equipment, &c., to $32,000 per mile. The average cost of railroads in Maine is $45,000 per
mile.
Foreign capital has, within the last few
months, secured Little Falls, one of the best
powers upon the Presumpscot, at present entirely unoccupied, and one-half of Mallison
Falls, two miles above where the road crosses
the river. Unoil the former a Biiluldnll*! otoue
aiui, witn requisite canals and gates, is in process of construction, and by another season a
mill for the manufacture of paper will be erected, of larger capacity, as is reported, than the
Cumberland Mills. And, at Mallison Falls a
pulp paper mill is soon to be put in operation.
The objection heretofore urged by capitalists to
the consideration of the superior advantages of
that river for manufacturing purposes, and
which has prevented a
proper examination of
the same, has been removed by the action of
this road in affording means of transportation
to and from the water front of Portland. And
but few years will probably elapse' before the
business on its entire length from Cumberland
Mills
up, will be limited only by its capacity
for production. At Sebago Lake, another poipt
that would not have been touched by the other
location, where a large extent of country is
brought within the influence of the road, a
business activity has been manifested, accord,
ing to the returns of our own freight books, affording the best evidence of the capacity for
the development of the territery here brought
into contact with the road, and the impetus
given to its business by the construction and
consequent facilities for transport afforded

equipment,

Last session a

ators.

FIRST MORTGAGE

The whole amount charged to construction of
the sixty miles of road built and running, including preliminary expenses and expenses of
organization, salaries and incidentals, as well
before as after the opening of the road, land
damages, land in Portland, machine shops and

me uio-

removing

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

treasurer’s account.
N. Jose, esq., Treasurer, submitted the
^ allowing statement, showing the operations of
he road from the opening of the road, Sept. 12,
^ 870, to Dec. 30, 1871:

We ap-

has al-

tains all there is left of it:
Sec. 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or elector of President
or
or Vice-President, or hold any office civil
military, under the United States or any State,
who having previously taken an oath as member of Congress, or as an officer of the U mted
States, or as a member of any State Legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any
State, to support the constitution of the United
States, shall have engaged in rebellion or insuweetion against the same or given aid and
comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress
may by a vote of two-thirds of each house remove such disabilities.

uy

Superintendent.

exclud-

to what a fine

ueeii reueveu

Engineer

and

SPECIAL

H.

pend the material part of the Directors’ report:
Since the last yearly meeting the road has
been finished, bridges built, ana superstructure
laid from its then tenninus, at West Baldwin,
to Fryeburg; and entirely graded, finished and
opened from there to North Conway, to which
point we have been running about six months.
The road bed, superstructures and bridges are
all first-class, the two most considerable of the
latter being of iron, of the best approved construction.
The stations and other buildings thus far
erected, have been built at the lowest contract
price,, except when done by the day, under the
supervision of the Company’s officers, and have
received high commendations from the public
for their convenience and good taste. The
equipment of the road is good in quality and
sufficient for its present needs.
The receipts for the year have fully equaled
the anticipations, showing a large proportional
increase over the four months preceding the
last
yearly meeting; taking also into consideration the difference in the average distance of

point the policy of
exclusion and repression as a punishment for
rebellion has already been narrowed down.
This is the constitutional provision that con-

ivauy

The annual meeting of the Portland & Ogensburg Railroad Company was held yesteray forenoon at the company’s office in this
ity. The call, which was read by the PresiLent, contains the following articles:
If they will accept the act of the Legislaof New Hampshire entitled “An act to
'rant a right of way through this State to Uie
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Corporation
mil act additional thereto approved July 14,
L871.”
2. If they will accept the act of the Legislature of Maine entitled “An act additional to
ind amendatory of an act entitled an act to incorporate the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
Company,” approved February 15, 1871.
3. If they will amend their charter as designated in Section 2 of the last mentioned act.
On motion of T. C. Horsey, Sam’l J. Anderson was chosen chairman; and at once proceeded to read the reports of the Directors, Treas-

out of the civil war, should be rendered almost wholly inoperative as it may be by a
two-thirds vote of each house. Few people

The hardship of this provision for
ing prominent ex-Rebels from office

c

1.

the third section of the fourteenth amendment, which is the sole remaining vestige of

are aware

juntry, which, geographically, and by the laws
c f trade, should he tributary to Portland, to bec ome an outlying province of Boston.

Com-

te re

have concluded that the time has come when

the

&

C._M.

A.

-Maine Charitable Mechanics’ As*ooij»n..tx
"
11HE
hold the next meeting f„r led ureand
del,*,, ",
.brary Room,
Thursday evening, Jan lSiS. lt 7*
on

7'hera will be a lecture by Chas. P.
Kimhai t «„k.
J*
°f *he SUt1'of

T^mlVlFUtUre
jaliidtd

GEO. A.

HARMON, Sec'y.
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AilYrrtiminentii To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
For Ladies Ouly—Lecture by Edith O’Gorman.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Bonds—H. M. Paypon.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
I. O. O. F.—N. G. Cummings.
Statement Portland Co.—Jacob McLellan.
Advance in Price—Henry Clews & Co.
The MuRlcal Treasure—O. Ditson & Co.
Notice—Estate of Jefterson Mabry.
Notice—Haymakers.
Wupreint*
BEFORE

Judicial Court.
JUDGE

WALTON.

and was emTuesday.—The
jury
panelled. Among them was an uunaturalized foreigner returned from the city of Portlaud. The Judge
traverse

came

in

the first time this hail occurred he
tie inclined to pass it over, but it was not.

said if this

was

should
Some three terms ago an unnaturalized Canadian
Frenchman was returned by tbe city as a juror, and
it was evident that there was carelessness on tbe part
of somebody which ought to be inquired into. The
consequences of such

blunder may be

a

If

serious.

returned as a grand juror the whole proceedings of
the Court baaed uihui the acts of such grand jury
would lie void.

If returned

as

a

juror,

traverse

and

discovered in season, every verdict returned by
Jury would be set aside, entailing upon the county and parties a large expense, as well as the vexation
and delay of new trials.
The matter was postponed until the Court could renot

that

ceive

some

explanation from the City Government.

municipal Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE

MORRIS.

Tuesday.—Patrick Hagan and William Mackintosh were each tiued $5 and costs for drunkenness
and disturbance.
City Affairs.
A special meeting of both branches of the
City Council w as held last evening.
IN

MAYOR

BOARD OF

A communication

was

AND

ALDERMEN.

received from the En-

gUlcers of the r ire Department, asking the approval of a rule prohibiting more than one line
of hose shall he run from a hydrant in case of
fire without permission of one of the engineers.
It

was

referred to the Committee

on

Fire De-

partment.
A communication

received from the
forth that in accordance with the terms of a bond given to the
County Commissioners suitable accommodations should be provided by the city in the City
Building for county purposes; and further relating that in case of disagreement between the
two parties the matter be referred to one of the
Justices of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts.
The communication alleges that suitable
was

County Attorney, setting

provisions

have not been made, according to
said bond, and the County Attorney now asks
the city to select such judge to adjudicate upon
the matter. The communication was referred
to the City Solicitor.
An order was passed discontinuing so much
of the Marginal Way as runs over the land of
W & E. A. Curtis.
This action was prompted

by

suit for damages now pending in the Supreme Court.
Aid. Senter offered an order directing the
City Treasurer to pay the chairman of the
Board of Manufactures 8900, for the payment
of such expenditures as shall be made under
the direction of the Board of Manufactures for
the encouragement of manufactures in this
a

city.
Mr. C. P. Kimball explained the intent of the
order to he for the purpose of presenting the
advantages of the city of Portland for manufacting enterprises. [It is understood that this
order supersedes the order passed at a previous
meeting appropriating 81000 for a similar purpose.] The order was unanimously passed.

Adjourned.
IN BOARD OF COMMON COUNCIL.

The rules were suspended and papers from
the Board of Mayor and Aldermen were received, and severally acted on in concurrence.
Brief

Joltings.

All the persons who propose to take part in
the cantata of The Pilgrim Fathers, are invited
to meet at the residence of J. T. McCobb, Esq.,
No. 42 Park street, this evening.
Steamship Moravian is expected to sail for
Liverpool early Thursday morning. Mails for

Europe will close
9 o’clock this

at

the Portland

post-office

at

evening.

Charles E. Shelden of Portland, sentenced to
five years in State prison, for larceny, and who
has served out nearly one-half his sentence, has
been pardoned and removed. He is in the last
stages of consumption.
The Scandinavian Society gave their first annual ball at Congress Hall last evening, and a
very pleasant time it was, evidently. The company numbered over sixty couples, and among
the ladies were some of the finest dancers that
The order included
ever graced a ball-room.
twenty-four dances, and the hall was decorated

flags. In the early part of the evening
good speeches were made by W. W. Thomas,
Jr. EBq., (in the Scandinavian tongue) and
with

Mayor Kingsbury.

Chandler’s band furnished

music.
Whom to Marky.—Miss Kate Stanton, the
lecturer in the M. L. A supplementary course,
this evening, is a young lady of more than ordinary ability, it is said, who is diligently preparing herself for the profession of law, and
has recently made her debut upon the platform.
Her subject is “Whom to Marry,” and if we
understand the published reports of her lecture
she seeks to elevate the marriage relation by an
observance of natural laws, and not break it
down by a loose morality founded upon a false

theory of the natural relations of the sexes. No
doubt a higher education may well be taught,
for the institution is often shamefully abused.
If Miss Stanton, who speaks only from observation—can devise a remedy for the evil, the
people will be glad to hear her.

Steamship.—Steamship North
American, Capt. Miller, from Liverpool, Dec
21st, arrived at this port yesterday forenoon after an exceedingly tempestuous voyage of twenty-six days, including the time consumed in
coaling at St. Johns, N. F. She brought five
cabin, five intermediate and fifty-eight steerage
passengers. The weather was fearfully cold
and the ship encountered strong westerly gales
Arrival of a

and heavy head seas the entire passage. Fortunately no accident occurred. A little daughter
of an emigrant passenger froze both her limbs
while exposed on deck one day, but the humane
exertions of the ship’s surgeon and the officers
*
prevented any serious result. We are indebted
to the purser of the Nortli American for European papers.
The jiast month has been an unusually hard
one for ocean steamers.
On Friday last there
were twenty-two over due steamers on the
The Algeria which arrived at New
ocean.
York on that day had a very long voyage. She
followed by the Moravian at this port on
Sunday. The latter vessel was seventeen days
on the passage, and yet made the quickest trip
of any of the fleet referred to above. The Sarwas

matian, Capt. Wyley, from Liverpool, January
4th, is now due at this port. This vessel has
just made one of the quickest transatlantic
trips on record. She sailed from this port at 3
o’clock p. m. Sunday, Dec. 17th, arrived at
Londonderry at 8 a. m on the 20tli, and at Liv-

erpool

9 p. m. same day. Making allowance
for difference of time, the Sarmatian thus completed the run in eight days to Londonderry,
and eight days and thirteen hours to Liverpool.
at

International Telegraph Co.—Mr. Brown
the manager of this line, has made some noteworthy alterations and improvements in the
main office, corner of Fore and Exchange street.
A neat and pleasant private office has been fitted up on the Fore street front, which is more
accessible to the public having business with
the manager than the former one was. The
rear
part has been fitted up for an insurance
office, and will be occupied by Mr. Twombly.
The business of the International Company appears to be gradually but surely increasing; a
very proper movement, for the public are well
accommodated, business is promptly despatched aud all pains used to give entire satisfaction
to the

company’s patrons._

Increased School Accommodations.—We
have placed on the first page of to-day’s Press
the report of the sub-committee of the School
Board to whom was referred the matter of a
change in school accommodations in the wesThe subject is one of vitern part of the city.

importance to every parent, as such
equally as a tax-payer. The committee present
the case with cogency, aud it is to be hoped that
the report will be carefully read. A committer
was appointed on
Monday evening, in accordance with the appended order, to lay the matter before the City Government.
tal

Judge Ware.—On Monday Mr. Peters pre
sented to the House a memorial of citizens o:
Maine, in behalf of Ashur Ware, late Judge o:
the District Court for Maine, who has non
reached tlie age of 90 years. The petitioner!
ask that the pay which he was receiving at tht
time of his resignation in 18GJS may bo continue!
him during his natural life. The memoria
is signed by Justice Clifford of the U. S. Su
preme Court, Judge Shepleyof the U. S. Cir
cuit Court, .Judge Fox of the Maine Distric
Court, Nathan Webb, U. S. Attorney for Maim
T. B. Heed, Attorney General of Maine, am
other prominent judges aud officials. The me
mortals were referred to the Judiciary Coin
to

jnittee.

SWETT

JIA.mAlGHTEB

its service and to have regulated its time table
in its own favor and that of the Boston roads,
where it seems hound to put its through pasThe 8:20
sengers whether they wish it or not.
1’. M. ear front Morrill’s Corner ought to get
into Portland in ample season to permit passengers who wisli to reach the steamer for Boston at 7 o’clock, and many would wish to do so,
of which the horse railroad would reap the ben-

AFTERNOON.

John II. Blake, sworn—I live in Portland; my
place of business is at 130 Fore street. 1 was
there on the 19th of September; have frequently seen Loveitt; knew him well; was well acTrial of Simon A. Eoveitt for Ihc Killing
quainted with Swett; 1 live next door to Mrs.
of Eeoiturd E. Swell in Portland Sept.
boxen; saw both the prisoner and Swett on the
•AO, 1871.
19th of September; they were in my shop on
that evening; tliere were five persons in the
GOVERNMENT TESTIMONY.
back shop, Loveitt, Swett, Conway, Gould, and
James M. Black testified—Police officer during
a stranger.
They came in separately; Swett
the month of September; my beat was on Fore
had on dark clothes; Loveitt wore dark clothes;
to
from
knew'
L.
F.
the stranger had on dark clothes wore a frock
Exchange
street,
India;
Swett; saw him in Donnells doorway on the and a glazed cap; don’t know what Swett had
night of September 19; there were perhaps a on his head; heard no talk in the back shop
half dozen around him; I was the first police ofwhen I was in the front shop; when they went
ficer who arrived; I did not see the quarrel;
out into the front shop heard some talk; they
w'hen 1 came the man was sitting up in the corwere in the back shop about twenty minutes;
ner of the door-way; his head was covered with
they went in about twenty minutes past eight;
a cloth; 1 lifted it and saw it was Sw’ett; wrent
couldn’t say within a few minutes; Swett went
after a team; put him aboard and took him to
out of the shop first, alone; the stranger went
the station, and put him in a bed; Dr. Getcheil
next; don’t which part each person took in the
w as then called; Swett
wras unconscious and
game; did not hear them say; a little girl came
it
was
about
a
breathing hard;
quarter past 9 running in to the door and said a man had been
o’clock when I found Sw'ett; I picked up Mr.
knocked down; it was very near nine; this was
Swett’H hat near the stone post; it was an old
the first knowledge 1 had that Swett was hurt;
black felt hat, and in the centre of it was a
I did not go to see him; did not see him till he
dent as if produced by a blow from some weapwas at the
station; I locked up about threeon; I knew it wras Mr. Swett’s hat because I
quarters of an hour after the affair; I saw Lovhad seen him wear it; don’t know where it is
eitt a few moments after 1 went out, a short
now ; the dent was very near the
time after the little girl came; Loveitt remaincentre, but a
little crosswise.
ed a fewT moments; aid not know the stranger;
Cross Examined—I was called that night by
1 judged lie was a seafaring man by his dress;
Messrs. Coggins and Gould; I was near the
lie wore a short frock the same as fishermen
Stafford Block; w as there all the time the bell
generally do, (frock described); did not notice
was ringing for nine and a little before; heard
his boots or hat; heard no conversation with
the bell ring for nine; it was 25 minutes .to ten
Swett as to the result of the game; heard some
when I got the man on the bed; I have never
one say they had been playing cards; the strangstated that I was unable to tell what time it
er said it was played for
money; I have stated
all that I think of; saw the five persons drink
was; have talked with Mr. Decelle about the
time but once, and this within a week ; it was
together after this by Swett’s invitation ; Swett
when the case was before the grand jury; did
wrent out the back door and the rest went out
not talk about it at the time of the Coroner’s
the front; the stranger went out first; don’t
inquest; never talked with the little girls; don’t know wrho went next; it was not very dark; I
know any such man as Webster; I started imdid not see anything of him afterwards; there
mediately for the place after I was called ; the was a passage way out back; don’t know where
was
for
as
as
as
soon
Swett went; Gould and Conway stood in the
carriage
gone
possible;
soon as the horse
wras harnessed I
w'ent for
door till they heard Swett wras knocked down;
Swett; put him on a board and carried him to don’t know where the other three went to; have
the station; when T returned it was about five | not seen that stranger since that night; he was
minutes of ten; did not see Loveitt during the
a stout man, would
weigh 280 or 3iK); his mousnight.
tache was of alight color; I don’t know as I
Matha A. Fogg testified—Didn’t notice whethshould know him now; never had seen him beer Swrett had ©n a hat or not; I sawr Mr. Keilly
fore; he proposed a game himself.
a
hat
for
one
of
the
men
but
no
did
not
Cross-examined—I haven’t done anything for
bring
tice what kind of a hat it w'as.
three or four months; I can’t say what time
Benjamin Gribben testified—Am member of the men went into the back shop; there w’ere a
the police department; knew Leonard F. Swett;
good many people in and out that evening; the
saw him the night he
wras killed at about 11
stranger had the appearance of being a fishero’clock at the station; he died at quarter of 2; I
man ; he was a considerable tall man; well prowas with him all the time; he was unconscious
portioneu; very tail man, at least six reet; no
all the time.
was straight I think; I saw the
stranger the
Charles S. Webster testified—Live in Cape
day of the inquest and told him the man with
Elizabeth and work in Portland; w as here on
whom ho played was dead; he made no reply
the 19th of September; left C. P. Kimball’s carbut inarched right along; he had a lamp in liis
av
nu
u iiuviv,
nine
ncui
ifuauci
hand; he went towards Custom House wharf;
down Middle, Exchange, Fore, I’earl to Custhis frock is what fishermen commonly wear; 1
tom House wharf; passed by Blake’s shop;
can’t swear liow long the men were playing in
went down on the sidewalk next to the Custom
the back shop; good many coming in and going
House; went on to the wharf to take the boat; out, many fishermen; Mr. Coggins was not in
know Loveitt by sight; couldn’t ewear that I
the shop I think, but don’t recollect; after these
saw him that night; I left the shop at quarter
men went out some more came in; Simon Loveof 9; this was about five minutes to nine: Kimitt came in fin a very short time after he went
ball’s shop is on Preble street; two men were
out; I locked up in the neighborhood of ten
standing at the post; Mr. Swett stood on the o’clock; don’t know whether Loveitt stood in
Custom House side of the post back towards th
the vestibule or not before I saw him; did not
Boston depot; he had his hand on the post; did
observe anything peculiar about Loveitt when
not know Swett by sight; the other man stood
he came out of the back shop; there was no
right side against the post; both wore black
quarrel so far as I could see; can’t tell how long
could
not
bats
tell whether they wore
after the fisherman went out that Loveitt went
clothes;
or caps; whether they had any glazed clothing
out; never have seen that fisherman but
or not; don’t know whether they had on jackets
once
since
the
day that I saw him
or long coats; I stopped about twenty-five feet
going down the street; I was well acquainted
from the post after I got by on Pearl street; I
with Loveitt; noticed no excitement; Swett
was about quarter way across the road;
as 1
had been in my shop before that day; I don’t
think he drank very freely that day;'.Swett and
approached them one asked for $3, and the
other said, it was all right; don’t know which
Conway drank together at my shop that day; I
asked for $3; did not hear any other conversaheard no altercation between the parties; don’t
know which way Loveitt went when he went
tion; after he struck him I heard him call him
a son of a hitch; 1 heard a blow and turned
out; I stated on the day of the homicide that I
round and saw' a man falling; he fell face first
saw the
stranger in the store; I can’t say exactwith his hands by his side lengthwise of the
ly what time it was; it was in the afternoon;
I don’t knop but Mr. Decelle was present; Mr.
crossing with his head towards the Custom
Heed was ; Custom House wharf has a berth
House; his feet lay on the sidew'alk up Fore
for fishing.vessels; the stranger, when I last
street; the man who struck the blow went down
Pearl street in back of Donnell's shop, peeped
saw him, went in the direction of Custom House
round the corner, then went down to Commerwharf; can’t testify that Swett did not go out of
cial and peeped round the comer, then went up
my shop at half-past eight; it was between that
Commercial; didn’t go back to the stone post at
and nine o’clock.
all; could not see Foxen’s door-step from where
Direct Resumed.—I saw the stranger in the
I stood; the man who struck, struck the man
afternoon of the next day; I was standing in
who fell on the left side of the face; after he
my door; I walked towards him; he was dressed
struck him he stood there and called him a
as on the previous
evening; he had a lamp; he
“damned son of a bitch;” he was looking towas going toward Pearl street; did not see him
wards the man on the ground; he stood with
go down Pearl street; .when I had the conversahis back up Pearl street; he stood about four
tion with him he was at Foxen’s door; he was
feet from him; couldn’t tell whether either man
walking middling fast.
had on a hat or a tall hat; didn’t see the hat
William Conway testified.—Live in Portland;
the
man
who
struck
the blow didn’t stand
knew Leonard F. Swett; known the prisoner
fall;
a quarter of a minute; he went up Commercial;
several years; saw Swett the night he was killI saw him go to the next street; don’t know
ed ; went to Blake’s shop the night he was killwhat became of him then; I went right on to
ed with him; we engaged in a game of cards;
I
have
stated
all
the
conversation j
it was after dark; found several there; several
wharf;
heard; one man said give me $3; the other said
strangers, beside Loveitt and Blake; went into
it was all right; I went over in the boat; the
the back shop with Loveitt, Swett and a stranboat left at 9 o’clock; I heard the bell after I
ger; Could came in shortly after: had agame of
got on the wharf; saw no other man after I
cards; Swett, myself, Loveitt and the sea-faring
man played;
passed the corner; didn’t notice whether there
Loveitt and I were partners auu
were many persons on the street or not; I was
Swett and the stranger were partne rs; we won
in a hurry; saw the three girls as I passed
the drinks aud went out and took them; Swett
and the sea-faring man went in again; and
along; saw no one about Blake’s shop.
Dr. French sworn—Beside in Portland; am
played; Loveitt and I went again; the man bet
practicing physician and surgeon; knew Leon- *20 tliat.he could beat Swett fourtimes; Loveitt
ard F. Swett; saw him in consultation with Dr.
was stakeholder;
Swett beat the stranger;
Getcliell Sept. 21, 1871; there was a post morheard conversation between Swett and Loveitt;
tem examination afterwards; found him insencan’t tell what time it was; one accused the
sible ; breathing hard and stertorous, pulse raisother of keeping $3; I saw Loveitt give the
ed from one hundred to one hundred and fortymoney to Swett; saw the stranger when he went
four;—sometimes strong—sometimes weak; the
out; he went out the front door; Swett went out
breathing was labored, and as we turned him on the back door; I thought Loveitt went out the
his back, he seemed to stop breathing until we
back door; Swett went from the back shop
became alarmed and turned him on his side;—
down; known Loveitt for two or three years;
not very intimate; never saw him in Portseyes closed; lids swollen and discolored, lurid,
darkest
color
about
the
there
was
purple,
lids;
mouth; first heard that Swett was knocked
a spot below the eye of a brighter color than the
down when 1 was standing in Blake’s doorway
cnnO
1...
1-1._
some one came along aud said a man was
and bruised and there was a bruise and swollen
knocked down; I did not go there for some
time but finally went, there was a crowd around
spot over the right temple; the pupils were insensible to light, didn’t contract and open as
him; the police had not arrived; I went right
the pupils naturally do; he died at 2 .*14 o’clock
back to Blake’s; Loveitt was there when I got
—the post mortem was held at 11 o’clock; we
back; don’t know how long after the stranger
discovered the right orbit some fractured; the
went out that I heard that Swett was knocked
iIaWII llofor liairn liovn
tlin utmnirnsfracture involved the temporal bone and the orbit and extended to the bones which are deep
saw liim before.
seated in the skull, the bones which form the
Cross Examined.—The stranger was a very
floor of the brain; a great deal of violence must
tall man; very stout and powerful; I testified
have been necessary to produce such a fracture;
before the Coroner’s inquest; the fisherman
the fracture involved the membrane which covwent out the front door; this fisherman and
ers the brain and ruptured an
Swett had a little growl in the back room.
artery so that
the blood flowed over the entire upper surface
I did not see the big fisherman after he left the
of the brain; there was no depression of the
front door; Swett drank a good many times that
skull where fractured; in my opinion the cause
day; he drank a good many times with me; 1
of his death wcs the pressure on the brain of
stated before the coroner’s inquest we might
blood with the shock and injury had caused; if
have drank one hundred limes that day, hut
a blood vessel is broken on the" surface of the
guess I stated it a little strong; did not notice
brain the escape of the blood will cause sufficiwhether Swett staggered when he went out or
ent pressure to produce insensibility; I have no
not; it took a good deal to make him stagger;
doubt that the injury produced the rupture; an
he had drank different kinds of liquor that day;
injury like that might kill a person almost im- I noticed a discolored spot Sweet's cheek that
the
shock.
The
afternoon and I knew his nose was broken; his
mediately by
great
impression
I received at the post mortem was that the innose was broken the Saturday night
previous;
I am at Stafford block atNelse Leighton’s; 1
jury was received from some missile of length;
did not see it done; I did not take the money
my idea was that some missile, had struck the
skull a cross blow fracturing the temporal bone,
from Swett that he won from the stranger; he
had what was left after paying for the drinks
breaking the nose, and making the bruise on
the cheek in the same line; that it was done by
when he went out of the shop, as far as I know;
a blow; if the skiu was broken, as it
he paid me back my twenty dollars.
was, blit
not extensively, my impression would be that
Direct Resumed.—I accused Loveitt of having
it was caused by a heavy, round, smooth instruthe three dollars when we were at the door outment and of some length; I can’t see how it
side; he denied it; no high words between us;
would be possible for any one to determine the
he resented it; think Loveitt then went into the'
direction of the blow; if two men were standnext door.
James Gould testified.—Live in Portland;
ing together, then I might say how such a blow
knew Loveitt; have known Loveitt three or four
might be given but I could not exclude a dozen
other ways; I should say that they stood a lityears; saw them together that night in Black’s
tle cornering; it would be difficult to give a
shop; Conway, Loveitt, the big man and Swett
blow of this kind if a man had fallen; my opinwere there; the big man had on a
fisherman’s
ion at the time was that the three points or inguernsey frock; did not notice how Loveitt or
about
the
head
were
all
causecl
simultaneSwett’was
dressed
man
jury
;the big
appeared to be a
ously or consecutively by one blow, and if that fisherman; did not not notice whether he had
supposition be true, I can hardly conceive how on a glazed hat or not; when I went into the
such a blow could have been given after the
back shop they were sitting at the table playman had fallen; I have been on the premises
ing cards: heard no dispute between any of
where the blow is said to have been struck’; althem; Loveitt and the big man were playing
most anything is possible, but I should not have
off; Swett beat him; I saw some money on the
that
an
of
this
kind
it
thought probable
injury
table; Loveitt was the holder; I heard Swett
could have been received from a fall; if a man
say Loveitt had not handed over all the money;
falls upon his face it eannot be determined
I did not understand that he said how much
where he was struck absolutely, becaaise a man
was lacking; Swett went out the
hack way, I
struck
a
sand
on
back
be
the
might
bag
by
part
think; no one else went out with him that I
of his head and no evidence oj the blow remain;
know of ; I was standing at the outside
if a man was struck on the back part of his head
front door and Loveitt
went out by me;
it was dark at tliis time and somewhere about if
there would be some sign of it probably; the abI
about
half past eight
sence of such signs must make it probable that
think
it
was
o’clock;
the man was struck in the face; it is not unwhen I went into the back shop; the fisherman
usual for a man struck in the face to fall on his
was over six feet tall and would weigh 200 or
face; the instrument used in this case must
better; I heard no dispute in the front shop;
have been long enough to cover the points and
first heard Swett was knocked down about nine
give room for the hand, unless the bruise on the o’clock; X went to him; there were four or five
cheek could have been done by the knuckles
fishermen around him; I brought the express
while holding the instrument; T couldn’t say
wagon there and went after Black', I drove the
that a billy would be likely to cause the injury;
wagon to the police station to carry Swett, and
these fatal accidents are the exception.
then drove the wagon back to the stable; I saw
was
a
Cross Examined—There
contused spot
Loveitt again after he went out the first time,
on the right temple of Swett just above the orin about ten or twenty minutes; he was standrlrrVit
T 1,..a
^aaIIa/.Ii'a..
ing in front of the shop. I never saw this fishthere being a bruise which involved the perierman before or since; did not hear him called
as
if
of
the
brain
a
blow
was
cranium
given by by name. Saw loveitt start for home up Silver
the point of the instrument; there was a bruise
street about 9 o’clock or little after; I first learnabove the orbit of the right eye, that was pered that Swett was knocked down from a little
fectly plain to the oaken eye; the blow which
girl.
Cross-examined—When loveitt went out the
caused death fell above the right eye near the
at
least
some
of
it
the
first time he was not gone over ten minutes be
did;
part
right temple,
fore he came back; he stood in front of Blake’s
fracture extended entirely through the orbit
down towards the base of the skull; the skull is
shop; then he went home, or he went up Silver
thick over the orbit of the eye; it broke both
street; I don’t know where he went. There
wi*re a
considerable number of fishermen out
tables of the skull; the blow that produced
that night and people walking hack and forth
death might have been given bv an instrument
sucli
a
such
blow
from
on
It was a little cloudy that
a
the sidewalk.
like a belaying pin;
weapon would be likely to produce or might
night. I believe the mackerel fleet was off this
produce lust such an injury; the bone is thick port about that time; the four or five wharves
down in that locality are all berths for: fisherat the orbit of the eye, and then as you get near
the temple grows thinner; there is an artery
men; don’t know whether men were going into
the
an
over
there
Gould’s or not; did not notice; Gould’s is a liwas
artery
running
temple;
broken that blood flowed from when the skull
quor shop; his and Blake’s are the only ones
if the instrument had been
between Portland Pier and Pearl street on
was fractured;
if
had
more
we
should
have
I went for the policeman from
it
as
that side.
rough seems
laceration of the surface, or if it had been an
the time I went for the policeman to the
angular instrument;—the blow was produced time Swett was put into the wagon, was not
over ten minutes; Coggins went over the route
by a round smooth instrument, in my opinion;
the bruise on the cheek was more blood color
yesterday morning that was gone over that
than that on the forehead; I can’t swear that
night; from the store to the stone post, up to
that bruise was produced at the same time as
the stable, harnessed the horse and back again,
that on the forehead; it might have been proand I timed him by my watch, and it took him
duced by tlie knuckles at a still different time;
just eleven minutes; When I got back from the
it might have been given by the knuckles and
station-house that night it was very ner ten
within an hour or so of the blow on the head; 1
o’clock; I got home just before ten; I only stopcouldn’t tell whether the instrument reached
ped at the station about a couple of minutes; I
above the head or not; couldn’t tell the size of
saw no difference in Loveitt that night
from
the weapon from the wound with any degree of
what I had ever seen; 1 saw no signs of excitebeen
a
if
it
hftd
ment.
very large weapon
probability;
we should have been likely to have had a deDirect-resumed—Did not see the big fisherman have any weapon; the times I have given
pression of the skull; I should suppose that the
have
been
are matters of judgment or from my recollecproduced by a pin as
injury might
tion ; did not look at any w atch or clock that
large round as the leg of a chair, or it might
have been four times as large; very likely you
night, except when I got home; front the time I
left the police-station to the time I got home
would get depression of the skull if the instruwas not over fifteen
ment was four times as large.
minutes; I heard of Swett’s
struck about ten or fifteen minutes after
Dr. T. A, Foster, sworn—Am a practising
being
exmortem
the
fisherman
the
and
was
Swett
went out.
at
post
physician;
present
At this point the court adjourned until Wedamination; did not sea Swett before; personalat!)
the
and
fracture
tlu« bruises; rupo’clock.
nesday morning
ly examined
ture of the blood vessel caused death; blow
The Westbrook Horse Cars.
from smooth or blunt instrument caused the
To the Editor of the Press;
fracture; my opinion is that the instrument
must have been oval, roundish. (Fracture deDear Sir:—Will you kindly permit a West*
a
the
red
on
the
Noticed
cheek;
spot
scribed.)
brook man to say a word through your widely
blow of that character could be caused by a
read columns,in reference to the horse railroad.
blow of the shape of a hilly; have no means of
determining the length of the instrument, nor I am not a stockholder in it, but as a citizen of
size; have no meats of knowing whether the
Westbrook, doing business in Portland, I feel
instrument was all the way of a size; such a
interested in its welfare, and, it) coupnoti with
blow would not he likely to be struck on the
a large majority of our citizens, have felt that
head from behind; a blow of that character
would not he )ikely to he caused by a fall; it
the road was being run for some purpose at vamight be.
riance with our interests as well as those of
Cross-examined—The blow on the temple over
the right eye, was in my opinion produced by a
Portland, and its own prosperity. We conseblunt instrument, hut have no means of knowquently gladly hail the change of njanagement
ing whether the instrument was held in tin which is about to be inauguratednot.
or
hand
Let me say to the new managers, that one of
Dr. Hutchinson’s testimony corresponded
with that of the two preceding doctors.
our principal grievance has been the “AmalTlie remainder of Dr. Getcliell’s testimony
gamation” of the horse railroad with the Maine
was a repetition of the otlier physicians.
Central railroad; that huge monopoly which
Dr. S. //. Tewksbury, testified that in Ins opinhas sprung upon the State of Maine like a
ion it was not probable that the fracture wa)
produced by a man's fists; it might have beei
mushroomnfull blown in a night—and whose
the
a
probabilities
produced by belaying pin;
insatiate hands like those of Briureus peach out
in favor of a wooden rather than an iroi
are
in a hundred directions after every road, great
instrument; if the man struck hard on a hat i
or small, which it desires to
would lessen the liability to abrasion of tin
amalgamate, and
skin; a blow sufficient to fracture would in al
if it has not swallowed up our little horse railstriker
tlie
hand
of
the
have
injured
probability
road it certainly seems to have pressed it into
Court
till afternoon.
CASE.

_

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

THE

Diivii

/.n

..... ..

conn

nniror

efit,

but this would not be agreeable to our
Boston and Augusta masters, and consequently
the car is delayed 15 or 20 minutes, and Westbrook passengers kept waiting in order to
make such connection an impossibility and

then makes its trip at such a breakneck speed
to reach Portland in time to leave again at 7
o’clock, that it is really a dangerous matter to
take the car. If the Maine Central has chosen
her position under the hills of the Western
Cemetery and comes into the city “down
among the dead men” in order to play more

efficiently her game of “Bo-peep”
land, Westbrook should not be the

Port-

it
Just consider how grandly the Westbrook
people have been accommodated in the past.
One w ho comes into the city to spend the evening must either go out at 8.20 or else must wait
There certainly
an intermediate car say at 1). 10 if the
convenience of Westbrook proper were consulted. I have an old fogy belief that a liberal
two hours
should be

for the 10.10

car.

spirit of accommodation

to

a

traveling public

builds up and makes populous a community,
and tends to the prosperity of any line of communication. In these modern days of epidemic
railroad fevers, such a belief may not be of
but still, after our railroad magnates have had their fill of Jim Fisk nostrums,
the stockholders may find that such policy, if it
does bring political power to the managers,
is notjconducive to large or frequent dividends.
much

value,

Westbrook.

Correction.—By

unfortunate

oversight
some of the results of the annual meeting of the
Portland Kailroad Co., were omitted from our
an

The committee to receive
paper yesterday.
sort and count the votes for directors reported
the whole number of votes cast, 1518. Messrs.
H. J. Libby, H. Q. Wheeler, James T. McCobb
E. A. Norton and Charles B. Merrill having
the number of votes necessary, were elected.
Sudden Death.—Mrs.

Henry

D. Shed, Jr.,
residing at No. 7 Cotton street, received a visit
from a neighbor on Monday, and as she was
conversing witlx her friend complained of sudden illness and pain.
In less than five minutes
she ceased to breathe.
The physicians who
were called pronounced her death to have occurred from an affection of the heart. She was
a widow and resided with the father of her late
husband.
■

_

MlliCELLAIVEOITIi NOTICES.

Only.
Edith O’Gorman, the Escaped Nun, (for several years in a Convent) will deliver a lecture to
ladies only, at City Hall, on Friday afternoon
of this week, commencing at 3 o’clock. Doors
open at half past two. She will have something of jtreat importance to tell the ladies, and
something that will be especially interesting to
them. Every lady who can ought to be sure
and be present on this occasion, aud also take
her daughter with her. This lecture was recently given in Boston to an immense audience
of over seventeen hundred ladies. We would
advise as many ladies who can to try and get
their tickets beforehand, and so avoid the crowd
For Ladies

the ticket office Frfday afternoon. They can
now be had at Hawes & Cragin’s music store,

77 Middle street. Tickets 35 cents. No reserved seats on this occasion. City Hall has been
crowded both times that Edith O’Gorman has
lecturexl.
Sale of Wines.—As I intend closing out
business this month, my entire stock of foreign aud domestic wines are offered to the public at less than cost. Those wishing such goods
will do well to call at the wine store, corner of
Exchange and Middle Sts. David Hoopeb.

janl7th-lw*
As Good as a Story! Any one of Ditson
& Co.’s Advertisements!—Always search for
them, and read attentively, for they contain
concise but comprehensive descriptions of the
best of music books and of music, better calculated, probably, than any narrative can be, for
the entertainment of leisure hours.
Our readers will notice that Oliver Ditson &
Co. commence the year’s advertising on an enlarged plan and with increased space. As they
publish nearly a thousand different books, it is
only by reading a number of advertisements as
that one gets an adequate ixlea of
their immense and valuable stock. We understand that any one may procure their descriptive Catalogue of Music Books merely by send-

they appear

ing for it.

It will be

x

aluable for reference.

Whotter has just received from

Prout &
manufacturers in tlie world) a large invoice of Tooth
Brushes. These brushes were made to order
from drawings furnished by Whittier. Every
brush is silver-wired, red backs, and xvith liis

Co., London, Eng.,(the largest brush

every handle, fifteen different styles
Every brush is warranted not to annoy the
user by loose bristles hi the mouth, and by the
enterprise of Whittier in ordering direct from
name on

the manufacturer, the prices are much lower
than usual.
The public will be glad to know
the above facts.
Mb. (tee’s exhibition ball and dance at City
Hall will take place on Eeb. 5th, with Chandler’s full quadrille hand of ten pieces to furnish
music.
The subscribers to the Odd Fellows’ Assemblies will bear in mind that the second of the
course will be on Wednesday evening, Jan. 24th.
The St. Julian Hotel, the only house on
the European plan in the city, corner of Middle
and Plum streets. Rooms at 75 cents and $1
per day. Parties coming to town will do well
to patronize this first-class Hotel on the European

janl3-4t

plan.

Last of First Course Mechanics assemblies
takes place this (Wednesday) evening.
Cogla Hassan is
ed by fire.

selling off his stock damagjaul5tf

A Monument.—As big as a grand Pyramid
might be built of the teeth that have been
ruined by neglect. Shall this thing go in face
of the great fact that SozodontAs
ervation of dental decay?

a

certain presM&W

BIMINEM* NOTICES*.

By W. T. Walker, M. B.
[From the Medical Record of November 1st, 1671.)
Having been requested to state what I know
therapeutically of Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of Pinus Canadensis, and furthermore be-

ing requested

to send it for publication in the
columns of your journal, I beg leave briefly to
tax your patience and generosity.
For the past six months 1 have used this extract in many cases affecting the mucous membranes, and in almost every case it has given
entire satisiaction.

in aurasion oi tne os ana

uteri, when applied in its full strength
by means of a pledget of cotton, I have found
cervex

it far more satisfactory than tannin or iodine.
In endometritis it has proved equally satisfacI have used it with perfect success in
tory.
acute and chronic vaginitis, by applying it in
I have also
its full strength every other day.
used it in several cases of gonorrhea, and must
say that I vastly prefer it to the vaunted remedy of claret and tannin.
It is certainly a most valuable astringent and
tonic j and I doubt not that it will very soon
have its place in our Materia Medica.
121 East 35th St.
For sale by \V. \V. Whipple & Co. Portland,
dec23-lw
and by Druggists generally.
Mr. Fellows is daily in receipt of letters
inquiry, from various parts respecting his Syrup of Hypophosphites. One recently received
o

leads to the beliof that the public mistake his
meauilig in reference to its effect in imparting
superior energy to the mind. When the intellect has been impaired by overwork or by kin-

Syrup, together with
precautions in the use of food, clothing,

dred causes, the

use

of the

proper
exercise and rest, will restore full power to the
brain and nerves. Superiority of genius consists in great capacity of brain for assimilating
material from every quarter, and of developing
in proportion, but as by far the greater number
not well endowed by nature, consequently
lacking this capacity, it would be quite impossible to find cranium space for material necesHence
sary to constitute the brilliant genius.
although the Syrup will assist in ^restoring the
are

mind which is lost, it cannot change
born Idiot into an intelligent man.

a

natural

janl3tli-ded&wlt
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[Special by International Line.]
HEARING OF

that beauty rather than genius is worshipped
by the sterner sex. A man may talk of the lat-

j

but the keenness of the
woman knows that he is thinking of the former.
Women are fond of admiration; hence one
of their longings is to lie beautiful. The grand
secret of female beauty Is
health, the power to
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity of

lady-love,

wholesome food.

j

Take Vinegar Bitters.

It

will cleanse the

give

stomach, tone the vital organs,
perfect digestion, purify the blood,

a
clear up the complexion and produce a state of
mental and physical electricity, which givee

symmetry of fopng

glossy hair

and

ness, which no

eyes, white skin,
type of female loveli-

bfight

a genuine
cosmetic can produce.

janfith-lwt

LEWISTON

THE

PETITIONERS

BY

THE RAILROAD COMMITTEE.

Augusta, January

16—The hearing of the
petitioners for a eliarterfor a railroad from Lewiston to the Grand Trank in Auburn took place
this afternoon.

Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr., appeared for the
petitioners and said that the road was demanded

by the business men of Lewiston to give con-

nection with the West.
With Lewiston and
Auburn the matter of cheap transportation was
one of life and death,
having but one-third of

their

water power developed.
The Maine Central did not accommodate the cities.
Judge Rice appeared in opposition. He asked
the committee to
thoroughly consider the matter before they granted a charter that would so

parallel

declaringsemi-

and never divided a penny.
He
would like to see a statement of facts
showing
the necessity of the road.
Mr. Dingley, in reply, scouted the idea of its

Iiviu

Jan. 16.—The

1UCKUIICU

lUl

HIC

usago to grant charters for

parallel roads, and cited that granted the Maine
Central from Danville to Cumberland. He denied that this was done for the benefit of Lewiston. As to the change of cars to the
change
°f gauge, it was attended with much
delay, ami
it now cost $8 per car more for
every car passing from Danville Junction to Lewiston than
formerly. He denied that the manufacturing
companies divided 20 per cent. The dividends
were not more than from 3 to 5
per cent., and it
was unfair to
prejudice the case with such
Statements. If tho rtiilma/l li.nl

The further consideration

went

THE GESTLKMAS FROM WHITEFIELD.
^t. Carleton this
morning “rose to question

privilege.”
Press, which

He referred to an item in the
assumed that he attempted to
lead the House. He denied such an
aspiration
most indignantly.
He then proceeded: And

inasmuch, more especially, as the inquiry had
been made by all sinners, in all ages of tlie
world—the chiefs of whom may be authors of
this sheet—when reproved of their unrighteous
and ungodly deeds, and warned of the

judg-

which awaits them, not only in the life
that now is but in the life to come—What shall
we do to be saved? he would
say to them, “better take in your scare-crow; the corn is
up and
taken deep root.” Mr. Lebroke
thought that
the Press was far from right, for “Percie” had
styled him (Mr. C.) the cat and all the other
members mice.
ment

Messrs. Scofield, McCrary, Smith, (N. V.),
Voorhees and Marshall were appointed a com-

mittee on tile Louisiana imbroglio.
Bills were passed paying the acting consul at
RioJanerio full salary of consul at Tzin Tsin,

China,

at

$3500.

In connection with the latter subject, Mr.
Brooks of Massachusetts, spoke of the only
vessel plying between Shanghae anil
Tzin Tsin. He said he deeply regretted that
class of steamers which have been hitherto
built largely in Massachusetts and Connecticut,
and which had done much for American commerce and
American credit throughout the
whole north of China, could not longer be built
in either of those States or in any part of the
United States in consequence of the enormous
taxation on iron, copper and cordage, and that
the whole of that great manufacture of shipbuilding was lost to New England. The building of those ships had been transferred from
here to Glasgow on the Clyde
He would also
state as another interesting fact that Glasgow
ship-carpenters were unable to construct that
light class of river steamers which did so much
for the United States. The ships hitherto built
in America for the great rivers of China and
had contributed so much to the wealtli of
America,had now to be built in Glasgow where
the carpenters were unwilling to adopt that
light style of ship building which prevailed in
this country aud which was preferred for the
great rivers of China, so that they have been
importing into Great Britain carpenters from
New York and Connecticut, who were alone
able fo construct that desirable class of vessels.
He mentioned these interesting facts to show
the necessity for the consul at Tien Tsin.
Mr. Farnsworth— Is that what is meant by
those who claim that the high tariff improves
the condition of American mechanics?
Mr. Brooks—That question answers itself.
Mr. Farnsworth—American mechanics, I
suppose, are improved by being exported.
Mr. Banks of Massachusetts said it was to be
regretted that American commerce had suffered so much within the last ten or twelve years,
but there were many cases which contributed
to its general prostration besides that alluded
to by Mr. Brooks.
No one regretted that fact
more than he did, and no one would lie
more
in
accord
with
heartily
any general movement
that would lead to the restoration of American
commerce as it existed prior to I860.
Mr. Banks said the subject was before the
House this session and he hoped measures
would be adopted which would reestablish
American commerce in all its prosperity and
power.
Mr. Shellaharger of Ohio considered consuls
pay utterly disgraceful and inadequate and the
policy of this country toward foreign consuls as
penny-wise and pound-foolish.
Mr. Banks said that the foreign committee
would doubtless present the bill this session
and remedy the evil.
Mr. Kelly of Pennsylvania, thought that our
consular system was a disgrace to the country.
He continued, that the gentleman from New
York (Brooks) had seized upon the bill as an
occasion to speak on the tariff and say that
Aerican shipbuilders were now drawn to the
Clyde to build vessels for the Chinese waters.—
He thought that Mr. Brooks was mistaken.—
Wooden shipbuilding had sustained a greater
decline in England and the British provinces
than the United States. Three years ago 5000
skilled builders of wooden ships had been on
poor fates at one time in London, and those
who hail not gone on poor rates had been employed breaking stone, on government works.
One year afterwards the wooden shipbuilders
at Quebec had bread
riots by reason
of
their want of employment.
The changes from
womlen vessels to iron and from sail to steam
had reduced to pauperism more Britons than
any other.
Sir. Brooks replied and a long discussion followed on shipbuilding, consular service and the
civil sen-ice generally. Mr. Butler denounced
the civil service commission and said he was a
better judge of who were fitted for office than
any broken down schoolmaster.

LEGISLATURE.

[Special dispatch to llie Press.]sexate.

Augusta, Jan. 1G.—Senator O’ 1Irion announced the attendance of Hon.
l^habod Cole,
Senator elect from York county, who was conducted to the Governor and Council, subscribed
to the necessary oaths and took his seat.
Petitions presented and referred.— Of M. T.
Ladd and others for establishing a Superior
Court in Androscoggin county; of H. W.Woodard and others for Savings Bank in
Winthrop;
of Mayor of Auburn, of repeal of act establishing a Police Court in Auburn; in aid of petitions of P. S. & P. R. R. Co. for charter; of S.
D. Thurston and others for an act of
incorporation.
Passed to be enacted—An act to incorporate
the Orono Woolen Manufacturing Co.
Orders passed—In relation to disposition of
property of deceased minors; in regard to compulsory attendance of pupils at school; to see if
any amendments are necessary to chapter 49 of
Revised Statutes relating to insurance; that all
papers, &c., referring to railroad from Calais to
l astiii(-, presented last winter, be taken from
the table and referred to the Committee on
Railroads.
The Committee

on Senatorial
votes in the
Waldo vacancy case report McLellan (Dem.)
elected over Smart (Rep.) They give the following aggregate in the District. Whole number throavn, 6199; W. H. McLellan 3103; Smart
3000.

Mr. Hiuks presented a minority report and
moved that both reports be laid on the table
and printed. The question was taken by
yeas
1U1VK

And if

WAS

linAnitnrmoli.’ m-il/.ra.l

frv

printed.
An act to incorporate the Pemaquid Monumental Association, passed to be engrossed.
HOUSE.

Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
Petitions presented and referred—Of Portland
and fiochester It. E. Co. for act to make valid
the proceedings of a special meeting of the
stockholders with accompanying bill; of Daniel E. Marston and VV. H. Newcomb for grant
of land in aid of building a saw mill in F township, Aroostook Co.; of the selectmen of the
town of
Limington praying for a re-annexation
of territory and persons set off and annexed to
Limerick by an act of the Legislature of
1870;
of James Gray of Benton, for pension; of Nellie Alfreda Knight for change of name; of the
selectmen of the town of Deering to equalize
the valuation; of J. N. Palmer to legalize the
doings of the Brewer Artillery Co.; of Henry
Eolfe of Maysville, for remuneration for lot of
land; of John G. May and others for a charter
fora railroad from Dexter to Brownville; of S.
N. Hall and others of Foxcroft, W. Brown and
others of Brownville, J. S. Hayes and others of
Dover, and Will. P. Lamson and others, in aid
of same; remonstrance of David Fanning and
others against the petition of A. W. Lamson
for authority to build atish weir in Quoddv Bay;
bill an act to amend the charter of the Maine
State Boiler Co.; bill an act to amend an act
entitled an act to incorporate the Northern
Aroostook E. E. Co.
Orders passed—That the Committee on the
Judiciary be instructed to inquire into the expediency of so amending section 35, chapter 14
of the Eevised Statutes that the health officers of towns shall have power to
compel vaccination when the public health shall demand.
Passed to be engrossed—Bill an act to incorporate the Nichols Mills; bill an act to incorporate the Yarmouth Savings Bank.
Passed to be enacted—An act authorizing J.
H. Smith and others to erect and extend a
wharf in Brewer into the tide waters of Penobscot Eiver; bill to authorize Bobert Lanchester
to extend a wharf at
Hodgdou’s Landing in
Fremont.
The Speaker announced the Committee on
Leave of Absence as follows: Foster of Bethel,
Briggs of Brownville, Bragdon of Franklin,
Haynes of Biddeford, Tufts of New Sharon,
Folsom of

Oldtown, Thing

of

Shapleigh.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

THE BOYS IN BLUE.

Manchester, Jan. 1(1.—Tlit^New Hampshire
Veterans* Union held an annual reunion at City
Hall this forenoon. Officers were elected for
the ensuing year: President, Gen. M. T. Donahoe of Concord; Vice President, Gen. Walter
Harriman of Boston. A banquet was given bv
the citizens of Manchester at Smyth’s Halt.
About 200 veterans, with ladies, were present.
After dinner speeches were made by Gen. A. T.
Stevens of Nashua, ex-Senator Clark, Governor
Weston, ex-Gov. Smyth and others.

Ad-

Belfast, Jan. 16.—The trial of Elder George
D. Garland, a Freewill Baptist minister of
Monroe, for sodomy commenced before the Su-

city to-day.

SUPREME COURT—LARGE DOCKET.

Lewiston, Jan. 16.—The January term of
Androscoggin county Supreme Judicial Court
commenced at Auburn to-day, Judge Barrows
presiding. There are about 330 cases on the
continued docket and about 100 criminal cases.

to

Marry.”

Navy Mupplemcutnry ( ourwe
First entertainment Thursday Evening. Jan. 18Ul
Army A' Navy Hall. Lecture by Prof C. II. HiM
cock. Subject, ’‘Life above the clouds, or Alt. Washington in mid-winter.”
Illustrated by l>eautif d
Army and

at

Stereoscopic Views, illuminated by Calcium Ugh*.
Course

tickets $1.50. A discount of one-third allowed tile Old natrollK (if flip r.-rriilur
KvpiiIiiJ
iitKets 50 cts—for sab* at Slock
bridge’s and Hawes co
Cragin s Music Stores, at C. W. Gtlkey & Co’s, an l
at the door.

Jal5td

to be elected Commander.
The
Legislature of Maryland balloted Tuesday for U. S. Senator to succeed Mr. Vickers. !
No choice was effected, tlie votes
being scattered among six candidates.
A caucus of the Democratic
Congressmen
was held
Tuesday evening in tlie Ifcpresentatives’ Hall. There was considerable talk, but
|
it was decided to
play Macuwber a longer season
There is no truth in the rumor that tlie officers
on duty at tlie White House will
resign in consequence of statements growing out of tlie
Custom House investigation.
iu tlie Wharton murder case the testimony

j

FOR LADIES ONLY.

[ MISS EDITH

ESCAPED
(For

M* rent

CITY

hooim.
Brig Victoria Aurelia—1378 bbls potatoes, 128 naira
heading, 347 shocks and head*, 1159 box shocks, 23,500

HALL,
OX

Friday Afternoon of This Week,
Commencing at Three o’clock. floor* open at halt
past two. She will have something of cheat importance to tell the Ladies, and
something that will
be especially interesting to them.
Every lady wL #
can ought to be sure and be
present on this occasion,

hoops.

Bird-500 bbls flour,
gals spirits, 1680 do

Howard—700 bbls flour, 10 tons bran, 600
oats, 10 tons grue.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Chase—2300 bbls flour,
o(»0 hush oats, 350 do peas, 351 bags
feed, 1 lot mdse.

|

ONLY,

AT

425

j whiskey.
Sch J K

Convent.)

u

Lecture

a

To LADIES

Forrigu KxporU.
HAVANA. Brig \ .‘hauic—675 sliooks and heads,
I
1350
bbls potatoes, 350 box shook*, 26 drums
|I
fish, 27,-

ST JOHN. NB. Sch Spring
650 bush uiits, 10 tous grue, 4090

NUN.
in

I year*

Will deliver

completed yesterday.

FI.NANCT" L A.\i> COMMERCIAL,.

;

O’GORMAN,

THE

bush

and also take her daughter with her. This krtnm
was recently given in Boston to an immense audience. of over seventeen'hundred ladies. We would no
Foreign Import*.
vise as many ladies who can,to try and get their tick| LIVERPOOL. Steamship North American—152 ets beforehand, ami so avoid the crowd at the tlcke:
! pkgs mdse to Canadian
Express Co; 41 do tea, 10 office, Friday Afternoon. They can now tie had at
Hawes & Cragln’s Music Store, 77 Middle st. TickI cases candles, 528 bdls steel to order; 200 Mis steel to
! K Corey & Co; 27 pkgs mdse to J EPrindle; 222
ets 35 cents; So Reserved Scats on this occasion.
I plates iron to Portland
457
bars
132
bdls
do
City Hall has been crowded both times that Editli
Company;
S Waddell & Co; 3 cases mdse to agent of Grand
| O’Gorman lias lect ured.
j to
jal6-4t
Trunk Co; 7127 bars iron to J H Allen & Co; 100 1
cases oranges to Win Taylor: 57 bales mdse to C M
Bailey: 10 cases, 60 bdls steel to Abbott & Howard:
318 boxes oranges to McCormack, Hart &
Co; and
goods for Canada aud St John NB.

j

j

Grand Dramatic Triumph.

Receipt* by Railroad*

MUSIC

and

Grand Trunk Railway—240 cans milk. 400 bbls
flour, 35 cars lumber, 2 do laths, 2 do heading, 1 do
starch, 1 do clapboards, 4 do bark, 1 do flax, 1 do bran
1 do oats. 2 do barley, 2 do corn, 2 do timber, 1 do
I
wood, 3 do wood; for Lower Poviuces—700 bbls flour,
; 1 car oats, 1 do sundries; for Allan steamers—5 cars
1
grain, 14 do provisions.
| Steamer Montreal from Boston—20 boxes botties, 16 bdls woodsaws. 20 do leather, 16 cases shoes,
250 hides, 20 firkins lard, 2 boxes tish, 89 do bread
100 do spices, 2 hhds haras, 14 empty
j preparation,
wine casks, 55 bbls beer, 60 Mis sheet iron, 5
bags rice

TWO NIGHTft

Friday

MR.

SAULSBURY,
sensn-

...........

gentleman of Boston, entitled

j

OX THE

TRAIL,

JIOI«E¥ AMO HMEKV.
Class Stock Company from tlm
Supported by a First
•
Boston Thcat res.
OK

Original Music—Artistic Scenic DisplaySuperior Stage Appointments—Powerful Me-

New and

Market.

NEW York, Jan. 16—Morning.—Gold 108J. Money
7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109} @ lot)}. Stocks i
strong and steady. Southern State Stocks very strong,
The following are the forenoon quotations of South- I
ern

N.

(late of the Boston Museum) in the thrilling
tl/.lwil TAcimn
I..

^

65|
55

95}

cha^icul Effects—and an
Diwtribution of Character*.

Excellent

jyFor particulars and Synopsis of play see Programmes.
Prices as usual. Doors open at 7, curtain rises at 4
o’clock. Tickets now for sale at the Box Office.
|
M. B. LEAVITT, Business Manager.
janlCdot

securities :

Tennessee 0’s, new.
Virginia 6’s, new.
Missouri 6’s.
Louisiana 6’s, old.

OM.V,

Saturday Evoiiiuks

Jnu. tilth auil iOth

j

Money

and

First appearance of the young American Star

1 organ, 35 bbls beef, 25 do sugar, 50 bars
iron,2liorses
I
I 2 sleighs, 1 cow, 75 pkgs to order; for Canada and up
country—125 bags sumac, 2 cases steel, 20 bales wool,
16 bbls phosphate lime, 24 bales manilla, 1 do cotton,
100 car wheels, 27 casks yellow oker, 70 pkgs to order.
New York Htoclt and

HALL,

Nteamboat*.

|

55
50
60
83

|
Louisiana C'h, new.
!
j Alabama 5’s.
!
| Georgia 7’s.
! North Carolina 0’s, new. 16}
; South

T>

NCI x o

MR. A. H. liiEE’M
Carolina 6’s, new. 25}
Second Course of Assemblies in connection with the*
New York. Jan. 16—Evening.—Money easy at 4
last half of his Dancing School, will commence m
@ 7 per cent., closing at 5 @ 6 per cent. Sterling Ex- I NEW YEARS EVENING, Monday, Jan* 1st, an l
change dull at 109} @ 10y|. Gold was a little firmer
continue every Monday Evening.
at one time this afternoon but closed dull and weak 1
MUSIC BY CHANDLER.
I at 108} @108}; loans at 3 •• 7 per cent.; clearances
Mr. Gee will commence his Third term for
were $27,000,000. Governments dull and
beginsteady. State ners
in
bonds steady.
Dancing, on Wednesday Evening, Jan. 3d,
I
at Army & Navy Union Hall, cor. Brown and ConStocks buoyant. The shares most prominent in the
and
be
continued
gress sts.,
upward movement were St. Paul, North Western
every Wednesday evenin.;.
Private Lessons each day except Fridays. For pacI common and preferred, Wabash, Pacific Mail and
kulars apply at the Hall.
dc29tf
and union Pacific. The European steamj Mississippi
era brought a liberal
supply of North Western pre; ferred shares, and the corner in the stock was not renewed, though loaus were made at } per cent, per day.
The followin '? are the closing quotations of Government securitie.i:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.115}
Groceries and Store Fixtures at
United States 5-20’s 1862.110
United States 5-20’s 1864.110}
Auction.
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. Ill}
THURSDAY, January 18, at 10 a. M., at Btoie
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.110}
No. 11
Street, we shall sell the Stock and
United States 5-20’s
Fixtures in said store, consisting in part of Por.':,
United States 5-20’s 1868.<.112
Kerosene Oil, Vinegar, Fish, Tea, Ti»Lard,
Molasses,
United States 10-40’s., coui»on.109}
bacco. Flour, whole and ground Coffee.
Raisins, Com
Currency
Starch, Soda, Matches, Pickle Limes, Swoet Oil. Sa.*
The following were the closing Quotations of
diues, Pickles, Cider, Spices, Siove, Shoo and Scrub
oiocks:
Patent Medicines, Tubs, Pails,Br»>onn,
Western Uuion Telegraph Co. 734
marble top Meat Slab, Meat Block, Ice Chest, PlatPacific Mail. 57} j form Counter, Spring Balance Scales, tin and wood* n
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 98}
; Measures, Stove, Show Case, and Fancy Goods, Ac.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated scp 94
!
E. O. BAILEY &- CO.. Auctioneer*.
Erie. 34 i
janl3-td
Erie 1 referred. 66

|
J
j

|

AUCTION SALES.

1867.lllj

ON

Gray

6’s..1I5J

|

Brushes,Soaps,

Harlem.116
Harlem

preferred.120

Reading.
114a
Michigan Central.
116}
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. y*2|
Illinois Central.129
Cleveland & Pittsburg.
North Western.
Chicago «& Northwestern preferred.
Chicago & Rock Island.
Milwaukie& St. Paul.
MUwaukie & St. Paul preferred. 86

i Chicago &
1

! Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 96
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail| road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.102}
Union Pacific do. 93I
Union Pacific stock.
33}
I Union Pacific land
grants. 833
Union Pacific income bonds.
8*}
Domestic ITlarketfl.
I WATHBTOWN, Jan. 16.—Cattle Market.—Receipts
beef Cattle 622 head; market
improved and prices a«f! yanced from 4 to fc l> ib; we quote sales of choice at
10 50; extra 9 50 ^ 10 25; first quality 8 50
@9 25;
second quality 7 50to 8 25; third quality COO a 7 00.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 642 bead ; demand lair at
previous prices; sales in lots at 2 25 @ 5 00 each; extra 5 50 to 8 50.
New York, Jan. 16—Evening.—Cotton in limited
request with £c decline; sales 742 bales; Middling uplands

at21}c.

Flour

moderately active;

sales 6700

bbls; State 5 90 to 7 40; round hoop Ohio 6 75 @ 7 45;
Southern 6 80 @9 54). Wheat a shade firmer; sales
43,000 bush; No 1 Spring at t 55 @ 1 57 in store; Winter Red Western 1 60 to 1 64. Corn less firm; sales
43,000 bush; new Mixed Western 73 (a> 75c afioal ; old
do 77 (to 80c. Oats quiet; sales 21,000 .bush at 54 «
56}c. Beef quiet. Pork a shade firmer and quiet ;
new mess 14 25; old do 13 25.
Lard firm and quiet at
9to9Jc. Butter steady. Whiskey lower and fairly
active at 90 to 904c. Rice steady at 8} to
8}c. Sugar
—raw unsettled; Muscovado
8}@9}c; refining 94 (to
9Ae; Havana 8} to 9}c. Coffee firm; Rio 19} to 2ljc.
Molasses In fair request; New Orleans 45 to 66c.—
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm at 69c. Rosin
dull at 4 70 tor strained. Petroleum dull; crude
13}
to 134c; refined 23 to 234c. Tallow steady at 9 to »|c.
Freights to Liverpool dull and declining; Cotton

Auction Sale of Elegant .\nv

Sleighs.

hired the Repository of John Russel!.
No. 311 Congress Street, for the purpose <*t
HAVING
I shall

sell at that place,
showing my Sleighs,
urday, Jan. 20th, at 11 o’clock A. M.:
1 line double Sleigh,
0 round-back single sleighs,
1 single trotting do,

on

Sat-

4 first-class business do,
1 2d-hand two-seated do, made by Martin Pennell.
2 ‘id-hand single sleighs, &e.
These sleighs are all lit st-class, custom made, a port
of them plush lined and silver mounted, and vary in
price from $85 to $300. Sale positive and without reserve.
ALBERT CHASE.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
Jan 13-td
II. Iv.

1ICNT,

Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
316 Congress St., will sell every evening u largt
]V"0assortment
of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suU

purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on :U
uegcnpuon oi gooutj. consignment* not limited.
dtf
February It, 18C8.

stammering;
—OR—

STUTTERING !
CURED.
PROF.

LIBB

1,

Late of the School of

DRS. WHITE AND 0 ATM AN,
Will open

School,

a

JANUARY

23d,

—

NO.

CONGRESS

209

STREET,

guietjaud

Knapp

Dep’t,

or-

Officer, Wasluugton,

ders should be refused any company having
convenient stores.
B. F. Mudge, for the last ten years Deputy
Collector, testified to daily hearing of officers
receiving gratuities, and merchants have stated
to him that they paid inspectors for sending
goods quickly to general order stores.
Mr. Shaw, an importer, thought merchants
ought to have three days to get out permits.
He never pays gratuity to clerks, but a few days
ago on threatening to report a slow moving
clerk to Washington, the clerk showed great

C.,

)

Jan. 16 (7.00 P. M.) I
The barometer will probably continue higher
in Tennessee and Kentucky.
Southeasterly
winds will prevail on Wendesday with cloudy
weather on the coast of Texas and Louisiana,
partially cloudy and pleasant weather in the
Gulf arid Southern States and northward to
Pennsylvania. Cloudy weather will continue
in New England, partially cloudy and
clearing
weather with diminished winds from New York
to Michigan, and an area of low barometer will
extend eastward into Minnesota witli increasing southerly winds and cloudy weather from
Missouri to Lake Superior. Dangerous winds
are not anticipated for to-night.

activity,

Shaw

Mobile, Jan. Id.—Cotton quiet and easier; Mid-

dling uplauds at 20§ @ 20}c.
New Orleans, Jan. 16.—Cotton dull;
Middling
uplauds 21c.

I

i

If!
§

llALFOKD

LEICESTERSHIRE
TABLE

European illarkrta.
Frankfort, Jan. 16.—United States 5-20’s, 1862,*

|

96}® 96}.

sales estimated at 12.000 bales.
The receipts of Wheat for three days were 25,000
quarters, of which 7,500 were American.
London, Jan. 16—11.30 A. M.— Consols at 92} for
money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,91J; do 1865,
old, 93}; do 1867. 93}; U. s. io-40's. 91}.
Liverpool, Jan. 16—1.30 P. M.—Cotton quiet and
steady and unchanged; sales 12,000 bales, of which
4000 were for speculation and export. Breadstuff*

|

SAUCE

Sauce

anil

Relish!

Made in any part of the World
FOR
TO

UK

HAD

FAMILY
OK

For

ALL

GROCF.KS

Sale in Portland by

PIANO
t'abooii

XX SR.
CLASS

FIRST

WISE

ocb,

next

&-

NEVIS*.

ROOMS,
City Hall# C*u|wm

at

ED. R. ROBINSON,

i

I'

Best

The

Paris, Jan. 16.—Rentes 56f 30c.
Liverpool, Jan. 16—11.00 A. M.—Cotton quiet
and steady; Middling uplands
lOgd; do Orleans 10 jd;

also testified to being obliged to pay
general order charges though his goods had not
to
gone
general order stores. He never paid a
blackmail, and considered a merchant offering
a bribe as guilty as the officer taking it.
Weather Report, Jan. 16, 1J p. J|,
Christopher Pullman testified to a refusal of
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Di.
tickets for himself and friends gt the primary
I visions of Telegrams and Keports for the benefit oi I
election in 1870, hy a Custom House officer, and I Commerce.
I quiet. Corn 3l» 3d for new.
other government officers, acting as inspectors,
ci
Havana, Jan. 13.—Sugar—stock at Havana and
;
and to his belief they placed the tickets in the
1 Matanzas 28,125 boxes and 5100 hhds; receipts of the
i
box without count. It was notorious that
past week at do 15,700 boxes and 2300 hhds; exports
Place
8 j
£
Custom House officers were used throughout
of the week from do 3400 boxes anti 275 bin is, all to
New York; market quiet; Nos 10 to 12 Hutch standthe city for political purposes, grid that they
ard 10 « 10} reals; Nos 15 to 20 do 11} ® 13} reals.
hold office py fidelity to the power appointing
The foreign new* is regarded as favorable. Contracts
them. He has heard of au inspector of elecobservation.
I for future delivery continue. Molasses Sugar quiet
tions in 1871 being offered j?a(jo by Collector
te
r*
Ja
<9
and nominal; merchants refuse to purchase, owing to
s
o
the high demands of holders. Molasses irregular but
a
Murphy to oarry another primary.
5
E
in fair demand. Muscovado Sugar—inferior to comNEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD TAX.
Lt snow
NK
mon firm at 8\ @ 8} reals; fair to good
I Boston.30,06 10
refining firm
NW
Clear
Commissioner of Revenue Douglass is said to | Charleston,9.C..30,16 3S
at 9 a 94 reals; grocery grades tinner hut not
quotoN
Hysnow bly higher. Bacon quiet and weak; receipts heavy;
have notified tne Committee of Congress con- i Choveune.W. T.30.02 27
22
NW
Cloudy
quoted at $13 cwt. Butter fiat. Flour in fair desidering the New York Central Siqlp dividend Chicago.30,38
Cleveland. 30,23 26
N
Clearing | maud but at lower rates ; quoted at $14 75 @ 15 00.—
tax, tligt unless they render a report by the | Oorinne, Utah. .30,22 30
NW
Cloudy 1 Hams dull; heavy receipts depress the market;
28th inst. he will order the immediate collecFair
NW
American salted $16 m) 18; do sugar cured $21 ® 22.
Indianapolis.,. .30.34 23
tion of the same, reserving the question at issue
Calm
Clear
Montreal.30.16 11
Lard in fair demand;
kegs $15 50 ® 16; tins $17 00 ®
; Ml. Washington.29. *7
Fair
3
E
to be settled hereafter.
17 75 V qtl. Potatoes easier; market opened firm but
Lt snow
N
closed dull; quoted at $5 374. Onion* heavy at $3 25
! New London...,3042 24
VARIOUS MA'fTHiis.
Clear
E
i New Orleans.. 30.28 47
® 4. Coal Od quiet and weak. Lumber quiet but
NW
Cloudy
It is reported that Charles O’Conorlias decid- I New York.30,OS 27
firm; White Pine $38; Pitch Pine $36 p M. Shooks
N
Cloudy
ed to break up the bureau of municipal correc- | Norfolk. ,,,30.00 33
—hhds in fair demand at 22 rs; empty hhds quiet and
SE
24
Cloudy
Omaha.30.19
|
steady at $3 25. Tar firm at $4 ® 4 25 fe> bbi. Freights
tion, considering it proper that the further pro- I Pittsburg.30.26 25
NW
Clear
firmer; Box Sugar to Northern and Southern port* in
robbers
lie
conductN
ceedings against municipal
Portland.30.18 15
(
Cloudy
the United State* $1 00 ® 1 25 %> box and $4 g: 5
ed by tlio liopublioau Attorney General BarN
Clear
San Francisco .30.28 55
hlid.
Calm
low.
Savannah.30.23 .'13
Clear
Exchange buoyant; on U nlted States excited; 60
N
The Hegtli Raphael suit against Erie terminWashington—30.10 31
Cloudy
days' currency, 14 ® 2 j»er eent. premium; short sight
NW
Clear
ated by the railway remanding 12,73,1 shares to ! Wilmington.. 30.15 35
4 do; 60 day*’ Gold 104 @ 11 do; short sight in Gold
Barometer corrected for temjwratureaiid elevation
12 ® 12} do.
the
holders.

English

Subject—“Whom

Course Tickets $1 25; Evening Tickets 50 vents.
Doors open at 6$ o’clock. Lecture at 7J o’clock.
Jan 13-dtd

to-day.

NEW YORK CUSTOM HOUSE INVESTIGATION.

Mr.

STANTON.

Logan,

New York, Jan. 16.—Affidavits were read
of the appraisers that the caso of goods of
Claflin were not robbed while in their office.
H. B. Clatiin testified that an honest man has
nothing to fear from Custom House seizures.
He considered that their power for making seizures had a satisfaetory effect in checking trauds
on the
government. He had always declined
to si™ petitions against the power of seizures.
He favored the restoring of general order to the

why general

KATE

COCOAINE,

YORK.

saw no reason

KHTKBTillUIBilT,
Eveuing, Jan. 17,

The Young Lady Lawyer of Rhode Island.

department G. A. R., met
at Springfield Tuesday. Tlie attendance is
large.
Col. Henry R. Sibley of Charlestown, is likclv

!

A.

per sail 3-16d.
-AT
Chicago, Jan. 16.—Flour firm. Wheat—The unfavorable weather checks trade; No 1 Spring 1 28 @
1 284; No 2 do 1 234; No 3 do 1 14 to 1 15; rejected at
1 05. Corn opened firm and closed dull: No 2 Mixed
PORTLAND, NIK.
41 to 42fc: rejected 38}c. Oats dull au<l a shade lower; No. 2 at 32fic; rejected 29 to 294c. |Kye advanced;
Where he will treat and cure all cases of Hesitation
No 2 at 67c. Barley dull; No 2 Spring Clc; No 3 at
of the speech, or Stuttering, in from 30 to 60 ilavs.
50c. Pork quiet at 13 00. Lard firm at 8 55 to 8 60.—
The Prof, will take no pav until the patient is enHams in picklg 8} to 9}c; other green meats steady.
lircly cured.
Bulk Meats unchanged. Bacon steady; hams 12 «
By-Office hours from 81 A.
to 11 P. M.
13c; shoulders 6@6}c; short rib mfcdles 7 to 74c.—
jnlOMnsidelm
Hogs in moderate demand at 4 00 (to 4|40 for dressed;
buyers and sellers apart, the bulk of sales being
lv
I Toll si.I S1..1.IMU
ham enanf
6 at
4 90.
|
BURNETT’S
ry, as they failed to put in an appearance tobbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat, 120,Receipts—5,000
dav.
1
000 bush corn. 24,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
FOR PROMOTING THE GROWTH OF AND
rye, 12,000
Mat.
of the firm of Logan & Patterbush barley, 20,000 bogs.
Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 17,- I
son, shot and killed Clarence Johnson
BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
000 bush corn, 5,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 2,000
bush barley, 4,000 hogs.
AMD RENDERING IT DARK AND GLOSSY.
Cincinnati. Jan. 16.—Pork n»h»t. at. 1.3 91
T.urH
IOWA.
hrm at 8ft @ »}c.
Bulk Meats unchanged,
;
The COCOAINE holds, in a liquid form, a largo
ELECTION OF U. S. SENATOR.
Bacou firm; shoulders 64c; sides 74 (a) 7}e. Live Hogs
Chicago, Jan. 16.—Hon. William B. Allison ; in fair demand and advanced at 4 85 @ 4 60; receipts ! proportion of deodorized
was to-day elected U. S. Senator
hy the Legis- I 2,000 bead. Cattle dull and declined 25 j>er cent.—
COCOA-NUT OIL.
lature of Iowa. In the Senate the vote stood,
Whiskey steady at 88c. Green meats—shoulders 44c;
side* S^c. Hams 8 @ 84c.
Allison -10, Knapp 7; in the House, Allison 78,
PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR TIIIS PURPOSE.
Toledo. Jan. 16.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
18,—a strict party vote.
Wheat quiet and unchanged; Amber Michigan 1 464:
1
NO
OTHKK
CO.II POL' NO
No 2 Rea 1 404 @ 1 41. Com firm and a light demand;
METEOROLOGICAL,
high mixed 474c; low do 474c; Yellow 48}c. Oats dull
the peculiar proiierties which so exactly
posesses
Michigan 41c,
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
Charleston, Jan 16.-Cotton quiet; Middling
b up1
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
lands 204c.
For sale by all Druggists.
im*J9 sn
emlly
War
Savannah, Jan. 16.—Cotton quiet; Middling* upOffice Chief Signal
1
lands 20} @ 28}c.
I).
>

CRIMINAL,

Cunard line, hut

L.

Lecture by

Miss

The Massachusetts

New Orleans, Jan. 16.—The President has
declined to accede to the request of the Louisiana Legislature to
put the United States troops
at the disposal of Gov. Warmoth.
A later dispatch says that the repeal of several obnoxious
laws has had a happy effect in quieting the excitement. It is admitted that the Warmoutli
faction has Out-generaled the, Carterites.
General satisfaction is expressed at the refusal of the President to interfere.
The Warmouth Senate did not have a quorum this morning and the House was disorder-

MAINE.

HEW

NliCOSID

Wednesday

Tuesday.

THE POLITICAL MUDDLE.

preme Court in this

M.

WtTT*IJI.K>fENTABY COURHJfl

In a fire at Cairo, 111., one colored woman
and three children were burned, Monday
night.
Gov. Parker of New Jersey, was inaugurated

!

K'J
P

14.•*

Le“K

entertainments.

Monday night.

was

ty.i
tc
1371
in..
117
i }

Manufacturing Company
Peppered Manufacturing Oo..7L*.;1

TEELGKAPHIC ITU.TIN.
Alexis is to marry the oldest daughter of
Priuce Frederick Charles on his return from
America, it is said.
The trial of Stokes has been
assigned for
Thursday, in Oyer and Terminer Court.
A Frankfort dispatch
says tlie applications in
that city for tlie United States new loan, lip to
the present time, reaches
twenty millions of
dollars.
Alexis has telegraphed to his father that lie
has shot his first buffalo. The
prospect for flue
shooting is excellent.
Ill St. Louis a dull, composed of the
graduates of all colleges, lias been formed.
Reading, Penn., suffered $250,000 loss by fire

LOUISIANA.

journed.

at

Bates

munication between the United States and Halifax. Tlie company was organized and $40,000 subscribed towards tlie purchase of a powerful steamer to run between Halifax, Portland
and Boston, calling at Liverpool and Yarmouth.

steam

MAINE

was

yesterday to consider the expediency of
organizing a company to establish steam com-

llic »au

passed.

the Broker’s Board, Jan. 10. |
Union Pacific RR Sixes.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Railroad.
“^K*e.ni
Michigan Central Railroad.
l Ml.™ Pacific
Railroad.
Grant, 7,.
Hill Manut.u luring
Coini.anv
Franklin Company.

tlie

held

building

dends it was because
they had expended it in
building roads; at any rate their property was

to

rat os.

U«Hion Mlork fl,i»t.

[Sales

STEAM COMMUNICATION.

following peti-

ICIICill U1

belonging

Halifax, N. S., Jan. 10th.—A meeting

duty;

for a national prohibitory law;against the
government manufacture of envelopes; for national schools; against employing government
officers who drink liquor.
Mr. Sherman reported the finance committee
bill repealing the duties on salt and iron and
moved its recommitment, which was opposed
by Mr. Trumbull but was recommitted 32
against 18.
A resolution was adopted that the President
inform the Senate in relation to seizures of
American vessels by the revolutionary
government of Venezuela.,
The bill legalizing the issue of clothing to
Chicago, suffers aud a reuiission of duties on
materials was taken up and Mr. Logan advocated its passage but no action was
The bill amendatory to the act to reduce internal taxes was taken up. Mr. Scott advocated and Edmunds opposed it, when the
amnesty
bill came up but Sumner w.ls not ready to
proceed with his speech.
After executive session
the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
The Committee on Ways aud Means to-day
had the subject of syndicate before them, it
having been presented in the form of a resolution by Mr. Cox. The committee did not conclude the considertiou. They will at an early
day report all the facts showing the action ol
the Secretary of the Treasury in the premises,
but it is not probable that they will make an
recommendation.
A resolution was adopted directing the Agricultural Committee to enquire into the disposition of Agricultural College scrip.
The bill appropriating $1000 for the employment of six
experienced surfmeu at alternate
life saving stations on the Jersey coast, and a
bill for the relief of the Chicago sufferers were

and furniture

arrival at full

bbl.

DOJIINION OF CANADA.

or

Washington,

platform

room.

SENATE.

struggled

of

ed the

XLIId CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

annual dividends of ten per cent, and
upwards
when for twenty years the Maine Central had

vesta's
demand,

readily placed on

are

New Orleans, Jan. 10.—The rates arc:—Cott> a
by steam for Liverpool |d; New York 3 a 3c; Sug:ir
to New York $7; Molasses 5c.
By sail—Cotton 10
Liverpool 15-3&I. Havre lc, Bremen lie, 1 Boston J.-r
Sugar to New York $4 50 i> bhd; Molasses $1 50 J

PROCEEDINGS.

London, Jan. IB.—While a meeting of loyalwas
being held to-night at Wellington
Barracks in Kmghtsbridge, a portion
of Eondon. A mob ot Republicans broke into the
hall
where the meeting was in progress and belia\-ed in an outrageous manner.
They expelled
the chairman of the assemblage ami demolish-

per cent, ad valorem. A tariff of 90 per centum
of the present rate of duty is provided for the
articles:—All manufactures of cotton
alpacca, wools, and all manufactures of wool,
all manufactures of silk which are now subject
to a duty of 60 per cent, ad valorem, all metals
other than iron and steel, ami the manufactures
thereof, earthern and glass ware, hides, skins,
bone, ivory, horn and leather or the manufactures thereof, india rubber, gutta percha, straw
and oil cloths. A larife number of minor articles are added to the free list.

rangements had been made for cars that could
be adjusted to the change of
gauge, and no man
could complain that those cities are not now afforded proper facilities for travel. He stated
that Lewiston corporations were

rapidly increasing.
over to
Friday.

DISORDERLY-

and

ists

following

modate the business of those cities more than
any others. He thought it a little cruel at least,
when they had done so much, to come in and
ask for a competing and
line. Ar-

the

GREAT BRITAIN.

groved, $2 additional; pickets, pal25 per cent, ad valorem; shingles, 50 cents per 1000; pine clapboards, $2 per
furniture
1000;
unfinished, 30 per cent, ad valorem; casks, barrels, sugar boxes, shooks and
packing boxes not otherwise provided for, 35
tongued

Freights.
Jan. *22—Freights—Coastwise
Savannah,
Lumber and Timber are scarce and in

ior

ings and laths,

materially affect the Maine Central, which had
expended from $600,000 to $800,000 to accom-

being agaiust

fokkigx.

BILL.

Washington, Jan. 16.—1The tariff bill reported by the Senate Finance Committee as a
substitute for the House bill repealing the duties on coal, iron and salt, proposes to fix the
following duties:—On all bituminous coal, 50
cents per ton of 2240
pounds; on salt in bulk
and on all rock salt or mineral salt, 9 cents per
100 pounds; on salt in bags, sacks, barrels or
other packages, 12 cents per 100
pounds; on all
iron and steel and all manufactures of iron and
iron
and steel rails, the duty is
steel, except pig
reduced ten per per; teas of all kinds, 10 cents
per pound: coffee of all kinds and substitutes
therefore, 2 cents per pound; chicory and succory roots, burnt or prepared, 3eeufe per pound;
all extras or essences of coffee, 50 cents
per
pound; cleaned rice, 1 1-4 per pound ^potatoes,
10 cents per bushel; timber, not otherwise provided for, 14 cents per cubic foot; lumber of
spruce, hemlock, white wood and bass wood, $1
per 1000 cubic feet; other kinds, $21; if planed
or finished,
$1 additional for each side; if

t

A Beautiful Woman.—The perceptive faculty of women is usually keener than the same
phrenological organ in men. Women know

ter to his

SENATE TAROT

AUGUSTA.

at

ovn ■

adjourned

with

sufferer for

WASHINGTON.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Exclusively Agency
^urrorD *****t,ie
Has the

W tDtn

Also other

reduced

for the

PIANO

standard makela all sold

prices._

jkwktt &
PORTE* !
ar

tna

lowest

oc‘25*ntf

First-Class Ladies* and (lents’ Dining Saloon For Sale*
large and convenient house attached: b< st
location In Boston; thoroughly established;
with good run of regular and transient business;
chance seldom met with, as the owner is unexpectedly called away. Taylor &. Co., 20 State st., Boston.
jnl-3t

WITH

Hlaiiufacturinsf Business For Sal«**
safe, reliable and in
ESTABLISHED many years; stuulc
aud

I

protltaMu;
J successful operation; goods
always ready sale; owner has other business demandState st.,
ing all of his attention. Taylor & Co.. 20
Boston.

Jnl-3t

TO LEI.

POETRY.
The Magnolia.
gradual shades of the twilight fall,

ann

Enquire

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jan 12-d&wtf

Room To Lei.
board suitable for gentleman and wife, or
Also a few table boarders actwo gentlemen.
commodated, at S2 free Street.
Jn4-tf

WITH

Store to

it, glittering in moonlit air,
With blossoms like wldte translucent bowls
Of alabaster, all creamy fair,
Filled with a fragrance strange and rare
As a waft from the land of happy souls.

I XI favorable terms.

floor to let

269 Cumberland Street,
T. F. CUMMINGS,
220 Commercial

dc6dtf

;

To

For if Nature holds in her garden wide
One thing so perfect and wholly fair,
That when we cross to the other side,
Where the green fields smile and the

on

or

St.

Lei!

Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently
BRICK
cupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour
oc-

clear

waves

Business. Gas,
modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial street.

all

Water and

glide,

it, grown immortal, there—
Safe from winter and storm and blight,

janl6tf

To Let*

Greon and deathless—it seems to me
It is this fair dweller in warmth and light,
With its glossy leaves and its blossoms
white,
The beautiful, brave magnolia tree!
—Elizabeth Akers Allen, in February Galaxy.

BARBER'S room over the Apothecary shop, cor.
Fore and Market Sts.
C. F. CORRY.
jnlOtf

A

New House for Sale, or Rent*
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient, gas throughout house and cellar, piped
for Sebage, cellar cemented, everything in prime condition. Will be sold at low figure, or rented if not
sold.
W. P. MERRILL,
dec9-tf
Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ON

|

Reliable Insurance.
W. D. Little &

Grocery

or

We may find

Nice Rent for $200*

Co/s

General Insurance Agency,

1

MThe

lower rent of

house 87 Franklin street,

containing eight pleasant rooms, with
nice parlors, and pure Sebago water.

1843.

suit of

Commercial street.

Call on L. TAYLOR, 176
Nov 24-dtf

Office. No. 491-2 Exchange Street.
viz;

first

Exchange,
Capital

Oc

of Boston.

Third Block below the

9500,000

MARK HOWARD, President.

of New York.

Capital & Surplus,

Poet Oflce.

nev2

modern

of Hartford.

New Cash Capital,

convenience.

Apply to
Nov 4 is tt

j

CHAS. T. WEBSTER, President.
1

These companies are among the best now
doing business in Maine. Those that have passed through the
“Fiery- Ordeal” are now in first rate condition for
complete indemnity against loss or damage by fire.
The NATIONAL and ORIENT are new
Companies,
organized with clean Capitals.
Merchants, Traders. Builders and others, wanting
large lines with reliable offices, may be accommodated
with us at MODERATE ratks. Dwelling* and
Farm Property, insured for one, three or four
years, on highly favorable terms.
ja5isd3w

recently

H.

N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.

Business Opportunity.
and Retail Confectionery Store for
Sale; on a leading thoroughfare; thoroughly
established; splendidly fitted up; regular run of good
paying butiness; loase, low rent.
TAYLOR & CO.,
20 State st.. Boston, Mass.
Ja5-lw

WHOLESALE

nolotf

First-t lass Houses to Let.

ntn-

O VlitUUl U1V M.

a

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouses

1119^

IFin the

brick block of iour, on the corner of
Neal and Pine st?, will be rented on favorable terms.
These are first class houeea in every respect, con*
aiuicg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and 8ebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sepl6

Family Physic,

new

Costivencss, Jaundice,
To Let
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
iront room on second floor. Also
Dysentery. Foul Stomone room on third floor with board.
ach, Erysipelas, Head49 Frankoc28tf
ache, Piles, Rheuma- | lin st.
tism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases, Biliousness,
Lodging Booms to Let.
„Liver Complaint, Drop- i
Front Rooms on the second floor without
fflWO
fcsy, Tetter, Tumors and
I I.OO.H nf 1)0 u:~l.
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Z-!
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
To Let,
Pill, and PuriiDinner
fying the Blood,
to let, containing? rootub, Sebago
are the most congenial purgative
Their
For
water.
perfected.
call at 31 LINCOLN
particular,
yet
effects abundantly show how much they excel all othtl
ST.aug23
er Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to euro. They purge out the foul humors
TO
JLET.
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
'I HE three aud a halt Hory house No. 6 Hamptone to the whole being. They cure not only the evI
shire street, known as the Acadia House; conery day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
tains
33 finished rooms, and is well-fitted for a hodaneerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
tel or boarding house.
skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send eertittAlso
Dwelling Houses and Stores to let.
eates of cures performed and of great benefits they

PLEASANT

»

_.in_lie

TENEMENT

No. 38 Andersen street; nearly new, contains six looms, eight closets, good cellar, and
plenty oi water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.

jy28tl

janl-e3dwly-l

A

&TDOWNER,

To
Let
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms. Enquire of
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilrnot street.
Jyl3 dttE. W. LOCK K,

Apply

DEALERS IN

City, State, County

without board.

wanted.
WITH

—

NEI.L

ALSO, FOB SALE
European and Nobih American Fibst MortB. It. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at SO and in-

!

Apply

QFF1CKSI

corner

These offices

are

or

the most desirable In the city, be-

EDUCATIONAL.
Gorham

packages received by expre's.

Board

septS eod 13w

HAMILTON E.SMITH'S
PATENT
PTRmpiTvn

-•ft

UNDER

nrivBiiv

GARMENTS,

Perforated Buckskin Under
1 Garments are recommended by the

CUSTIS&CO.,
f.r
^K*'n.w

S&Wtf

no*.

Portland

Dissolution.
Co-partnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the firm name and style
SMITH. DONNELL & CO., is this
day dissolved
mutual

THE

of

by

consent. The books ot the late firm will
be louhd at their former office. Either partner mav
J

sign in liquidation.

F. A.

GAGE,

Mr. William E. Donnell will continue the business
under the firm name of W. E. DONNELL <&
CO.,
at the old stand, Nos. 93 & 95 Commercial Street.
Portland, Me., Jan. 1, 1872.
dlw
Jal2

Co-Partnership Notice.
underslmed have formed
copartnership
der the style of SMITH. GAGE &
THE
CO., for the
of
a

Jal2tf

JgSU

/ffTffV

BOARD

& Co.

_janl2-3d

Board for

as

an

Found
gold chain

with

Each

sent

*

R.

Cents

Dollars.
4W
I. Wolcott, N. Y.

FEBUARY 1st, 1872,
take

account of stock,
previous to which time
we shall sell our Stock
Hata, Capa, Fnrs
ocr., at lower prices than ever.

WE

ol

JnlO t

MAHER & CO.,
Po8t0fflc<i-

febi_0PP'

N.

O.,

and P.

designed for two persons, and will be
a ]necessary articles
except quilts,
comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.

obtained in private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are offered to
those wishing to board themselves.
English Studies or Teachers* Class.9 5 00
English Studies and Latiu and Greek. 6 00
French, German or Spanish, each,. 5 00
men can

be

Book-keeping and Penmanship, both,
Drawing.
Painting.
Piano Music.
Vnnal
....

3
4
g
12

00
00
00
00

For further information apply to

G. M. BODGE, Principal,
Bethel, (until Not. 26th), or
J. A. WATERMAN, Secretary,
Gorham, Me.
Gorham, Me., Nov. 10,1871.
nol7d&wtf

Ch,

L.

Morazain,

FROM PARIS,

Teacher of the French

Language.

Master of Modern Languages in the Provin»Dd Grammar Schools,
?riaiD\!?s§clloo,»
(John, N. B.
Con. J.M. Brown, J.
W.Symonds,

References:
Apply
trom

three o’clock r. m., at 36
writing P. O. Box 1866

one r. M.
or in

to

BOSTON, October 12th, 1871.

Manufacturers9
Insurance

Company,

BOSTON, MASS.

Cash Capital,

#400,000

R.,

IHEWOLEANS MOLASSES,
PORTO RICO MOLASSES.
STRICTLY CHOICE!
BY

hair

DRESSEE.i

Canbefoundathis old place of business No
Congress st., next to new City Hall
Jan 11-dlw

#1.430,000

Liabilities,
Net Assets,

1TIERRY,
2294
^

PERFUMERY^—\

Published for 1872, Map of New England
JUST
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in
Townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all

other Maps, and with our U. S. and World
Map $75
to $200 per month cleared with a
certainty. Send for
descriptive Circular, and secure
at once.
D. H Guernsey, Publisher,
Coucord, N. H.
4w

Territory

PARCHEESI
Royal Backgammon Board of India
most fascinating and exciting game
THE
lianed in this

For

sale by all Druggists.

W. W.

Whipple

#1,180,000
NATH’L F. DEE BING, Agent,
PORTLAND, ME.

Loss in Chicago oniy $120,000.

& Co.,

The
pub-

ever

country. Popular edition $1.00
$2.00. Fine $3,00.
Aiso Brisgue, Zoo Loand Kings &

by

sale

Medi-

Cavaliers, for

generally.

the trade

GAMES A

SPECIALTY.

G' SELCHOW & CO.,
Publishers,
tdec9-4w_37 John Street, New York.
E’

,,

n

a

WICKES*

intended tor use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the
wherever

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

Ayer’s

Vigor,
years,

disap-

pointment, and hereditary predisposition, all
the

nair

gray;

either of them disposes
it to fall off premature-

ly, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleas-

ant to behold.
Dr.
YER’S consummate
'skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see. are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old.
austere and
by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.
PREPARED BY

J. C. AYER Sc CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.

dec« deod&eowd-weow-ly

ocl6d3m

Rooms,

WINTER

Comutacing noudajr,

lie can be consulted privately, aud with
the utmost confidence by the
afflicted, at all !
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
under the
Buttering
afliiction of private diseases, whether
arising from I
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse:
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, be feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all
Cases, whether of long

Devoting

standing
recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and
making a
perfect aud permanent cure.
or

He would call the attention of the afflicted to tho
fact of his long-standing and well-earned
reputation?
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill aud success.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested
experience in
the hands of a regular ly-eduoated
physician, whose
preparatory studies fit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but
always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
delecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
for it Is a point
conceded by the best syphiland management of these
ographers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
naving neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology,
commonly
pursues one
of treatment, in most cases
making
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

generally
study

system

Confidence.

All who have committed au excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
SEEK FOB SOME ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

and

a

perfect

cure war-

Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper aud on
ly to correct course of treatment, and iu a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

<lc6

Middle-Aged Men,
...viv

SECOND

4w

T>S VCHOLOGIC Fascination or Soul Charming,
A 400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A, How to
use this power (which all
possess) at will. Divination.

Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth:
paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub..
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wt
Agents Wanted
•‘Eminent Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
FORA very attractive book selling
rapidly. Also for
“Old and New World,” by George Alfred Townsend.
A very interesting and valuable work.
dec7-4w
L. P. CROWN & Co., Roston, Mass.
Agents Wanted
“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
Escaped Nun, whose disclosures are thrilling
and startling. Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
a day.
It is the best selling book published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

FOR

«c9-4wt

NOTICE.
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself
entirely to bis trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.
dc!3
3m

STAGE

“TO BOOK AGENTS.”

MARK TWAIN S
a com-

Don’t
on books no one
wants, but take one people will stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
“There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see clearly that time has come. For territory or Circular address
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH &
CO., Boston, Mass.

age

iiuriy

ui

who

are

SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

OF

special accommodation.

Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country.
full directions,
L
by addressing
HUGHES,
<
anl 18t>5d&w No. 172 Cum
t .Portland.

Hr. R. J. JOURDAUN,
PROPRIETOR

Parisian

Gallery

just published

OF THE

of

Anatomy, Boston,

edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

HAS

a new

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting: Office,
61 Hancock Street. Boston. UlasM.

junlldlyr

NO~IFAMILY

—

-CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

JUBUBEBA!
It is

NOT A PHYSIC—It is not what is
popularly
a bitters,
nor is it intended as such.
It is
South American plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative

and is

Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

nm

tem,

Sold

offered to the public as a great invigorator and remedy for all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the foreis

As

medicine for Children

a

By Druggists throughout the World.

This

JIIRUBEBA
confidently recommended

to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
It
derangements of the
vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
4w
f

gives'health,

TRY
dc23d&w

For Coughs, Colds and Hoarseness.
TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a
popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are
constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
m cases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.
Caution.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 26 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Ssle agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. jnl-f4w

THESE

picture

a

as Conghs, Colds, Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.

such

husband

•wt

*»•

or

*

ww

marvAllniiR rnrpR. wliiuh )iatp wnn fnr If «
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, tthe Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
of immunity from
great extent, and given a
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden attacks, and by ts

feeling

timely

with

W

name ana

date of

xrittwcr,

J

HOW THEY
Triumphs

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

Ayer’s SarspariUa,

our

•PO

shot-guns, revolvers
Gun materials of every kind. Write for Price
Rifles,

List, to Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburg,
Army Guns and Revolvers bought or traded
4w
Agents Wanted.
ja8 t

Pa.
for.

AGENTS

A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints,which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
be expelled from the blood. Internal
derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they
derange
and whose substance they disease and
destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are
gone, the disorders they
prodr • disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Anthony's Eire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Dead, Ringworm, Ul<&rs and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pam m the Bones, Side, and Dead, Female Weakness, Sterility, lAucorrhcca arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease,
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and Cweneral Debility. With their departure health returns.
prepared by
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell,

Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
dec9d& we verj'3d w 1y

Narragnagiu Steamboat Co.
annual meeting of tic Stockholders of the
above named Company, for the choice of Directors, and for the transaction of such other business, as may legally come before them, will bo held
at the office of Ross & Sturdivant, Portland, onTuesdav, the 23d day of January, 1872, at 3 o’clock, p. m.
GEO. A. HOPKINS, Treas. and Clerk.
jaulOtd

is the
work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new

only

and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family History.
Full particulars
and circulars free.
Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street, Roston, Hass.
ja8-4wt

THEA-NECTAR
A PURE BLACK TEA
|IS
■with the Green Tea

Flavor.

[Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our "trademark”

pound

and

half

packages only. And
wholesale only by the

5506.

for

pound

sale
Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
jan8- 4wt

„
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Great

84wfo’clock;

AGENTS WANTED.

OFFICE

WINTER

A

only

night except Mondays.

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
at 3.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations oast of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For Waterville and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting thero with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, Ra b and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning
except Mondays.

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
rom » aiervuie ana lntermeai&te stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A.
Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Banat
7.30
A.
M.
with day train through to St. John.
gor
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen*l Superintendent,
L. L. LINCOLN, As at. Superintendent.
Augusta, January 3, 1872.

BOSTON. & MAINE RAILROAD.

engraving of a Steam Boiler confeet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle,
namely,Mat of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means or two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

THE

water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend,
and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third comnartment.
By this operation, the
smoke, and keatea gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 160 indicated horse

power.
yuan

luio

UUUC1

Will

BUCK

OV

per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than
any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a

call.

W.

T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,

dcl8_Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts
HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE

of

sold. In English and German. Price $2 50.
CAUTION t—Since issuing this work, smaller
and inferior histories are ottered. Be sure the book
you buy is by Uptou & Sheahan, a full octavo, 6x9
inches nearly 500 pages, and over 45 illustrations.
Send $1 00 for outfit, with choice of
territory.
AIbo two beautiful Cbromos, CHICAGO AS IT
WAS and CHICAGO IN FLAMES. Circulars and
terms free. Profits large. UNION PUBLISHING
COMPANY, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, or CINCINNATI.
tw4w 2

and Fruit Store For

Sale.
located.; good

of regular first
class paying customers; good store; well
SPLENDIDLY
stocked;
this is

always paid well;

a chance
reasons for

fered ; satisfactory
20 State street, Bostoh, Mass.

run

which Is seldom of-

selling. Taylor

& Co.

jal3-3f

Wanted.
LADY canvasser for every town in Maine, to
sell an article, which will command a
ready sale,
and on which a Lady can make good
wages. For further particulars address DAVIS & CO., Portland
Me.
wl
3ra

A

Important

to Trappers & Hunters.
undersigned has two valuable receipts for
bait
and attracting game from 50 to 100
scenting
rods, which I will send to any part of the United
States for fifty cents.
Address CHAUNCEY S.
BRANCH, Plantsville, Conn.
w42
3m

THE

Arrangement, Nor. 13,

ISM.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaEftfJl^SpStion, Portland, for Boston. *6.15. *9.10
eiSgZQaaA. M., 3.307,A. 3.15*. P. M. Returning
—-“*-*7.30, 78.30 M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15<s 9.10* A. M., 3.307, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.307, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
,_

York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
tS“Frcight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station In Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.
•Accommodation.
TFast Express.

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

Trunk

novll-dtf

the

GREAT WEST.
Do not be deceived by “Old reMable
office,” or
“best routes’* advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
Me.

ALTERATION

ARRANGEMENT.
30, 1871,

Paris, and intermediate stations.

CALL

Engineers

7 Cross Street,

Machinists,

Portland, Maine.

prepared

Removal.

DR.

are

pr
pere
and

engage in a light, agreeable
fine paying busines. We will pay a liberal
salary by
the week, and pay expenses, or allow a commission
from which any persou of common abilities can earn
from *20 to *50 per week clear. This is no catchpenny humbug,but is one of the most valuable inventions of the age, patented in the United States and
Europe; is a great novelty, and sells readily, and no
To all who wish to test the business
I will send a package of the
goods by mail on receipt
of 50 cents, and those not well pleased with the business shall be paid for their trouble.
Address
w39tfO. P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.
son

competition.

NOW READY
Complete Official Statistical and Business

Directory
of the State, 450 pages. MAP, showing
Counties,
Towns, Railroads, Steamboat Lines, with Distan-es,
Fares, Telegraph and Express Stations. Full of informationas a nutofmeat. 14 complete City Dibectobies, lor *1.50. Everybody wants it. Sent post-paid
for *1.50.
Map alone, pocket form, 50 cts. AGENTS
WANTED. -Address,
H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
dccl l-deod&w4w50

.Railroad Wharf, foot of State Sr.,
--'every Monday, at 5.15, p. m., for
Eaatport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eaatport every
Thursday.
83P“Freight for Calais and St. Andrews, shipped
from Eaatport by sailing vessel.

Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for Dlgbv and
Annapolis, thence by rail to
Windsor auil Halifax and with the E. & N. A. Railway for Shediac and intermediate stations.
tyFreight received on days of sailing unt
o clock, p. in.
Winter rates will be charged for Height after De
-0,-ti.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dc20
Is t Sat then os
tf

endorsed

and

prescribed bt
any other Tonic oi

Pliysieians than
They are

A

PREVENTIVE
For Fever ard Ague, Intermittent*, Biliousness and
all disorders arising Item malarious causes.
Tbev
are highly recomm n led as an
Anti-Dyspcptic,
and in cases ot Indisration are Invaluable. As
an Appetizer and Rrcupernnl, and in cases ol
General Debility they have never in a single in-

stance lailed in

producing

ti

most

e

They are particularly

BENEFICIAL

TO

happy

FEMALEM,

Every Family Nhonld Have a Bottle.
No preparation in the world can produce so many
u

uy

i»nYMnaiis

oi uio

very

highest standing iu their profession.
tP Endorsed also by the Clergy and the leading
denominational papers
United States Marine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8, 1870.
James A. Jackson & Co— 1 have examined the
formula lor making the
Home Stomach Bitteis.”
and nsed them in tms hospital the last lour mentlis,
I consider them the most valuable tonic and simulant now in use,
8. H. MELOHEK.
Resident Physician in charge V. 8. Marine Hospital.
James A. Jackson & Lo—Gentlemen;
As you
have eommuuicated to the medical profession the
recipe ot the "Home Bitters” it cannot, therefore he
considered as a patent medicine, no patent having
been taken lor it, We have examined theTormuta
tor making the“Home Bitters,” and
unhesitatingly
say the combination is one ot rare excellence, all the
articles used in its composition are the best of the
class to which they belong, being highly tonic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightly 1 axative. The inode ol preparing them is
strictly In accordance with the rules of pharmacy. Having used
them, seen iiseflccis in our private practice, we take
pleasure Id recommending them to ail per.-oas desirous of taking Bl'ters as being the best Tonic and
Stimulant now offered to the public.
Obstetries and Diseases

oi

Women,^oHcge’ot

Physicians, and 1 te member Boatd ct Healta.
1.. CL H. Boiftliuirrc,
Prot. Obstetihs and Diseases of
Women, at Louis
Meoical College.
Drake JUcDowell M. D
Late President Missouri Medical College
E. A. Clark, M. D„
Prol.
Medical College, and the late Resident Physician Cily Hospital, St
Louis, Mo.

Surgery,

Herbert Prnom, ProL,
Prol. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis College of Phar-

macy.

J C. « hilrball, Esq.,
ol Medical archives.
DrCVK Ludwig
S (iratz Moses, M D

All’ed

WM. HUSK.

Week. Best Cheap Shuttle Sewing
OK
Machine in the world. Agents wanted!
S.
J.
HAYES, Great Falls, N. H.
decT*4wjj

Tuesdays

I

THE
w1

6t

In Senate, Jan. 3,1872.
Ordered. The House concurring, that all petitions
for private legislation, except ‘‘detitions for redress
of wrongs ana grievances,” which shall be presented
te this Legislature after the tlrst day of February
next, be referred to the next Legislature, and that
this order be published in the Daily Kennebec Journal, the Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, ami the
Portland Daily Press until that date.
In Senate, January 11,1872
Sent down for concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.

Read and passed.
In

House

ok

Representatives, )
January 12, 1872. J

Read and passed in concurrence.
SUMNER J. CHADBOURNE, Cerk*
true copy.
Attest:
janl3 di&wt

SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.
febl

F ARM E R.

*2.W A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We «re
oflering special inducements for new subscribers,

ONLY
m the

shape

of

L»\RGE C-A.SH PREMIUMS
Specimens end circulars sent on receipt «f stamp
for postage.
R. p. K ATOM Sc CO.,
dc21d*w w5l-4w
Bo.i.n, .vines.

Steamships:—

—--.--

Lawrence:*

William

**George Appold.**
William Kennedy.**
“McClellan('apt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington bv
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by tbe I"a. <0 Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabama anti Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all j>oints in North and South Carolina
the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to
Washington and all
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accoinmocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
$12.50,
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 honrs
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPKpN, Agent.
Central Wharf Boston.

by

june2tf_53
Merchants’ Express

HAVANA.
Lincoln’s Wharf. Bouton.

From

j

I

XI fdal jaillntvCoV,

/yf f\
J/.VUAV

J. A. DAV

W A WPcox, M D
Ernuklin, HI D.
Homeopathy Med,cal College.
T J Vastine.MD,
Hi Comstock,M D,
Prof of Midwllsry and Diseases ot
Womeu, College
Homoeopathic physicians and Surgeons.
John
Temple, VI. I>,
Prol Materia Medlca and Therapeutic,
Homce.ipathE. C.

ic Mediial College or Missi uri.
•Ino. l.nzlcmau
M. D, Lecturer
On Diseases et Children. Horn*opalliic College of Mo
1 ha* lea Vaatiue. HI. b.,
Prot of Physiology, Homoeopathic Medical College
of Missouri.
John Hartman, SI. D
Prot ot Clinical Medicine, Col. Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.

They are superior to all other Stomash B tiers.
Kano kandera, Analyti :al Chemist.

IiO Bitters in the world can excel them.
Himon Ilirach, Analytical Chemist.

Emiaeal Ehyaictaua ol Chicago.
The formula ol the Home Bitters has been submitted to us aud we believe them to la? the best tonic anil siimuiaut lor cuerul use now Oder d to the

public,

H
G A

Woodh rv, M O
M D.

Maiiner, Anal; tical Jas V Z 111 ,ey,
Prol. Che
Chtiiust,
istry,
H S Habn, M
Medo-al I
D,
lege
J B VV»> ,r, MD,
BDcVicar, MD
Mor’n S Bains, M D,
TSHc ee, M D,
R Ludlam, M D,
Thos 1 Ellis. M D
Jas A Collins, M D,
J A Hahn, M D

Rush

Emiaeal Ehy.lcian. iu Cieeianail.
Nearly all of *hom are Professors iu one or the
other ot ilie Medical Colleges.
No other Bitters have ever been offered to the
so

J L V attier MD
M D,
M D,
W T Taliia-erro. M I),
J H Buckner, M D,
G A Doherty. M D,
O Woodward M D,
D W McCarthy. MD,
R H Johnson, M D,

LA James M D
8P Bouuer, M M.
GW Bigler, M D,
j j gu»nu, M D
W K Woodward, M

mediate Despatch. For Freight or Passage, apply to
POUSI.AND & CO.,
dcl8-10t
140 Commercial St., Boston.

BLANCHARD,

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

Steamship

Line.

Leave eaoh port everj WcdnesdayiSaturdav
From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.m,
street Wharf, Pliiladel-

‘U^, |Qlie

r.

ITTQk Insurance

«llH

one

ing vessels.
Freight tor the

halt the rate ot sail-

West by the Penn. R. R. and South
Dy connecting lines forwarded Ireeol commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WHITNEY A 8ANPNON,

D
K8 Wayne, Cbemist,

H W Purne'l,
M A Edmunds, M D,
MD,
Sanrord Bell, M D,
J os. E Lvncb M D,
G B Thornton M D,
Alex Erkskioe, M D,
in charge
City Hoepital. M R Hodges, M D,
M l>,
Paul Otev, M D,

JEuiueuI

R

1 The Rising Sun
a

D,

M A Edmunds, M D.
Jos E Lynch M 1)

PhyaiciaoM in Piitabur&b,
Win. Lowes, M I),
I> a Willard. M I),

B F Duke. M D,
W R Childs, M D,
O Wuih, tliemigt,

J H

McClelland,

M

D,

And II and red* of Other*
In all parts ot the North, West and South.
J E Garner, M D Milwaukee.
Council Blnffs. March 27,1871.
James A Jackson & Co—Having exammed »hc
tormuia or tho “Home Stomach Bitters,-’ 1 have
prescribed them in practice tor some time, and pronounce them the best Tonic Bitters now in use.
P. H. tic lab »», tVl. D.
Ur*For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
__

arnur

0
__

£

trade mark.
For Beauty of Polish, Saving of Labor,
Freonecs from Dust, Durability Sl Cheapnoss,truly unrivaled In any Country.

A. Jackson Ac Co, Proprietor*.
105 and 107 N Second st, 8t Lcui-*, Mo.
For sale bv
John W. Perkin* Ac Co.,
Portland, Me.

Beware of Worthless Imitations, under other names
but resembling ours in shape and color of
Wrapper, *
• intended to deceive.
The Rising Sun Polish in bulk, foi stove dealers ^
pi
w use at twelve cents
per pound—twenty-five and fifty
pound boxes. “Cheaper than any other Bulk Polun ?
£ for hothiug.”

MORSE BROS,,

2
*

J

TWINES AND NETTING,
MANUFACTRED R

;

FAIRFIELD HOUSE.

LKENDALL’S

MILLS,

BY RANDAI.I,
ANDREWS,
Late of the Gardiner HotcUbe Maine Hotel at Damftriscotta, and Columbian House, Bath.
®3F“A good Livery Stable is connected with the
u
Hoqsc»

mr24<it*
_

Portland Kailroad.
the
the
of the City Building, Portland, ou
15, 1872, at half past two o’clock, P. M.
for the olucti >n of five
Directors, and the transaction
or any other business that
may legally come before
themeetiug.
CHAS. HOLDEN, Sec’y.
January 3d, 1872.
td
eod

Room,
Reception
Monday Jan.

l the*®00

W
gW QSr /
B W

v

B_\

| £

REWARDisoffJre^yB

proprietor of Dr. Sage’s ■
Catarrh Itemedy for a case of B
I "Cold in Head," Catarrh or B
I Ozena,which he can not cure.
| Sold by Druggists at 50 ota. B

H

|

B

I'V

dec27t-4w

B cheat chaxck for acentn
H 2P/Ott want an agency, local or traveling,
^B ^‘th an opportunity to make $5 to $20 a day

KM selling onr new strand White Wire Clothe»
KM Lines? They last forever; sample free. Send
KM for circular. Address at once Hudson Rivor
MM \\ ire Works, cor Water st.. ami Maiden Lane
Y., or 34G W Randoph st., Chicago.

B»BP**
(lfOTtAw

Coal

by the Cargo !
WK

l.tJIP,

sell

WILL

MTEABBR,

broken;

STOVE and CHK«TNl'T COAL
By the cargo at ibe Tory lowest marke* price, tiehvered on hoard *t pla<*e ot t>bipmeut. *nd will
proI
cure vessels t* transomt the «anr»e when desired.

jySSdtf_

gt.

Hard and WhitePine Timber
sawed to dimension*.
PLANK,
FLOORING AND MTEP.

Or band and
HARD PINE
BOA

RDM, for rate by

STETSON &

Baltimore, Hid.
dlv

STI'KDIVANT,

__1<» Commend il

HARD PINE

HM. E. HOOPER <£ SOPS,

__

Propr’s,

CANTON, MASS.

ociidisw

ROMM A

FISHERMEN !

Send lor price-liet.
Jel4

j

J

•lame*

Labratory

July26-dCmo

*

E

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of
THE
Portland Railroad Company, will be held iu

G K Taylor, M D,
P F Mantv, M D,
SB Tomlinson, M D
Eminent Phy.ietau. iu VIempbU.
The Home Bitters are an invaluable
remedy tor indigestion and diseases arising form malaria! causes.
G. B. Thornton, M D.,
A.ex. Erskine. M D,
1* charge City Hospital, M R
Hodges, M D,

H W Purnell,
dan lord Bell, M

Tlia

/ii'Avn.

—■

pubmany valuable remedial agents.

C T Simpson,
SCMn,craft,

1> 1

IS, Master, will have Imni,-

Agents,
Wbnrl, Bo»lou.

Pro'-«t

__

Line

-FOR-

Heacock, M D
C Herricks, M D,
C A Ware, M D,

Wharf and I>ock, first,

POPE,

of

corner

E street.

m,29e0,):J_IdHce. 10 State

at

.Boston.

ELIAS HOWE

Sew ing Machines

Annual Course of Lectures at this Institution, will commence February 13th, 1872,
and continue sixteen weeks.
Circulars containing full particulars may be had on
application to the Secretary.
C. F. BRACKETT M. M., Sec’y.
Bowdoin College, Nov. 1871.
next

Fifty Venn EimblUhni.
No. 43 Lin

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
and Saturdays at 4r. m.
.for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Steamships

end

result*.

strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elastiedy to the whole system.
The
Home Bitten ire compounded with the great, st
care, am no tonic stimulant has ever betore been
ottered to Ihe public so PLEASANT TO THE
TAsT E and at the same time combiningso many
remedial agents endorsed by the medical
fraternity
as the best known to the Pharmacopoeia.
Jt costs
but little to give them a lair trial, and

Prof

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

NITRE

B0WD0IN_C0LLEGE.
Medical Department

NE W EN CxL ANI)

Wood l

and SOFT WOOD for sale at
coin street. Also Dry Edgings
A

for

A

R. P. .JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
St., Portia d, Me. Office hours from 10 to 11
A. M., and 4 to P. M.
no2S-3m

HARD

everybody!—w «
Employment
pared to give constant employment to any
who wishes to

ARRANGKMKXT

On and after MONDAY, Dee.
25th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt S. H. Pike, will leave

ANDBUTTERICK’S

Pallerns of Garments
janl3-4w

d&w

£PLCMJI:B~&

w3

STATE OF MAINE.

who manufacture the best Boiler and best Radiator
for that purpose ever introduced into the
market, and
who are
to contract to successfully warm
any building, without regard to size.
D. W. & Son also keep on hand every
description
of Steam, Gas and Water Pipe and
fittings, at wholesale and retail, and have in their
first class
employ
workmen to put in the same; and in their Machine
Shop are prepared to attend promptly to all kinds of
machine work and repairs.
dc28d&wtf w52

Woodl

BRYDGES,

OE

Daniel Winslow & Son
and

West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and Intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and
Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M
tySleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor
every *500 additional value.
C. J.
Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

Calnia anil Hi. John, Digby,
Wiadaor aail Halifax.

ONE TRIP PER M EEK !

tracing

OF TRAINS.

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

WINTER

Railway

Or any other point iu the

South

40,000 copies

Confectionery

cur-

Danville
open for use.
and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

JfSySgJjgllTrahia

FOR THE BEST

Complete History

|

more leading
ant now in use.

the new line between
J??f!!ffffi?fiiirent,Cumberland
will be

Room.
$7 00
appfy to L.BfLLfNGS

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Stimu

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, Oct.
will run as follows:

an

Cabin passage with State
For further fnformation
Atlantic Wharf, or

Kaatporl,

Are

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

WINTER

above is
taining 1200

Glasgow andPfetou, and with Allan's Mali Steamer,
for Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 1’. M.

urdays, returning alternale days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

OF

;:l! 4 P- M. for Halifax direct
—---;—;—: making close connection, with the
Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor,
Truro, New

and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

Blanchard Maine State Builer Co.

Chicago and its Destruction Steam Heating Apparatus.

THE

Fisli Business For Sale.
many years; centrally located;
ESTABLISHED
doing a snug paying business; and will bear
thorough investigation: one of the best chances ever
offered of the kind; good reasons for selling.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.
jall-3t

novelty in the subscription
at sight in every family. The

a

HAVE
line which will sell
Pictorial Family Register

FOB PUBIFYING THE BLOOH.

VJJCUl

Montreal and the

Universal Cement
4 tl Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cutter, and other articles, Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.
tw4w 2

long wanted

ISUIUUIU,

8cpt25dtf___Bangor,

FORTUNES,

BOOK

V*

SATURDAY

every

loi

M.

l-

Returning *i' leave Peak*’ Ixlnud 'J15AM,
and 3.45 P M.
fiS'Private parties * 'n be accommodated by applyicg to the Captain on hoard.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children halt prce.
Portland,Jane 23, 1871.
je23dtt

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

SURE CURE for intemperance. It is a vegetable
powder, to be mixed with water; will remove all de-

Cambrtngeiairt, Mass.
Wholesale Agents for Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., Portland.
TT&S
4w’
Jnl

3.15

LINK.

The favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave Galt’, Wharl

Ok IVFIt,

Wettbideot Portland Pier, daily

ikinuir ut ».15 A M. unit

Scotia

EaIifax,_Nova

shp 13tf

Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Poipi, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER <& CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

nuu

A

WERE
of ouk

dfr O ^ K A MONTH to sell

M-t-uHH'

*.

Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
I-eave Rochester for Portland and way stations at l
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
!
The 7.30 train connecting with down traius on Dover and Winniplseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls !
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern RaUroails.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Winter

ARRANGEMENT.

WEKKLT

On and after Monday, December, 18.
\871, passenger trains leavo Portland
or Rochester and Intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., ami 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee

»'

UIIOUTUIC,
4w

mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
extra terms, address, GEORGE MACLEAN,
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
fw4\v 2

Will leave file

A.

Co.

9-dtf

For

Winter Arrangement.

INEBRIATES! CALIFORNIA,

MADE; OR, the STRUGGLES
Self-made Men, by J. D.
McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
and

CAPT.

-FOR-

_

May

Peak’. I.laud Rirnmboal Coinimuy
CtTKAMFH

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

MAINE

Steamship

EX PRE SS,

Grand

980 to 9400 per month by selling

GREAT

For Peaks’ Island.

The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portlaud in season for early afternoon traiu for Boston and passengers bv the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J* HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8,1871.
uo9tf

1 u«>

BILLINGS, Agent.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., and h ave Pier 3* E. R.. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 p. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
Halifax, St. John, ami all parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 3x, E. K., New York.

JA91E9 ALKXANUKK, Agent.

tVia 7.40 A.M.
TVia 3.15 P. M.

|] ^

8EMI-WEEKLY LINE !

jn2dly

•Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
J

FOR

intoxicating

17.
24.

Passengers

Sebago

.V.'. V.V/..V.V.V.V.V.V.V..

usual.

L-

NEW

Wed., Jan.
Wed., Jan.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

Stages Connect

as

Baine

favorable terms
Cunard Wharf, Jersey
*

enbark at

taken

May 1, «MU

Currency

From Liverpool, Glasgow,
Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, $34 CURRENCY.
booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.

At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco,
Raymond, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for
and Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter.lf
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.1T
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.IT

Byjpurchasing tickets via

sire for
drinks; cures delirium tremens in
twelve hours; and is approved by the Grand Lodge of
Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold by Druggists, or sent free
of expense on receipt of price, $1 per box.
SAMUEL C. KNIGHT’S, Masonic Block,

Passengers

City.

attached.

$5.00 SAVED

WANTED, AGENTS.

AND

R.

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with
passenger car

MIGHTS' TONIC

marriage.

and.

R.

Et^^^Sfollows:

PAYSON TUCKER, Aqent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

3m

Y-__jnlt

Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series of

wife,

OODENSBURO

Freight

Money,[including fare from Bobton to N York,
Passage
Cabin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommoda$30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
Steerage,
Gobi, additional. Return Tickets on

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
E*??S^^fSSuutil further notice, trains will run as

season as

Deck.....

__—

W.

IT!

w52

ABYSINIA, Wed., Jan. 3 RUSSIA,
ALGERIA, Wed., Jan. 10 JAVA,

jao9tf_Supt.

-A. Certain Cure !

desire to

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
We challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.

EMPLOYMENT.

engage a few more Agents to sell the
World Renowned Improved BUCKEYE SEWING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jnl f 4w

dclo

MRS.. DINSMORE’S
COUGH AN1> CROUP BALSAM!

going complaints

WE

Blood.

may6dly

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jnrubeba

_jnl
PROFITABLE

the

Price 50 cents.

tants.

system.

Constipation.

cures

Headache, Billioust^^gn^^^^l^Sick
ness, and all Humors and

Impurities of

Concomi-

their

It cleans the Brain, relieves the Burdened Sys-

a

diseases of the
Spleen,Enlargement or Obstruction of Intestines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
Poverty
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of

Liver and

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 36 Cents
with age, height, color of eyes and hair,
THIS
you will
Ayer’sCherry Pectoral receive
by return mail correct
of your future
For Diseases of the Throat and Longs,

$Express.

&

Gold. Steerage, $30

the

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
audlndla Wharf,
Boston, every day,
P. M.. (Sunday,
excepted.)
Cabin fare.

Steamerb appointed to sail
FROM JflilV YORK.

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. It. R.

a

MEDICINE.

$80

number of beautiful State Room>
follows:
at 7 o’clock,
at 5 o’clock,

—

will run

Bouton.

C tbiu,

rajierior sea-goin'

FOREST CITY, an I
MONTREAL, having been fitted
at
a great ex (tense with a larg
up

direct hi toy i boston
BATAVIA, Saturday, .fan, 6.
SAMARIA, Sat., Jan. 13. ALEPPO. Sat.. Feb. 3.
SIBERIA, Sat., Jan. 20. PARTHIA, Sat,, Feb. 10.
HECLA,
Sat., Jan. 27. SAMARIA, Sat., Feb. 17.
„F^“PasBengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, Eabt

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M.f $8.30 A.
P. M., $3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portlaud at 8.00 A. >1., retumiug at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., $10.40 A.
M., f2.35 P. M., to.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train,
t Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

and

The new
st« timers

Queenstown, Cork liar.

at.

M., 112.15

PORTLAND

BOSTON.

FOR

ING FOR LIVERPOOL,

13th, 1871.

VALUABLE

called

the blood

ARRANGEMENT.
Nov’r

LINE

lil htkaukrn

On and after November 13th,

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

dec9f4w

and unequaled purifier of
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all

CTJNARD

STEAMERS.

Steamers appointed tc sail

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

numerous

canvassers.

me

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned If desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
®3f“Send a Stamp for Circular.

THE

Book is ready for
It is
NEW
panion volume to Innocents Abroad.
waste time

uicu ui

I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so bv writing, in a plain
manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

Undersigned has returned to his business, at
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
stand, No 3j Union Stbeet, where be hopes to see
his
former

uiau;

mu

troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be

semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

J. H. WICKES,

&

WHERE

found, and sometimes small particles of

190 maiden Anne, New ITork.
Jf.Jf. CHENEBf,
Agents for Portland.

ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

turn

Eceneuy.

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

MAINE.

ADVANCING
sickness, care,

and

the

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO

be equalled for

And cannot

ly<£w51

Hair

No. 172 Cumberland

PORTLAND, SACO,

Street,

1

ranted.

is

AGENTS.

dood

EASTERN AND

STEAMERS.

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Medical

youth—treated scientifically

OIL!

RAILROADS.

HIS

more

31 MARKET SQUARE,

decl6

Private

BE FOUND AT

and Complexion.
How Many Thousand* Can
Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

E L E C T I C

DRUGGISTS,

PORTLAND,

CAN

Hare

um

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

$250,000

janl2-lw

A.

use.

Mass.,

(Inciudln i those at Chicago )

Thos. Lynch & Co.
G.

for

firopsy.

MOLA. 88E8! Assets,

FOR SALE

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os
Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful
astringent and
tonic remedy.
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions

Cadies

is

oc4dly

(postage paid) for Fifty

ox4tllat retail easily for Ten

Ja8t4w

UNFAILING REMEDY
aD chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges, of what-

TUITION.

$10
1

to

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and
MEN WANTING BUSINESS

A pure, aqueous Extract, possessing superior astringent ana tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the
country as an

possible.

AND

Young

room

Free Street,

From 50 Cts.
SAMPLES

and Dealers la

THE FEW

furnished with

n*

£amnTatXomce a^p^ng

ordinary

DR.

840 per Term.
Young Ladies desirous of boarding themselves will
be furnished with rooms iu the Seminary Building.

St.

one

that have resisted the
remedies for weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhoea,
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to this new Extract, which I am sure
will soon bo recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

THE

Jules

Packet Schooner JOSEPH FISH, Cant
Turner, first wind. For freight or pasgage, apply to
J. NICKERSON,
129 Commercial St.

T>ICKED up in the stroet

N. B.—All of fhe genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.
From the Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pinus Canadensis for about eight months in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal
wash,
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the ostincae on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
days, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few days

Seminary Building will be devoted to the accommodation of young ladies for boarding, yet
the classes may be arranged so as to include both
sexes in recitations.

Jacksonville^ Fla.

For
J

soon

a

their friends and former customers.
F. A. SMITH,
F. A. GAGE,
Late of the flrm of Smith, Donnell

BY J. MARION SIMS, M. D.

•

of Instruction.

un-

transacting Wholesale Grocery Business
andhave taken the store No. 92 Commercial
Street,
i£hi “JS8 Block,) where they would be pleased to see
purpose

OF

HAUL'.

Winter Term Commences December 5th,
and Continues Eleven Weeks.

Board for young

F. A. SMITH,
W. E. DONNELL,

Seminary.

Mathematics, Drawing and Painting, and
A8is8tant in Music will be secured as

For sale by

CHAS.

EXTRACT

ugly,

«. M. BODGE, A. 31., Principal,
and Teacher of Classics.
MISSADELA BARNES,
Preceptress and Teacher of Vocal and Piano Music.
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER,
Teacher of Modern Languages.
MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.
Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

The

best Physicians and many of the oitizens of Portland, who have tested

their merits.

CONCENTRATED

in Suit*.

marddtt

answered.

For

KENNEDY'S

Also Lady Boarders
Center and Free st. No

ing pleasantly situated and heated by steam.
Also, Desk room and desks furnished it desired,

We draw Exchange on
Sian Francisco,
Montreal, Ml. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bonds In Boston and New York.
Inquiries by mail promptly

—1

Further information supplied on application to
SWAN A BARRETT,
Bankers Sc Brokers, lOO Middle St
Portland, Nov. 29,1871. os-nov30-eod2m w2wl

FLUENT BLOCK,

Either Single

terest.

The Great Preserver of
Health.

*■*>$ «^''-^dlspeusable

Parity, Brilliancy,

on

gage

attention to

a Quarter per Cent, in Gold
free of taxation. The limited amount of these
bonds now ottered ($250,000) cannot remain long ui>on
the market, and we take this occasion to recommend

__jun30tf
TO
LET.

AGENTS FOB THE SALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Bapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R Bonds. 7 p*r cent In Gold.
Northern Pacific R. R. Bones, 7 3-10 in Geld
and tbe U. S. Funded Loan.

Special

practically
Eight and

!

Me.

and refreshing
A^\tt has the delicate
LOr-^^^-fr-egrance of genuine Farina
7t,~'''-\Cologn« Water, and Is

offered

Furnished Room to Let,
or

United States Bonds.

and

re-

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Caution to the Public.

Prosperous Business.
The proceeds of the present issue of Equipment
Bonds will be used in adding to the rolling stock,
which proves inadequate to the amount of business
offering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5 baggage, ex-

Merchants National Bank.

at

Foreign Specie and Coupon!.
AND

easily

so

Portland,

A

are

be

Elizabeth T. Root.
worthless artiA TTTTOIV
I!on;tbe let
N-c -1 AV/’
cles
palmed oil on you,
be sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets
John <J. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box 8
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO..

doing

jy!8tl___

Street, Boston.

BIT

The entire debt is limited by charter to $20,000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered cannot
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of
every description belonging to a company already

To be JLet,
whole
part ot the block ot Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
the

BANKERS,
—

amounts to

can

For the last ten
years I have been a great sufferer
from frequent attacks of Acute Bronchitis
and have
found anything to relieve me from these attacks
until I tried Dr. Well,' Carbolic Tablets.’’

is

or

American and

the funded indebtedness incurred for construction
only $16,000 a mile. The earnings are
sufficient to pay the interest upon this light debt and
leave
A Surplus of $18,900 a month.
and

HOUSE

PREPARED BY
C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.

State

September, before the Chicago fire which temporarily deranged the movement of freights, was
even better.
The company owes no floating debt,
sult in

STATE

To Let.

DR. J.

SS

Central Railroad of Iowa, a trunk lin
running for 203 miles through the finest agricultural
region in the world, with a heavy lumber and coal
traffic already developed, has been in operation since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine shops. The net
earnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for business, were $37,293, after deducting all expenses for operation and repairs. The re-

when you

never

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.

ot S. L. CARLTON,
m}31dtfAtt’y at Law, 80 Middle st.

harmless.

STONE

YEARS.

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN' GOLD,
payable semi-annually, on the 15th days of April
and October, at the Company’s Office,
32 Pine street, New York.

Inquire

have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

by all druggists everywhere.

THIRTY

I

Good Bent!
convenient tor small family, witlhin three
YERV
minutes’ walk 01 City Hall. Kent *150.
Apply to W. H. JERR1S, Real Estate Agent,

CURING

Sold

AT THE END OF

PINUS CANADENSIS.

9500,000 ! Excellent

A vrA-n^ci

Profitable

a

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

JLET

TO

CORNER

For all the Purposes of

ike -Kile »f Constructed Road.

Investment.

of New York.

Orient,

to

Eight Debt and

3m__

Store No 142 St 144 Commercial »t
ot
Widgery's Whart, particular!
Capital & Surplus,
9250,000
adapted to the Fit r and Grain business, larg
a frontage o» 36 feet, and depth 15
capacity,
having
|
M. F. HODGES, President.
leet, accessible hy water or rail, lited up with every

VI

A

GEO. M. Harding. Architect.

9950,000

GEO. W. SAVAGE, President.

Hoffman,

new

Said Stores Lave a frontage of 41 leet, and nearly
100 leet in depth, Brick and Iron Sates, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in the city.
The?e Stores are fitted up in the nicest manner
for Wholesale Jobbing Houses, and will be let at a
low rent if applied lor immediately. Applv to
Mrs H. E. THOMPSON,'
Lowell, Mass
No 91 Merrimack tt., or Box 117.
J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange at

of Hartford.

International,

94,004

and Accrued Interest.

Cough

Br. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets?
They are a sure cure for Sobk Throat Cold
Hoarseness, Catarrh and all Diseases oe the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes
From the great number of Testimonials as
to the
efficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is
selected.
Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, HI., Jan. 14,1871.

them to investors.

THOMPSON BLOCK.

9250,000

Capital,

L.E

; 51, 53,-47,49
MIDDLE ST.,

SWEETSIR, President.

National,
New Cash

TO

91,400,000

Surplus,

D. H.

Currency

85 ia Currency and Accrued Interest.
The facts recited above show that the security is
substantial and ample. At 85 the investment pays

<cv

j

KELLOGG, President..

HENRY

85 in

will you

by using

COUGH!

at

—

Capital & Surplus,

-AT-

gage,

representing the following first-class Companies

Phoenix, of Hartford.

lieved

press and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bonds were marketed at 95. The
Eouioment Bonds, bein? Bwnml hv n fuwmri mmt.

WITH

„

Why

THE-

I

MEDICAL.

COUGH!

The

given January 8,1872. Apply to
J. B. CUMMINGS,

Possession

softly blow,
Waving your beauty loverwise,
Tell me, if haplv ye may know,
Is this like the lovely trees which grow
By the silver streams of Paradise?

Now

Let!

IV”0 3 Free Street, Basement and

so

IN

Lei*

|

see

ESTABLISHED

-OF

grounds

time.

COUGH!

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF IOWA

muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
which with several
! proximity to good fishing
! markets near at hand mue it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms
moderate.
For particulars apply to

And Its wide rich blossoms of luminous white
Slowly clsse, with a gush of sweet.

Oh, gentle airs,

Scba-

jal2d*lw

AN

For when the valleys grow dim with night,
And the Bkies relent from their noonday heat,
Its long leaves shine in the level light,

which

9 rooms;

_MEDICAL.

EQUIPMENT BONDS

gas.

premises.

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40
I acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
I of new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
1
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fish|
! erman. The land is excellent—sea-dressing and

Queen of the South and love of the Sun!
Happy indeed must the sleeper be
Who finds his rest, when at last ’tis won.
And the dew hangs heavy, and day is done,
Under the broad magnolia tree!

I

the

on

Island to

wonderful fragrance, deep and rare,
The breath of the great maguoiia tiower,
That, after the long day’s din and glare,
Comes softly forth, like a silent prayer,
To bless and sweeten the grateful hour.
A

At mom to the Sun’s enamored rays
It opens its bosom’s snowy prime;
Pride of the sultry summer days,
It gives its beauty to all who gaze.
But keeps its breath for the
twilight

To Lei*
Elm st., containing

No. 30
HOUSE
go water,

The
Aud the scents of the flowers, after the heat,
over the garden wall;
But one rich odor transcends them all,
Strong and subtle, and sweet, oh, sweet!

Come freshly

MISCELLANEOUS.

WILDIB;

Jjltt_173 Middle St..

Up Stain.
Fancy Job I*rinting

FT1H08E in want of Plain or
A will find it to their ail vantage to call on Wii.M.
Marks, at the Daily I*ress Job Printing Office, Exchange Street, Portland.

U. S.WATCH CO. (Giles,Wales & Co.)

TO

PHYSICTANS^T^1^

Board and Nursing, for Ladle*’ about to be cou fined,
ho require treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal diseai*©*,) under the charge of their own physician, can be found bv addressing Mr*. M. S. Ware,
No. 4 Ferdinand *t., Boston. Satisfactory reference*
w ill be required and given in return.
RekIcrkncks: Wm. Read. M. I)., (late City Physician); David Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner. M. D*
C. F. Folsom, M. D.; S. L. Dutton, M. D., Boston*
Nathan French, M. !>., Malden Centre, Mass,
Jan 13 eod :tm
or w

Dost in the

wor!d!As^ourJewel!eMol!«nSn.

For Sale bya.ll First-class Dealers.

WHOLESALE ROOMS,

-TLES,WALES & CO, 13 Maiden Lane, Kew Toil

$350. Toy, Stationery

and

Fancy

Woods Store For Sale.
a leading thoroughly o; .mall, clean Block, no
bonus; a good place to make money; best of
reasons given for Belling; rare opportunity.
TAYLOlt & CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass.
jnil-3t

ON

__

Kestaurent and Ladies' and Gents’

OiniiiK Saloon For viilc.

Excellent

Business

Sale, half

interest
Ipollh aticy floods Store;

111

a

Opportunity.

first

class Dry and

leading thoroughfare
thoroughly established, and doing a good paving i'.„.
inesa; good store, with a well selected stock;' rcferenl
ccs
& Co„ 20 State
at., 'Boston,
on

a

exchanged.^Taylor

mn
YV-VTl'Il “cn
iu

b” Pr

good Lodging House attached; thoroughWITH
first elii:-H paying
ly established; regular

to

Agents

to

introduce arlt. le

"“igr- wLaua *

a

REMOVAL.

run

Business; best location in Boston; all appurtenances
to carry on the business; long lease, low rent; satisfactory

for selling,
.TAYLOK & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

reasons

jall.3t

SHACK FORD has n moved to No TO Park
next door above Hrauimar
School Mouse,
•
au i
3m

Dlt.

